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The immune system

The human body is constantly exposed to different threats. These can come along in 
the form of pathogens, like viruses and bacteria, that can enter and infect the body. On 
the other hand, disturbances in tissue homeostasis of the human body, such as during 
oncogenic transformation leading to cancer, also pose danger to the body. Cells of the 
immune system are involved in the protection against these threats. 

The study of the immune system has classically divided its components in two 
separate, yet perfectly integrated, arms: the innate and the adaptive immune system. 
The first line of defense is formed by the innate immune system. Through the recognition 
of Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs) or Damage Associated Molecular 
Patterns (DAMPs) by Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs), cells of the innate immune 
system become activated in the case of an alarming situation1,2. In contrast, the term 
Self-Associated Molecular Pattern (SAMP) has been recently proposed to describe 
the molecular patterns within the organism that provide regulatory signals to keep 
the immune system in a quiescent state3. Cells of the innate immune system mainly 
protect the body by phagocytosis of the pathogen or by secreting defense proteins. 
Antigen presenting cells (APCs) participate in linking the innate to the adaptive immune 
system, through the recognition and internalization of pathogens or other harmful, 
but also harmless components. Internalization allows processing and presentation of 
peptides derived from the ingested ligands on major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
classes I and II. Activated APCs migrate to the lymph node, where they instruct T cells 
and contribute to the final differentiation of B cells. T and B cells form the effector arm 
of the immune system and subsequently remove the dangerous components from the 
body. A fraction of the originally activated lymphoid cells will become memory T and 
B cells, residing in the lymph nodes and bone marrow respectively, thereby enabling 
a quicker and improved response in the case of a second exposure to the same threat.

Inappropriate activation of the immune system against harmless endogenous or 
exogenous antigens can cause either autoimmunity or allergy. Autoimmunity results 
from auto-reactive T cells that escape the selection process of T cells in the thymus 
or by molecular mimicry to pathogenic substances. In the thymus T cells are selected 
based on the affinity of their T cell receptor (TCR) for self-peptides presented in MHC 
class I and II4. The expression of several of these self-peptides is under the control of the 
transcription factor autoimmune regulator (AIRE)5. T cells, expressing a TCR with low 
affinity for peptides presented in MHC class I or II molecules, are positively selected. 
Strong TCR-ligand interactions induce apoptosis of the TCR-expressing cell, a process 
called negative selection. Failure to recognize any MHC-peptide complex also results 
in death of the T cell. Self-reactive T cells may escape the selection process or develop 
into anergic or regulatory T cells (Tregs); depending on the affinity, the availability of 
the peptide present in the MHC molecules and the presence of certain cytokines. For 
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example, the presence of interleukin 2 (IL-2) and TGFβ rescues high affinity T cells from 
destruction and directs them to become Treg4. 

In case of molecular mimicry a desired immune reaction is initially induced against 
an invading pathogen. However, antibodies protective against the pathogen are cross-
reactive with self-antigens6. Due to the pro-inflammatory environment, CD4+ T cells 
with low affinity for these self-antigens become activated as well. This combination can 
subsequently result in autoimmunity, as is the case in Guillain-Barre Syndrome, where 
antibodies are initially formed against pathogens, like Campylobacter jejuni, Ebstain-
Barr virus, cytomegalovirus and Mycoplasma pneumoniae, but are cross-reactive with 
gangliosides on myelin. These ganglioside-specific antibodies then damage the nervous 
system, resulting in paralysis6. 

In contrast, allergy is the inappropriate reaction of the immune system to harmless 
exogenous ligands, such as grass pollen and food components. How allergy develops is 
currently not entirely understood, but involves both genetic and environmental factors. 
Allergy stems from a misbalance in the CD4+ T helper subsets7. Different T helper subsets 
can be distinguished within the T cell compartment, of which the T helper 1 (Th1) and T 
helper 2 (Th2) subsets are best defined. These cells are distinct in their cytokine profiles 
and thereby in their effector functions. Through their production of IFNγ, Th1 cells are 
involved in the cellular defense against intracellular pathogens, while Th2 cells secrete 
IL-4 and IL-5, important for the clearance of extracellular pathogens, such as parasites8. 
Allergy has largely been attributed to a hyperactivation of Th2 cells, however recently, 
Th17 cells9,10, which secrete large amounts of IL-17, have been implicated in allergy and 
autoimmune diseases as well7. In addition, the cytokine IL-9 is associated with allergy. 
Although originally thought to be secreted by Th2 cells, IL-9 is actually produced by a 
distinct subset of T helper cells, the Th9 cells11. Altogether, the misbalance in T helper 
subsets results in the production of unwanted cytokines, thereby activating improper 
components of the immune system, which ultimately leads to allergy. 

Next to CD4+ T helper cells, CD8+ cytotoxic T cells are able to induce apoptosis in 
target cells through secretion of perforin and granzymes, thereby eliminating the target 
cells expressing the appropriate peptide in the context of MHC class I molecules. The 
pathways leading to CD4+ and CD8+ T cell activation are different, requiring peptides 
derived from endocytosed pathogens to be presented on MHC class II molecules to 
activate CD4+ T cells, while CD8+ T cells are activated by peptides present in MHC class I. 
These peptides in MHC class I originate from pathogenic, for instance of viral, origin, or 
self-peptides present in the cytosol. Furthermore, professional APCs, primarily dendritic 
cells (DCs), can present peptides from endocytosed antigens on MHC class I as well, 
a process called cross-presentation12. The routing and presentation of endocytosed 
antigens will be discussed in more detail later.
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Dendritic cells and their function in antigen recognition and 

presentation 
DCs reside in all peripheral tissues. In addition, DC subsets may also be present in the 
blood. DCs are specialized in the detection of invading pathogens. After pathogen 
recognition, the pathogens are taken up and the DC migrates to the lymph nodes to 
activate T cells13,14. These cells were named DCs based on their branched morphology 
and their dendrite-like structures, which stretch out when DCs adhere to glass15. These 
dendrites likely attribute to their ability to efficiently capture antigens by filtering large 
areas. 

DCs express high levels of PRRs, receptors involved in the recognition of PAMPs, 
DAMPs and, hypothetically, SAMPs. A large variety of PAMPs and DAMPs is recognized 
by the so-called Toll like receptors (TLR), whereby TLR engagement induces activation 
of the TLR-expressing cell16,17. Several TLRs, like TLR1, TLR2, TLR4, TLR5 and TLR6, 
are expressed on the cell surface and recognize PAMPs located on the exterior of the 
pathogen. The intracellular TLRs (TLR3, TLR7, TLR8 and TLR9) are mainly involved in 
recognition of RNA and unmethylated CpG DNA, for which internalization and partial 
degradation of the pathogen is required. In addition, endogenous TLR ligands, like heat 
shock protein 60, have been described18. These proteins can be aberrantly expressed 
upon stress and/or secreted in the exterior after necrosis, thereby functioning as marker 
for damage-associated conditions. 

Another family of PRRs expressed by DCs is the Nod-like receptor (NLR) family19. NLRs 
reside in the cytosol, where they participate in sensing microbial motifs and endogenous 
danger signals. Some NLRs are involved in the induction of the inflammasome, leading 
to the production of mature IL-1β. 

C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) form a different group of PRRs, which will be 
discussed in more detail hereafter. CLRs are carbohydrate-binding receptors that 
recognize carbohydrate structures present on the surface of pathogens, commensals 
and endogenous proteins. Besides antigen recognition, most CLRs are capable of 
internalizing the antigens, and thereby contribute to the activation of the adaptive 
immune system. 

DCs use different modes of ligand internalization. Receptor-mediated uptake of 
antigens, via endocytosis or phagocytosis, is mediated by CLRs and other antigen 
capture receptors present on DCs. Additionally, the non-specific uptake of small 
molecules directly across the cell membrane is called pinocytosis. 

The intracellular fate of the antigen is partially determined by the internalization 
method used13, as well as the type of DC that mediates the antigen uptake. In mammals, 
DCs are often grouped into two major subtypes: the plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) and the 
conventional DCs (cDCs), also called myeloid DCs (mDCs). pDCs are vital in the response 
against viruses by producing high amounts of type I interferons, while cDCs have a more 
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prominent role in antigen presentation to T cells. cDCs can be further subdivided in 
different subtypes, depending on their expression of various surface receptors and their 
location in the body. Moreover, these subsets have remarkably different capacities for 
antigen presentation to T cells. In mice, DCs that excel either in MHC class I or MHC 
class II presentation can be distinguished on the basis of their CD8 expression13. The 
CD8α+ DCs are specialized in (cross)-presentation of antigens on MHC class I molecules, 
while the CD8α- DCs play a more important role in MHC class II presentation to CD4+ T 
cells. Recently, the human BDCA3+ DCs have been shown to exceed in their ability to 
cross-present antigens and therefore these cells likely represent the human homologue 
of the murine CD8α+ DCs20–22. 

The expression of high levels of co-stimulatory molecules and an increased expression 
of MHC molecules on the surface of DCs contribute to optimal T cell activation23–25. 
These characteristics are present on DCs that have matured after encountering 
DAMPs, PAMPs or inflammatory cytokines24. Recognition of these “danger” molecules 
triggers specific intracellular signaling cascades, leading to the expression of these 
co-stimulatory molecules on the plasma membrane and additionally the secretion of 
several pro-inflammatory cytokines. The type of DAMP or PAMP dictates the actual 
profile of co-stimulatory molecules and cytokines expressed26, and is therefore vital in 
determining the nature of the T cell response induced. In contrast, antigen presentation 
by immature DCs, which lack the expression of co-stimulatory molecules, leads to the 
development of regulatory T cells25. Mature DCs are capable of inducing regulatory 
T cells as well, depending on the expression of inhibitory molecules on the plasma 
membrane or through the secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-10 and 
TGFβ27,28.

Due to the limited availability of human blood DCs, many studies exploit the so-called 
monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs), which are formed by the incubation of monocytes 
with IL-4 and GM-CSF29. Based on their TLR and CLR expression these moDCs have 
been shown to resemble the in vivo inflammatory DCs quite well14,30. Therefore, moDCs 
are often used as a representative tool to study DC function. 

The recognition of glycoconjugates by C-type lectins
All cells express an array of lipids or proteins that carry covalently attached single 
sugars (monosaccharides) or branched chains of sugars (oligo- or polysaccharides). 
Glycan is a generic term for any sugar or assembly of sugars, in free form or attached 
to another molecule. Glycans can be linked to proteins via N- or O-linked glycosylation, 
resulting in glycoproteins. The N-glycan is coupled to an Asparagine residue in the 
consensus peptide sequence Asparagine-X-Serine/Threonine (X = any amino acid with 
the exception of Proline), while O-glycosylation of proteins starts with the attachment 
of an N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) moiety to the hydroxyl group of either a Serine 
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or Threonine residue in the protein31. The exact N- or O-glycan formed depends on the 
availability of different sugar-donors, the repertoire of glycosylation-related enzymes 
and the protein on which the glycosylation occurs32. Glycosaminoglycans are linear 
copolymers of repeating acidic disaccharide units, coupled to proteins via a typical 
core region in which a xylose residue is linked to a Serine residue or as free complex 
polysaccharide. The glycosylation process mainly occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER) and Golgi, resulting in abundant glycosylation of cell surface proteins. However, 
the addition of an N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) to the amino acid Serine occurs as a 
form of cytoplasmic glycosylation (Figure 1).  

Bacteria use an N-glycosylation-related pathway to synthesize their cell wall, which 
are composed of several layers of glycoconjugates (molecules in which one or more 
glycan units are covalently linked to a noncarbohydrated entity) and polysaccharides, 
including peptidoglycans and β-glucans (Figure 1). In addition, gram negative bacteria 
express the lipopolysaccharide LPS on the exterior of their outer membrane (Figure 1). 
Similar to eukaryotes, some bacteria synthesize glycoproteins with N- and O-linked 
glycans attached33,34. Most viral envelope proteins are heavily glycosylated forming a 
shield to the underlying viral protein, thereby protecting the virus from host immune 
reactions. As most viral genomes do not encode for glycosyltransferases, viruses employ 
the host glycosylation machinery to synthesize their viral glycoproteins. Therefore, 
their glycosylation pattern closely resembles that of the host cell from which they 
emerge. Higher eukaryotes are thought to express more complex glycans compared to 
fungi, helminths and prokaryotes. Yet, mammalian-type glycans are also found on the 
surface of pathogens. For example, some Helicobacter pylori strains express the human 
blood group antigen LewisX on their LPS35, needed for proper colonization of the human 
stomach. 

Since many glycans are located on the cell membrane or on secreted proteins, they 
participate in cell-cell communication as well as in the host-pathogen interaction. 
Human cells express several classes of glycan-binding receptors that contribute to these 
interactions31. We here focus on the family of CLRs that are abundantly expressed by DCs36. 
CLRs are carbohydrate-binding receptors that share a common fold in their recognition 
domain, the so-called C-type lectin-like domain (CTLD). However, the presence of a CTLD 
does not warrant glycan recognition37. The occurrence of a calcium (Ca2+) ion in classical 
glycan-binding CLRs optimizes the fold of the carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD), 
necessary for glycan binding38. In contrast to type II CLRs, that hold only one CRD and an 
extracellular C-terminus, type I CLRs contain an extracellular N-terminus with multiple 
CRDs39. The CLRs are generally divided into two different classes, the galactose and/
or GalNAc-binding lectins, including the macrophage galactose-type lectin (MGL)40,41, 
that contain a Glutamine-Proline-Aspartic acid (QPD) motif within their CRD37 and the 
CLRs with a Glutamic acid-Proline-Asparagine (EPN) motif in the CRD that interact 
with mannose and/or fucose. DC-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3 (ICAM-3)-
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Figure 1: Examples of glycans and glycoconjugates found in nature. In eukaryotic 
glycoproteins glycans are attached in an N- or O-linked manner. Proteoglycans contain several 
glycosaminoglycans attached to Serine residues in the protein sequence. Hyaluron are secreted 
glycosaminoglycans. In addition to glycoproteins, GPI anchors and glycolipids carry glycan 
structures as well. Prokaryotes can express several other classes of glycan structures, including 
peptidoglycans and β-glucans, present in the cell wall of bacteria. Gram negative bacteria contain 
glycosylated lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in their outer membrane. Moreover, some prokaryotes 
are able to synthesize N- or O-linked glycans. Higher eukaryotes in general carry more complex 
glycan structures compared to the lower eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Modified from Essentials 
of Glycobiology (2009)31 and Marth and Grewal (2008)32.
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grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN)42 and the mannose receptor (MR)43 possess this EPN 
motif and binding to high mannose- and/or fucose-containing glycans is well established 
for these lectins. The dendritic cell immunoreceptor (DCIR) is the only CLR expressed on 
DCs with an unusual sequence in the putative carbohydrate binding site. Instead of an 
Asparagine residue, like in the EPN motif, a Serine residue is present, resulting in an EPS 
motif. In addition, group V CLRs, encoded by the natural killer receptor gene complex 
on human chromosome 12, are expressed by DCs as well, however these CLRs lack the 
Ca2+ and carbohydrate binding motifs. An overview of different CLRs expressed on DCs 
is shown in Figure 2.

DC-expressed CLRs are involved in multiple DC-related processes. Besides 
recognition of glycosylated PAMPs on pathogens, CLRs internalize and route their 
ligands to MHC class I or MHC class II loading compartments. Furthermore, some CLRs 
have been shown to mediate cell-cell interactions. For example, DC-SIGN binding 
to ICAM-3 on T cells enhances the efficiency of T cell activation44. Lately, also ligand-
induced signaling has been attributed to CLRs45. Based on their signaling properties, 
CLRs can be divided into four groups36. First, the hemITAM (immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based activation motif) group contains an intracellular ITAM-like motif. The second 
group needs association to an ITAM-containing adaptor protein to conduct signaling. 
Thirdly, a group with an intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif 
(ITIM) is thought to deliver inhibitory signals to the cell and finally a group lacking 
obvious signaling motifs36. Although most carbohydrate binding CLRs fall in the last 
group, some of these CLRs have been reported to modify TLR signaling45. We will shortly 
discuss the glycan specificity of the four CLRs discussed in this thesis, an overview of 
their function and glycan specificity is given in Table 1. 

Figure 2: C-type lectins expressed 
by dendritic cells. Several CLRs 
are presented on DCs. Based on 
the orientation of their N- and C- 
terminus, these CLRs are classified 
as type I and type II CLRs. Most 
CLRs contain an EPN as the 
glycan binding motif, which has, 
in most cases, been demonstrated 
to be associated with mannose 
and/or fucose binding. Different 
internalization motifs are present in 
the intracellular domains, including 
the proline rich motif in the 
intracellular tail of Langerin. The 
intracellular ITIM of DCIR is unique, 
since this sequence also harbors 
the tyrosine based internalization 
motif. Modified from Sancho and 
Reis e Sousa (2012)36. 
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 DC-SIGN
One of the best-characterized human CLRs on DCs is DC-SIGN. After the initial 
description of the DC-SIGN-human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and DC-
SIGN-ICAM-3 interactions by Geijtenbeek and colleagues44,46, hundreds of articles have 
been published addressing DC-SIGN. DC-SIGN expression is mainly restricted to DCs 
with the exception of a few specialized macrophage types44. In contrast, the expression 
pattern of the 8 different homologues of DC-SIGN present in mice is less restricted 
to DCs47,48. The EPN motif present in the CRD of human DC-SIGN facilitates binding 
to both high mannose and fucose or fucose-containing Lewis-type glycans (a glycan 
structure which exists of the glycans GlcNAc, galactose and one or two fucoses)42, 
whereby DC-SIGN binding to fucose is of higher affinity compared to the DC-SIGN-
mannose interaction49. The affinity is even further enhanced for the interaction of DC-
SIGN with the Lewis antigens42,50. The avidity of the DC-SIGN interaction is improved 
by increasing the number of mannose residues in the structure or the number of glycan 
moieties attached to the glycoprotein49–53. The murine DC-SIGN homologues, SIGNR1 
and SIGNR3 share overlapping glycan specificity with DC-SIGN, however they both bind 
sialylated Lewis structures as well (Table 1, 54,55). 

Repeats present in the neck region of DC-SIGN trigger the formation of DC-SIGN 
tetramers in the cell membrane51. This multimerization strengthens the DC-SIGN-ligand 
interaction. Feinberg and colleagues53 showed that the DC-SIGN CRDs in the tetramer 
configuration are flexible, allowing the interaction with variably spaced glycans on 
both pathogenic and endogenous ligands. The DC-SIGN-ligand interaction is further 
optimized by the presence of DC-SIGN in microdomains on the membrane of DCs56. 

DC-SIGN binds a wide variety of ligands, including the pathogens Candida Albicans57, 
Hepatitis C virus (HCV)58,59 and Mycobacterium tuberculosis60. Nevertheless, DC-SIGN 
binding glycans are present on other endogenous ligands, besides ICAM-3, as well. These 
are for example Mac-161 and CEACAM-162 on neutrophils and the adhesion molecule 
ICAM-2 on vascular and lymphoid endothelium63. During oncogenesis, glycosylation-
related changes can give rise to the expression of DC-SIGN binding glycans on self-
proteins, as has been shown for carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) on colorectal cancer 
cells64. 

The diversity of DC-SIGN ligands is reflected in the different functional outcomes 
after ligand binding. While DC-SIGN binding to cell surface molecules facilitates cell-cell 
adhesion, DC-SIGN-pathogen interactions result in internalization of these ligands. In 
addition, DC-SIGN-mediated signaling can occur upon DC-SIGN-ligand interactions, as 
has been shown for the interaction of DC-SIGN with ManLAM, present on the surface 
of M. tuberculosis60. Compared to TLR4 stimulation alone, the combined ManLAM and 
TLR4 triggering led to increased IL-10 production and decreased expression of DC 
maturation markers. These effects were dependent on DC-SIGN, as a DC-SIGN blocking 
antibody could reverse the observed results. 
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Table 1: Overview of CLR expression and function in human and mice. Modified from Streng- 
Ouwehand et al. (2011)115. Le: Lewis, n.d.: not determined.
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Recent findings indicate that ligand-induced DC-SIGN signaling varies depending on 
the nature of the DC-SIGN binding structures, e.g. high mannose or fucose-type glycans. 
Mannose-containing ligands, such as ManLAM, induce a DC-SIGN-dependent increase 
in the secretion of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 as well as the pro-inflammatory 
cytokines IL-12p70 and IL-665. In contrast, fucose-containing ligands, like LewisY present 
on for example Helicobacter pylori J223-3, cause an increased IL-10 production and a 
diminished secretion of IL-12p70 and IL-6. Activation of Raf-1, a key player in DC-SIGN-
mannose signaling, was dispensable in DC-SIGN-fucose signaling, likely explaining the 
differences in cytokine profile65.

Both murine SIGNR1 and SIGNR3 function as antigen uptake receptor55,66, similar to 
DC-SIGN. Stimulation of SIGNR1 with M. tuberculosis results in increased IL-12 and IL-10 
production67–70, but the role of SIGNR1 during M. tuberculosis infection in vivo is limited. 
On the other hand, the interaction of M. tuberculosis with SIGNR3 did not affect IL-10 
and IL-12 secretion, while it clearly affected IL-6 and TNFα production. In addition, the 
presence of SIGNR3 decreased the amount of M. tuberculosis colony-forming unit in the 
lungs, but no effect was observed for the spleens71. These data suggest that although 
SIGNR1 and SIGNR3 share functional properties with human DC-SIGN, differences 
between the human and murine molecules are also observed. 

DCIR
DCIR is one of the classical, glycan binding CLRs expressed on DCs. However, DCIR 
expression is not restricted to these cells, since expression of DCIR on monocytes, 
B-cells, neutrophils and activated T cells has also been reported72–77. DCIR is unique in 
the sense that it is the only classical CLR containing an ITIM in its intracellular domain. In 
mice 4 different homologues of the human DCIR gene, dcir1 till 4 are present, of which 
only dcir1 and dcir2 encode for a protein that encompasses an intracellular ITIM. The 
highest sequence similarity is found between the human DCIR gene and the murine 
dcir1. Both human DCIR and murine DCIR1 contain the EPS motif, while dcir2 encodes 
for a protein with an EPN motif (Table 1). 

In general, phosphorylated ITIMs are able to recruit phosphatases and thereby 
dephosphorylate activated kinases78. Although phosphatases usually inhibit cellular 
responses; activation of cellular processes has been described as well79. Phosphorylation 
of the ITIM in human DCIR results in the recruitment of the Src Homology 2 domain 
containing protein tyrosine phosphatases 1 (SHP-1) and SHP-280,81. Simultaneous 
triggering of human DCIR (with the use of an antibody) and TLRs results in a decreased 
cytokine response compared to TLR stimulation alone75,82, suggesting an inhibitory 
function for DCIR. In mice, functional inhibition mediated by the ITIM in DCIR1 has 
been described by Kanazawa and colleagues83. They coupled the intracellular domain 
of DCIR1 to the extracellular domain of the FcγRIIB receptor and transduced the B cell 
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line IIA.1.6 with these constructs. Concordant stimulation of this chimeric protein and 
the B-cell receptor resulted in a decreased calcium release and reduced overall protein 
phosphorylation compared to cells expressing mutated ITIM chimeric receptors or 
stimulation of the B-cell receptor alone. Additional data obtained from dcir1 knockout 
mice (dcir-/- mice) strengthen the inhibitory function for DCIR during homeostatic 
control84. In these mice an increased proliferation of DCs is observed after in vitro or 
in vivo stimulation, combined with an increased incidence of autoimmune diseases, 
like sialadenitis and enthesitis at latter age. Furthermore, the human DCIR locus is 
associated with the development of the autoimmune disease rheumatoid arthritis85,86. 

No conclusive results have been obtained so far regarding the carbohydrate 
ligands of DCIR. Binding of a DCIR-Fc construct to both sulfated lactose and N-acetyl 
lactosamine (LacNAc)87 as well as to fucose and mannose49 has been observed. DCIR 
expression increases the HIV-1 infectivity of DCs due to DCIR-mediated signaling via 
the ITIM88,89, nevertheless data on the actual binding of HIV-1 to DCIR is still lacking. 
Recently, HCV has been shown to interact with DCIR90, however the glycans involved in 
this interaction have not been elucidated. 

MGL
MGL belongs to the galactose/GalNAc-binding lectins with a QPD motif in the CRD 
and is expressed on macrophages and mDCs, with enhanced expression on tolerogenic 
DCs91,92. Strong binding of MGL to terminal GalNAc glycans has been observed40,41. 
GalNAc moieties are present on endogenous and exogenous ligands, therefore, MGL 
interacts with pathogens, such as Schistosoma mansoni41 and a specific variation of 
Neisseria gonorrhoeae lipooligosaccharide93 and self-proteins, like MUC194. Additionally, 
MGL interacts with CD45 on effector T cells, thereby decreasing T cell proliferation and 
inducing cell death95. In mice two MGL homologues are present, of which only one 
(MGL2) interacts with terminal GalNAc glycans, while MGL1 binds LewisX and Lewisa 

glycans96. 
MGL does not have clear signaling motifs in its intracellular tail36, similar as DC-

SIGN, however also MGL has been shown to mediate intracellular signaling after ligand 
binding. MGL triggering induces DC maturation97 and affects TLR2 induced cytokine 
production (van Vliet et al. 2013, manuscript in preparation). In addition, N. gonorrhoeae 
strains that interact with MGL shift the T helper balance towards Th2 cells93. The role of 
these lectins in murine signaling has not been established yet.
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MR 
MR belongs to the type I CLRs with an extracellular N-terminus with multiple CRDs. 
Both human and murine MR contain 8 CRDs, which are involved in the Ca2+-dependent 
binding to mannose, fucose and GlcNAc43,98. In addition, a fibronectin type II domain, 
that recognizes collagen99, and a cysteine rich domain, that mediates Ca2+-independent 
binding to sulfated GalNAc, galactose and Lewis structures100,101, are present in human 
and murine MR. MR clustering is prevented by sialylation of the MR protein, thereby 
decreasing the glycan interaction via the cysteine rich domain102. In addition, glycan 
binding to the CRD regions is directly influenced by MR glycosylation, independently on 
the capability to form multimers. 

Various different ligands have been described for MR, these include ligands from 
exogenous and endogenous origin103. The interaction with mannosylated pathogens 
like C. albicans, M. tuberculosis and Streptococcus pneumoniae is mediated by the CRDs 
of MR103, while endogenous proteins bind either the cysteine rich domain, like the 
hormones lutropin and thyrotropin, or the CRDs, like the lysosomal hydrolases104.

Furthermore, MR falls in the group of CLRs without obvious signaling motifs as well36. 
Nevertheless, human MR stimulation with a specific antibody or different ligands can 
induce DC maturation and the production of IL-10 and IL-1R, while stimulation with a 
distinct antibody and other MR binding ligands did not result in signaling105. In contrast, 
stimulated MR-/- cells showed increased IL-10 over TNFα production compared to wild 
type cells106, corresponding with decreased TNFα production after ligation of human MR 
with unopsonized Pneumocystis organisms107. Therefore, the role of MR in transducing 
pro- or anti-inflammatory signals needs to be elucidated more precisely. Additionally, 
human MR signaling directs immunity towards the Th2 lineage108.  

Routing and presentation of antigens
CLRs participate in the recognition and endocytosis of different ligands. Internalized 
proteins generally route to MHC class II loading compartments for the activation of 
CD4+ T cells. DCs have the special ability to present internalized exogenous proteins on 
MHC class I molecules as well, a process called cross-presentation28. Before discussing 
the role CLRs play in the routing of endocytosed antigens, we will first describe the 
routing and presentation of antigens in more detail (Figure 3). 

In the ER, newly synthesized MHC class II molecules pair with the invariant (Ii) 
chain, which maintains the correct folding of MHC class II molecules and protects them 
from premature loading with other local peptides. During transfer of this complex to 
the MHC class II loading compartment, the Ii chain is cleaved by proteases, leaving a 
class II-associated invariant chain (CLIP) peptide in the peptide-binding groove of MHC 
class II molecules. In the MHC class II loading compartment CLIP can subsequently be 
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replaced by peptides generated after the lysosomal cleavage of endocytosed ligands28. 
This process is catalyzed by HLA-DM23 (1: Exogenous MHC class II loading, thick black 
arrows in Figure 3). DC maturation promotes MHC class II presentation by decreasing 
the pH in MHC class II loading compartments, thereby facilitating peptide generation116. 

Cytosolic proteins are loaded onto MHC class I molecules. Ubiquitinated proteins are 
destined to be degraded by the proteasome and subsequently transported into the ER 
via transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP), where they are directly loaded 
onto newly synthesized MHC class I molecules. ER-associated aminopeptidase (ERAP1) 
is present in the ER to further trim the peptides into optimal stretches for MHC class I 
loading. The resulting MHC class I-peptide complexes are then transported via the Golgi 
to the plasma membrane (2: Endogenous MHC class I loading, thin green arrows)25,28,117. 

For a long time the consensus was that only peptides, originating from the 
enzymatic degradation of protein antigens, could be presented on MHC molecules. 
Nevertheless, at the beginning of the new century, Cobb et al. demonstrated that 
zwitterionic polysaccharides (ZPS) can be directly presented on MHC class II without 
the need of a protein backbone118–121. ZPSs are bacterial glycan structures consisting 
of several repeats of a single glycan moiety. Their folding into a helical-like structure, 
thereby mimicking the 3D structure of a peptide, depends on the presence of charged 
residues in the glycan structure. Cleavage into smaller fragments, necessary for fitting 
into the MHC class II groove, is facilitated by nitric oxide (NO)119,121–123. ZPS cleavage by 
NO results in a decline in the lysosomal pH, thereby preventing further degradation 
of the ZPS repeats123. ZPS stimulation of DC also triggers the transcription of the NO 
producing enzyme: inducible NO-synthase (iNOS), necessary for ZPS cleavage122–124. 
The MHC class II-ZPS complexes route to the plasma membrane, where they are able 
to activate ZPS-specific CD4+ T cells118,121,125–130. Presentation of processed ZPSs on MHC 
class I has not been reported118,122, probably because the MHC class I binding cleft is 
more size restricted and therefore cannot fit the ZPS fragments.

The loading of peptides and glycans on MHC molecules enables appropriate T cell 
activation to clear infectious pathogens. CD4+ T helper cells facilitate antibody production 
by B cells in order to eliminate extracellular pathogens and help macrophages to actively 
destroy internalized pathogens27. Virally infected cells present virus-derived peptides on 
their MHC class I molecules, triggering cytotoxic CD8+ T cells to eradicate the infected 
cells. However, most virally infected cells are not able to migrate to the lymph nodes, the 
principal place where naive CD8+ T cells are activated. Therefore, APCs, and especially 
DCs, possess an alternative cross-presentation pathway, which allows presentation of 
endocytosed antigens on MHC class I molecules. After endocytosis of virally infected 
cells and possibly also (parts of) cancer cells in the periphery, DCs migrate to the lymph 
nodes to actively trigger T cell immunity. 
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Figure 3: Intracellular routes leading to MHC-I and MHC-II presentation. Different intracellular 
pathways are involved in MHC-I and MHC-II loading. The endogenous MHC-I loading pathway is 
followed by endogenous and exogenous cytosolic proteins (green arrows). Internalized antigens 
most commonly follow the exogenous MHC-II loading pathway (black arrows). DCs are special 
in their capacity to cross-present internalized antigens resulting into MHC-I loading. The TAP-
dependent cytosolic pathway is the best described cross-presentation route. Herein proteins or 
peptides are released from the endosomes into the cytosol, where they are further cleaved by 
the proteasome and transported into the ER, where they will follow the general MHC-I loading 
pathway of cytosolic proteins (purple arrows). Cytosolic proteasomal cleaved peptides can be 
transported back into the endosomes and there loaded onto MHC-I as well (orange arrows). 
TAP-independent routing via the ER includes ligands internalized and routed via retrograde 
transport to the ER (red arrows). The endosomal route does not include loading in the ER, but 
in the phagolysosomes. This route lacks the cleavage in the cytosol and proteins are trimmed 
inside the endosomes (blue arrows). For simplicity reasons, the routing of newly synthesized ER-
derived MHC-II molecules via the Golgi is not visualized.
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Most cross-presentation routes are TAP-dependent and follow the so-called cytosolic 

route. Endocytosed antigens enter the cytosol, by a yet ill-defined mechanism, where 
they are cleaved by the proteasome. Proteasomally cleaved peptides are subsequently 
transported via TAP into the ER, which after loading onto MHC class I follow the same 
route as peptide-MHC class I complexes derived from endogenous ligands (3: TAP-
dependent ER route, twisted purple arrows)117,131. This ER-dependent cross-presentation 
pathway has several advantages. Optimal trimming of proteins by ERAP1 occurs in the 
ER and all the components of the MHC class I loading machinery are present in the 
ER, facilitating highly efficient loading onto MHC class I molecules. Strikingly, recent 
research supports the presence of TAP in endosome/phagosome-like compartments132. 
In this way, TAP could transport the proteasomal cleaved peptides back into the 
endosomal compartments, for the loading on MHC class I molecules (4: TAP-dependent 
endosomal route, twisted orange arrows). The decreased cross-presentation seen in 
TAP deficiency and after treatment with a TAP antagonist highlight the important role 
of TAP in cross-presentation28,133. 

Nevertheless, not all antigens are cross-presented in a TAP-dependent manner. Some 
toxins, like pertussis toxin and Pseudomonas exotoxin, are internalized, transported to 
the ER and loaded onto MHC class I molecules, also in the absence of TAP134. Moreover, 
simian virus 40 is initially internalized via MHC class I into caveolin-1+ vesicles, that do not 
express any markers for endosomes, lysosomes, ER or Golgi compartments, however 
after several hours the virus is quickly transported to the ER (5: TAP-independent ER 
route, thin red arrows)135. This transport to the ER is most likely used by simian virus 40 
to facilitate infection, however possibly, ER dependent protein cleavage might result in 
MHC class I presentation of viral derived peptides136.

In addition, cross-presentation can occur via the endosomal pathway (6: Endosomal 
route, thick blue arrows). A low phagosomal pH and protein degradation by endocytic 
proteases are crucial for the formation of MHC class I-peptide complexes via this 
route137,138. The presence of the insulin-responsive aminopeptidase (IRAP1), closely 
related to ERAP1, in phagosomes133, and the co-localization of MHC class I with the 
transferrin receptor in recycling compartments139, further attributes to the hypothesis 
that efficient MHC class I loading might occur in phagosomes. Furthermore, some 
ER components were detected in endosomal compartments, facilitating MHC class I 
loading140,141. MHC class I molecules, internalized from the plasma membrane, may 
enter the endosomes, where replacement of peptides could take place. In addition, 
newly synthesized MHC class I molecules may leave the ER via the endosomal pathway, 
instead of the secretory pathway. Evidence for the existence of this last route stems 
from the detection of endo H-sensitive MHC class I molecules on the plasma membrane. 
In the Golgi, mannose-rich glycans are trimmed by mannosidase II. Glycoproteins that 
bypass the Golgi still harbor mannose-rich glycans and are therefore Endo H sensitive, 
which catalyzes the trimming of these glycans141. 
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Overall, the route that the antigen follows after internalization is determined by the 
cell type, the maturation state, the type of ligand and the mode of internalization142. 
Maturation of DCs has been shown to increase cross-presentation132, even though the 
initial antigen routing appears to be similar in immature and mature DCs143. Moreover, 
the nature of the TLR stimulus is important in determining the effect on cross-
presentation (143 and unpublished data from our laboratory). CLR-mediated endocytosis 
can target antigens for MHC class II presentation as well as for the cross-presentation 
pathway. Hereafter, I will shortly discuss the knowledge currently present on antigen 
internalization and presentation by the four CLRs discussed in this thesis. 

CLRs in antigen presentation
The CLRs DC-SIGN, DCIR, MGL and MR all mediate antigen endocytosis for T cell 
activation. DC-SIGN-mediated endocytosis of specific antibodies as well as ligands has 
been demonstrated by various groups144–152, whereby the DC-SIGN ligands are routed to 
endosomes and lysosomes144,145,147,150,153. The murine homologues, SIGNR1 and SIGNR3 
function as antigen uptake receptor as well55,66. Three motifs inside the intracellular 
domain of human DC-SIGN participate in the DC-SIGN internalization and routing 
of ligands: a di-leucine motif, a tyrosine based motif and the triacidic cluster (Figure 
2), of which the di-leucine motif is most important for the initial internalization144,154. 
The nature of the DC-SIGN ligand might dictate its fate after endocytosis, since a DC-
SIGN antibody was targeted to the lysosomes, while HIV-1 remained localized to the 
endosomal compartments145. Strikingly, CRD binding antibodies are quickly routed to 
the lysosomes, whereas prolonged endosomal localization occurred when using a DC-
SIGN antibody that targets the neck region153. 

Human DC-SIGN targeting using antibodies or glycoproteins engineered to 
specifically bind DC-SIGN increase both MHC class I and MHC class II presentation and 
subsequently the CD8+ and CD4+ T cell proliferation147,148,151–153,155. Glycosylated ligands 
internalized by DC-SIGN are cross-presented even in the absence of a maturation 
stimulus. However, TLR4 triggering does increase cross-presentation leading to 
enhanced CD8+ T cell proliferation after DC-SIGN-dependent targeting of ligands152. 
At present, the exact route followed by DC-SIGN-endocytosed ligands mediating MHC 
class II and MHC class I loading remains unidentified. 

Internalization of human DCIR has been shown in both moDCs and pDCs75,82 and is 
probably initiated by the tyrosine-based internalization motif, localized inside the ITIM 
in the intracellular domain72,156 (Figure 2). Although in moDCs a partial co-localization of 
the internalized DCIR antibody and lysosomes can be observed, a significant portion of 
the DCIR molecules remains at the cell surface after prolonged internalization75. Ligands 
endocytosed by DCIR activate PBLs82 and CD8+ T cells157, whereby the DCIR-dependent 
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cross-presentation is strongly enhanced by CD40L or TLR7/8 stimulation. The routing of 
DCIR-internalized ligands to MHC class I loading compartments is currently unknown.

Internalization of the murine DCIR homologue DCIR2 has been intensively 
investigated. Internalization of α-DCIR2 antibodies specifically leads to MHC class II 
presentation; however, this could be a reflection of the DCIR2-expressing DC type. 
DCIR2 expression is particularly seen on CD8α- DCs, which are specialized in MHC 
class II presentation110. Internalization of the other three DCIR homologues has not 
been explored yet. In addition, endocytosis of DCIR binding glycosylated ligands needs 
to be confirmed.

MGL-binding antibodies and ligands are quickly internalized by DCs, resulting 
in endo-lysosomal routing and CD4+ T cell proliferation112. Internalization of human 
MGL is dependent on a classical clathrin-mediated endocytosis motif present in the 
MGL intracellular domain112. Cross-presentation of MGL internalized ligands has been 
hypothesized due to the reported routing to MHC class I loading compartments158, 
however the induction of CD8+ T cell proliferation has not been demonstrated for 
human MGL. In mice MGL2 targeting can activate both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells159. In 
contrast, MGL1 targeting with OVA-LewisX especially increases CD8+ T cell responses 
(Streng-Ouwehand et al., manuscript in preparation). Similar to the human situation, 
both MGL1 and MGL2 internalized ligands co-localize with endosomal and lysosomal 
compartments. 

MR internalization occurs very rapidly as well, leading to immediate receptor 
recycling from intracellular pools160,161, thereby increasing the antigen uptake. 
Furthermore, routing of human MR ligands to endo-lysosomes has been reported162, 
while murine MR ligands route to a distinct endosomal compartment specialized in 
cross-presentation163. This correlates with the CD4+ and CD8+ T cell proliferation induced 
by human and murine MR ligands, respectively113,163. However, murine MR ligands can 
induce CD4+ T cell proliferation as well164. TLR4 triggering improves cross-presentation 
of MR ligands in mice132,164. Internalization and endosomal routing is mediated by 
the tyrosine motif (FENTLY) in the intracellular domain of MR165,166. In this thesis we 
compared the internalization characteristics of these four CLRs, to obtain more insight 
in the biology of CLRs on DCs. 
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Thesis outline
In this thesis we have investigated the carbohydrate specificity and function of DCIR in 
comparison to the well-known C-type lectin DC-SIGN. We performed in detail analysis 
on the carbohydrate specificity of DCIR, using synthetic glycoconjugates as well as 
several pathogens and tumor cell lines, and demonstrate that DC-SIGN and DCIR have 
different but overlapping glycan specificities. In contrast to DC-SIGN, the interaction 
of DCIR with its ligands is dependent on the glycosylation of the DCIR CRD region, in 
which the carbohydrate binding motif is located next to the only N-glycosylation site. 
Furthermore, the identified DCIR-ligand interactions can induce signaling via the ITIM 
in DCIR (Chapters 2 and 3). Chapter 4 discusses the internalization route of DC-SIGN. 
We demonstrated that DC-SIGN binding antigens are routed to compartments involved 
in cross-presentation and have the capability to stimulate CD8+ T cell proliferation. 
Furthermore, our data demonstrates that the distribution of DC-SIGN in nanodomains 
on the cell membrane and the internalization and routing are dependent on the 
cytoplasmic dileucine motif. Moreover, the internalization route of both the DC-SIGN 
molecule and the DC-SIGN binding ligands were compared, showing a differential 
routing of the DC-SIGN-ligand complex to the ER, the major MHC class I loading 
compartment, while released DC-SIGN ligands enter MHC class II loading compartments. 
In Chapter 5 we have investigated the internalization of DC-SIGN, DCIR, MGL and MR 
in DCs in the immature state and after LPS stimulation. Internalization rates were 
unaffected by LPS stimulation, however the expression levels did decrease after 
maturation and the recycling capacity of MGL was lost upon TLR4 triggering. Strikingly, 
the internalization and routing of DCIR ligands differs from the other CLRs tested and 
DCIR triggering affects routing of DC-SIGN ligands. Finally, we have addressed whether 
CLRs participate in the internalization of one of the ZPSs, the capsular polysaccharide A 
(PSA) of Bacteroides fragilis that can be presented on MHC class II molecules. We found 
an essential role for DC-SIGN in the recognition of PSA by DCs, while other ZPSs were 
not recognized by DC-SIGN. Furthermore, the internalization and routing of PSA to 
MHC class II loading compartments was DC-SIGN mediated (Chapter 6). In conclusion, 
we found a distinct, but overlapping, glycan specificity for DCIR and DC-SIGN, a 
remarkable effect of DCIR glycosylation and clustering on DCIR-ligand interactions and 
a major role for DCIR in signaling, while its ligand binding and internalization capacity is 
only marginal compared to that of DC-SIGN.
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Abstract
C-type lectins are innate receptors expressed on antigen-presenting cells that are 
involved in the recognition of glycosylated pathogens and self-glycoproteins. Upon 
ligand binding, internalization and/or signaling often occur. Little is known on the glycan 
specificity and ligands of the Dendritic Cell Immunoreceptor (DCIR), the only classical 
C-type lectin that contains an intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory 
motif (ITIM). Here we show that purified DCIR binds the glycan structures Lewisb and 
Man3. Interestingly, binding could not be detected when DCIR was expressed on cells. 
Since DCIR has an N-glycosylation site inside its carbohydrate recognition domain 
(CRD), we investigated the effect of this glycan in ligand recognition. Removing or 
truncating the glycans present on purified DCIR increased the affinity for DCIR-binding 
glycans. Nevertheless, altering the glycosylation status of the DCIR expressing cell 
or mutating the N-glycosylation site of DCIR itself did not increase glycan binding. 
In contrast, cis and trans interactions with glycans induced DCIR mediated signaling, 
resulting in a decreased phosphorylation of the ITIM sequence. These results show that 
glycan binding to DCIR is influenced by the glycosylation of the CRD region in DCIR and 
that interaction with its ligands result in signaling via its ITIM motif.

Introduction
C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) are glycan binding receptors present on the surface of 
immune cells. CLRs are involved in the recognition of pathogens; however self-ligands 
for CLRs have been described as well1. Most CLRs expressed on dendritic cells (DCs), like 
dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule 3 (ICAM-3) grabbing non-integrin 
(DC-SIGN)2, macrophage galactose-type lectin (MGL)3 and the mannose receptor 
(MR)4, can function as antigen uptake receptors. In addition, signaling or modulation 
of Toll-like receptor (TLR) responses has also been described for some CLRs5. The CLR 
dendritic cell immunoreceptor (DCIR) is expressed on a variety of immune cells, such 
as DCs, B-cells and monocytes6. DCIR is the only classical CLR with an immunoreceptor 
tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM) in its cytoplasmic tail. ITIMs can interact with 
Src Homology 2 (SH2) domain containing protein tyrosine phosphatase (SHP) 1 or 2 
or the SH2 domain containing inositol 5-phosphatase (SHIP). These phosphatases are 
able to dephosphorylate signaling molecules7. The ITIM in DCIR is able to recruit SHP-1 
and SHP-2, which requires phosphorylation of the DCIR ITIM8,9. Binding to SHIP has not 
been observed9. 

The role of DCIR in regulating immune responses has been investigated in dcir-/- mice. 
These mice develop spontaneous autoimmunity at later age10. Furthermore, the response 
to collagen-induced arthritis was increased in dcir-/- mice. Therefore, DCIR appears to 
have a role in keeping the immune system in a quiescent state. This regulatory role of 
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DCIR corresponds with findings that SNPs in the human DCIR locus are associated with 
the development of the auto-immune disease rheumatoid arthritis11,12.

The signaling properties of DCIR have been investigated in a B cell line lacking Fc 
receptors that was transduced with a chimeric protein containing the cytoplasmic tail 
of the mouse homologue dcir1 coupled to the extracellular part of the FcγRIIB receptor. 
After simultaneous activation of the B cell receptor, signaling by the chimeric DCIR-
FcγRIIB receptor inhibited the release of intracellular calcium13. These effects were 
dependent on the ITIM in DCIR, as inhibition of intracellular calcium release was not 
observed in cells transduced with DCIR containing a non-functional ITIM. This blockade 
in the calcium release correlated with dephosporylation of several signaling proteins, 
as total protein phosphorylation seen after B cell receptor stimulation was decreased in 
cells transduced with the DCIR-FcγRIIB chimeric receptor as well.

In both plasmacytoid DCs and monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) triggering of DCIR 
with a monoclonal antibody modulated TLR9 or TLR7/8 responses, respectively. A 
decrease in cytokines (IFNα and TNFα for pDCs and IL-12 and TNFα for moDCs) was 
observed when both TLR and DCIR were simultaneously triggered14,15.  However, which 
pathway is elicited after DCIR stimulation, leading to inhibition of TLR signaling, remains 
unsolved. 

In order to gain more insight in the signaling function of DCIR it is important to 
elucidate the glycan specificity of DCIR and DCIR binding ligands. CLRs can be divided in 
two groups based on their glycan binding specificity, which is dictated by an amino acid 
sequence triplet in the carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD)16. The galactose-type 
lectins, like MGL, have a QPD motif present in their CRD17,18, whereas fucose/mannose 
binding lectins, such as DC-SIGN19 and MR20, contain an EPN motif. Instead of an EPN 
motif, the putative carbohydrate binding site of DCIR contains the unusual sequence 
EPS6. Since this EPS motif only differs in one amino acid compared to the fucose and 
mannose binding EPN motif, DCIR binding to fucose and mannose glycans has been 
hypothesized. This specificity has been confirmed by Lee et al.21. However, binding of 
purified human DCIR to sulfated LacNAc and Lac, and biantennary N-glycans has also 
been reported22. 

Glycan binding to DCIR expressed on cells has not been reported yet. Therefore, 
details on the biology of glycan-ligand interaction with cellular DCIR are still lacking. 
We hypothesize that the ligand-binding site of DCIR expressed on cells is occupied. This 
blocking of the carbohydrate-binding site may be caused by the potential interaction 
with cis ligands present on adjacent glycoproteins, similar to the concept of masking 
described for siglecs23. Siglecs are known for their specificity for sialic acids, a common 
terminal modification of glycans. Sialic acids expressed on adjacent proteins have 
been shown to mask siglecs. These sialic acids can be removed by sialidase treatment 
leading to unmasking and enhanced binding of trans ligands by siglecs. Alternatively, 
glycans present on DCIR itself could hinder or occupy its carbohydrate-binding site. 
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Interestingly, the only predicted N-glycosylation site for DCIR is located within the 
putative CRD6. N-glycosylation of DCIR has been demonstrated in neutrophils24, 
whereby N-glycosidase treatment of immunoprecipitated DCIR resulted in a decrease 
in the apparent molecular weight. However, the role of this N-glycan in regulating DCIR 
ligand binding has never been addressed. 

We therefore investigated whether glycan binding of DCIR was affected by the 
DCIR glycosylation status. Using a DCIR-Fc chimeric protein produced in Chinese 
hamster ovary (CHO) Lec8 cells25 we found an increased binding to Lewisb and Man3. A 
DCIR-Fc mutant lacking the N-linked glycosylation site also showed enhanced glycan 
binding. Surprisingly, no glycan binding of DCIR expressed on CHO Lec8 cells or DCIR 
lacking its N-glycosylation site expressed on CHO or CHO Lec8 cells could be observed. 
Interestingly, although no adhesive interaction of the glycans was observed, the 
phosphorylation status of DCIR expressed on the CHO Lec8 cells was greatly affected 
upon ligand stimulation, indicating that absence of DCIR binding glycans on the cells 
renders DCIR sensitive for glycan-induced signaling.

Materials and Methods
Antibodies, Fc chimeric proteins, lectins and glycans
DC-SIGN-Fc was produced as described previously26. DCIR-Fc consists of the extracellular 
domains of DCIR (amino acid residues 208-689) fused at the C terminus to the Fc domain 
of human IgG1 in the Sig-pIgG1-Fc vector27. The DCIR glycosylation mutant Fc construct 
(DCIRN185Q-Fc) was made with the use of QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit 
(Stratagene). Sequences were tested for correct insertion of the mutation (BaseClear). 
DCIR-Fc and DCIRN185Q-Fc were produced by co-transfection of the DCIR-Fc or DCIRN185Q-
Fc vector with pEE14 in CHO cells. DCIR-Fc vector was co-transfected with pGK HYG 
in CHO Lec8 cells for the production of DCIR-Fc Lec8. DC-SIGN-Fc, DCIR-Fc, DCIR-Fc 
Lec8 and DCIRN185Q-Fc were purified with Hi Trap Protein A HP columns (GE Healthcare). 
DCIR expressing cells were made with the pRRL-cPPT-CMV-X2-PRE-SIN-IRES-eGFP 
vector28 in which the IRES-eGFP was replaced with the complete open reading frame 
of DCIR. The glycosylation mutant DCIRN185Q was made using the QuikChange II Site-
Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene). Sequences were tested for correct insertion 
of the mutation (BaseClear). Antibodies used are α-DCIR 111F8.04 (Dendritics), α-DC-
SIGN AZN-D129, α-Langerin 10E230, α-phosporylated tyrosine PY20 (Millipore), goat 
anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 F(ab’)2 fragment (Invitrogen), goat-anti-human Fc-PO 
(Jackson Immunoresearch), streptavidin-PO (Invitrogen), goat-anti-human Fc (Jackson), 
goat-anti-human Fc-biotin (Jackson), streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 647 and 488 (Invitrogen) 
and IRDye goat-α-mouse IgG 800CW (Li-Cor). Lectins used are: ConA, MAA-II, SNA, 
PNA, SBA (Vector Labs) and HPA (Sigma Aldrich), all biotin labeled. Glycans used were 
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biotin labeled polyacrylamide (PAA) conjugates (Lectinity), except for Mannotriose 
(Dextra), which was conjugated to BSA (Man3BSA) and biotin labeled in house. Glycan 
and Fc coated beads were made as described previously31. For Fc beads 10 μg of biotin 
labeled goat-anti-human-Fc was added to fluorescent-streptavidin coupled beads, 
where after 1 μg of Fc construct was coupled to these beads. Human IgG1 kappa 
(Serotec) was used as a control Fc protein. For the production of the glycan beads 4 μg 
of biotin labeled glycans were coupled to the fluorescent-streptavidin coupled beads. 

Cells
CHO (CHO-K1 from ATCC) and CHO Lec8 cells (a kind gift from prof. dr. P. Stanley32) 
were transduced as described previously33,34 and cultured in RPMI1640 (Invitrogen) 
supplemented with 1000 Units/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza), 2 mM glutamine 
(Lonza) and 10 % FBS (BioWhittaker). CHO-DC-SIGN cells were described previously35 

and cultured in the presence of 1 mg/ml Geneticin (Invitrogen). Fc-protein producing 
cell lines were either cultured in RPMI supplemented with 1000 Units/ml penicillin/
streptomycin, 2 mM glutamine, 60 μg/ml glutamic acid, 60 μg/ml asparagine, 7 μg/ml 
adenosine, 7 μg/ml guanosine, 7 μg/ml cytidine, 7 μg/ml uridine and 2.4 μg/ml thymidine 
(Sigma Aldrich), 1 mM MEM non-essentials amino acids, 1 mM Sodium Pyruvate MEM 
(Invitrogen) and 10 % dialyzed FBS (Invitrogen) for CHO-DCIR-Fc, CHO-DCIRN185Q-Fc and 
CHO-DC-SIGN-Fc or in RPMI supplemented with 1000 Units/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 
2 mM glutamine, 10 % FBS and 500 μg/ml hygromycin (Invitrogen) for CHO Lec8 DCIR-
Fc, to select for Fc producing cells. 

CLR-Fc binding assay
Goat-anti-human Fc (4 μg/ml) coated ELISA plates (Maxisorp, Nunc) were blocked 
with 1 % ELISA grade BSA (Fraction V, Fatty acid free; Calbiochem) in TSM (Tris Saline 
Magnesium buffer: 20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2 and 2 mM MgCl2) 
buffer. 1 μg/ml of the CLR-Fc construct was added to the plates. Subsequently, glycans 
were added at 5 μg/ml or at indicated concentrations in TSM/BSA in the presence or 
absence of the Ca2+ chelator EGTA (10 mM), a well-known blocker of CLR function, for 
at least 2 hours at room temperature. After extensive washing with TSM/0.05 % Tween 
(Sigma Aldrich), streptavidin-PO (Invitrogen) was added and the reaction was developed 
with 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) as a substrate (Sigma Aldrich). 

Glycan binding assay
5 μg/ml of glycan was coated to the ELISA plate in coating buffer (50 mM Na2CO3, pH 
9.7) overnight at room temperature. After blocking with TSM/1 % BSA, 50 μg/ml of the 
different DCIR-Fc constructs were added to the ELISA plate for at least 2 hours at room 
temperature. After extensive washing with TSM/0.05 % Tween, 0.27 μg/ml goat-anti-
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human Fc-PO (Jackson Immunoresearch) in TSM/0.05 % Tween was added and the 
reaction was developed with TMB as a substrate.  

Flow cytometry
Expression of DCIR or DC-SIGN on cell lines was determined by staining with 5 μg/ml 
of α-DCIR or α-DC-SIGN respectively and with 5 μg/ml Alexa Fluor 488 F(ab’)2 fragment 
of goat anti-mouse IgG as a secondary antibody, and analyzed by flow cytometry 
(FACScan, BD biosciences). Binding of fluorescently labeled glycan beads (40 beads/
cell), in the presence or absence of EGTA, to DCIR and DC-SIGN expressing cell lines was 
measured after 45 minutes incubation at 37 ºC in TSM/0.5 % BSA (Fraction V; Roche). To 
test the binding of fluorescent glycan beads and biotin labeled neoglycoconjugates, the 
different DCIR expressing cell lines were incubated in serum free medium 1.5 hours before 
performing the experiment. Binding of biotin labeled neoglycoconjugates to DCIR and 
DC-SIGN expressing cell lines was performed by adding 10 μg/ml neoglycoconjugates 
pre-incubated with 2.5 μg/ml streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 647 in TSM/0.5 % BSA for 2 
hours at 37 ºC. Binding of glycan beads and neoglycoconjugates was analyzed by flow 
cytometry. 

Immunoprecipitation and Western Blot 
Cells were washed with PBS and incubated in serum free medium for 1.5 hour. 1 mM 
sodium orthovanadate (New England Biolabs) was added for 30 minutes. For stimulation 
experiments cells were collected in 1 ml TSM after the serum free incubation period. 
100 μg/ml of Lewisb-PAA was added for 5 minutes at 37 ºC, thereafter 1 mM of sodium 
orthovanadate was added for 30 minutes at 37 ºC. Cells were lysed in lysis buffer (1 % 
Triton X-100, 1 % sodium deoxycholate, 0.1 % SDS, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 7.2, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2 and complete EDTA free protease inhibitor cocktail 
(Roche)) in the presence of 1 mM sodium orthovanadate. DCIR was immunoprecipitated 
with 5 μg α-DCIR 111F8.04 coupled to protein A Sepharose (Amersham Biosciences) 
and 5 μg α-Langerin 10E2 coupled to protein A Sepharose was used as isotype control. 
Immune precipitates were resolved by SDS-PAGE (12 % polyacrylamide gel). Proteins 
were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Whatman) and stained with either 3 μg/ml 
α-DCIR or 1 μg/ml α-phosporylated tyrosine (PY20). Antibodies were detected with the 
use of IRDye goat-α-mouse IgG 800CW (LI-COR). Signal intensities were analyzed using 
the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LI-COR). 
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Results
DCIR binds to Lewisb and Man3

Although binding of purified DCIR to fucose, mannose21, sulfated-LacNAc/Lac and 
biantennary N-glycans22 has been demonstrated, binding of these structures has 
never been confirmed using cell-based assays. This is important, since oligomerization 
of receptors or post-translational modifications have a great influence on the glycan 
binding activity of CLRs. We therefore compared the glycan binding specificity of 
purified recombinant DCIR (DCIR-Fc) and cellular DCIR. We first generated a DCIR-Fc 
chimeric construct, in which the CRD of DCIR was fused to the Fc tail of human IgG and 
used this DCIR-Fc construct in our CLR binding assay to search for new ligands for DCIR. 
We observed CLR-specific binding of Man3 and Lewisb to immobilized DCIR-Fc (Figure 
1A). Significant binding could not be observed for other fucose containing glycans, 
like Lewisa. The binding characteristics of DCIR were investigated using a titration of 
glycans. Lewisb binding to DCIR-Fc reached a plateau already at 5 μg/ml, while Man3 

did not even reach a plateau at 20 μg/ml (Figure 1B). DCIR-Fc binding in the presence 
of EGTA was negligible, confirming DCIR as classical Ca2+-dependent glycan binding 
CLR. To compare the glycan specificity of DCIR with that of DC-SIGN, which shares 
the ability to bind Lewisb and Man3, we investigated glycan binding to immobilized 
DC-SIGN-Fc (Figure 1C-D). In addition to Lewisb and Man3, DC-SIGN binding to other 
fucose containing glycans was observed as well, corresponding to the broader glycan 
specificity of DC-SIGN19. Glycan titration revealed DC-SIGN binding even at low glycan 
concentrations. However, at lower glycan concentrations both DC-SIGN-Fc and DCIR-
Fc displayed enhanced binding of Lewisb compared to Man3. Glycan structures of Man3 

and Lewisb are depicted in Figure 1E. 

Cellular DCIR does not bind glycans
To confirm the DCIR binding of Man3 and Lewisb in a cell-based assay, we made DCIR-
expressing CHO cell lines. Figure 2A demonstrates that the DCIR-transduced cell line 
expressed high levels of DCIR. Fluorescent beads coated with Man3 and Lewisb were 
analyzed by flow cytometry for binding to the DCIR expressing cells. Surprisingly, 
significant binding of any of the beads could not be detected (Figure 2B). CHO-DCIR 
binding to glycan beads varied between 1-15 % in the independent experiments, which 
could not be significantly reduced in the presence of EGTA. In contrast, DC-SIGN 
expressing CHO cells showed strong binding of the Man3 and Lewisb coated beads 
(Figure 2C&2D), varying between 40 and 80 % in independent experiments, confirming 
earlier research. Glycan bead binding was not observed to the parental CHO cells.
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Figure 1: DCIR-Fc specifically binds Lewisb and Man3 glycans. (A/C) DCIR-Fc binding to Lewisb 

and Man3. Different biotin-labeled neoglycoconjugates were added at a concentration of 5 μg/ml 
to immobilized DCIR-Fc-(A) and DC-SIGN-Fc-(C). Depicted is Fc-specific binding with the EGTA 
control subtracted. One representative experiment out of 5 is shown. (B/D) Ligand binding of 
DCIR-Fc and DC-SIGN-Fc is concentration dependent. A concentration range of Man3 and Lewisb 
was added to immobilized DCIR-Fc- (B) and DC-SIGN-Fc (D). Depicted is the relative binding 
compared to the BSA coated control. One representative experiment out of 5 is shown. (E) 
Glycan structures of Man3 and Lewisb were drawn using the GlycoWorkbench software suite53,54. 
White circle represents galactose, grey circle represents mannose, grey square represents 
N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and the grey triangle represents fucose. 
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Cell glycosylation may affect DCIR binding activity
Because binding of cellular DCIR to Lewisb and Man3 was not observed, we speculated 
that the carbohydrate-binding site might be occupied or hindered in CHO cells. Masking 
of binding sites has previously been shown for siglecs23. We used a DCIR-Fc-coated beads 
binding assay to evaluate the presence of DCIR binding glycans on CHO cells. DCIR-
Fc-coated beads strongly bound parental CHO cells (Figure 3A). We then tested CHO 
Lec8 cells, that synthesize truncated complex N-glycans with terminal β-linked GlcNAc 
residues36, due to a lack of a functional UDP-Gal transporter25. As expected, binding 
of the DCIR-Fc-coated beads to CHO Lec8 cells could not be observed (Figure 3A). 
Glycan profiles of CHO and CHO Lec8 cells have been extensively studied and published 
previously36–38. Our lectin staining confirms the reported glycosylation patterns on CHO 
and CHO Lec8 and demonstrates the presence of truncated glycans on CHO lec8 cells 
(Figure 3B). Due to presence of these truncated glycans, CHO Lec8 cells lack expression 
of DCIR binding glycans.                                                                                                                                         
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Figure 2: Cellular expressed DCIR does not interact with Lewisb and Man3. (A) DCIR expression 
on CHO-DCIR cells was determined by flow cytometry. Filled histogram represents isotype 
control and black line indicates the DCIR expression. (B) Ligand binding to cellular expressed 
DCIR could not be observed. Binding of fluorescent labeled glycan coated beads to CHO-DCIR 
was analyzed by flow cytometry. One representative experiment out of 6 is shown. (C) DC-
SIGN expression on CHO-DC-SIGN cells was determined by flow cytometry. Filled histogram 
represents isotype control and black line indicates the DC-SIGN expression. (D) Binding of 
fluorescent labeled glycan beads to CHO-DC-SIGN was measured by flow cytometry. One 
representative experiment out of 6 is shown.
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Changes in the glycosylation of DCIR result in enhanced ligand binding
Strikingly, there is a predicted N-glycosylation sequence (N185) within the putative CRD 
of DCIR, only a few amino acids away from the expected carbohydrate-binding site 
of DCIR (195-197) (Figure 4A). Glycans present in this region of DCIR might influence 
the binding of the DCIR molecule to DCIR binding ligands, either by cis interactions or 
through steric hindrance, in addition to the masking of DCIR in CHO cells. Since CHO 
Lec8 cells lack DCIR binding glycans, we hypothesized that production of DCIR-Fc 
by these cells would expose truncated glycans in its N-glycosylation site that would 
not interfere with the glycan binding site. In addition, we generated a glycosylation 
mutant of DCIR (DCIRN185Q-Fc) that lacks the only N-glycosylation site in the CRD of 
DCIR. Differences in glycosylation of the wild-type and glycosylation mutant DCIR-Fc 
construct were investigated by comparing their apparent molecular weight analyzed 
by SDS-PAGE (Supplementary Figure 1). A decrease in apparent molecular weight was 
observed for DCIRN185Q-Fc compared to wild-type DCIR-Fc, indicating more extensive 
glycosylation of the wild-type DCIR-Fc construct. 

Whereas wild-type DCIR-Fc produced in CHO cells showed negligible binding to 
immobilized glycans, the glycosylation mutant construct produced in wild-type CHO 
cells (DCIRN185Q-Fc) and the DCIR-Fc construct produced in CHO Lec8 cells (DCIR-Fc 
Lec8) strongly interacted with immobilized Lewisb and Man3 (Figure 4B). These results 
indicate that binding of DCIR-Fc to immobilized glycans could be observed only when 
DCIR-Fc constructs were devoid of glycans in their CRD. 

Figure 3: CHO Lec8 cells lack DCIR binding glycans. (A) DCIR binding to CHO cells. Binding of 
DCIR-Fc beads to CHO and CHO Lec8 cells was measured by flow cytometry. Percentage of cells 
that bound the CLR-Fc beads is depicted. One representative experiment out of 6 is shown. (B) 
Glycan profiling of CHO and CHO Lec8 cells reveals truncated glycans present on CHO Lec8 cells. 
Binding of lectins was measured by flow cytometry. Median fluorescence intensity is depicted. 
One representative experiment out of 5 is shown.
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Figure 4: Glycosylation of the CRD of DCIR modulates its binding to glycan structures. (A) 
Schematic overview of the N-glycosylation site inside the putative CRD of DCIR. NES is the only 
predicted N-glycosylation site of DCIR. The EPS motif is the predicted glycan binding motif. 
Adapted from Bates et al.6. (B) Increased binding to DCIR ligands in the presence of truncated or 
complete absence of glycans on the DCIR-Fc construct. Binding of wild-type and the glycosylation 
mutant DCIR-Fc to immobilized neoglycoconjugates was measured in a glycan binding assay. 
Average DCIR-Fc binding ± SEM was calculated from 4 independent experiments. (C) DCIR 
expression on DCIR transduced cell lines was determined by flow cytometry. Filled histogram 
represents isotype control and black line indicates the DCIR expression. (D) Binding of glycan 
beads to cellular DCIR could not be detected. Binding of fluorescent labeled glycan beads to the 
different DCIR expressing cell lines was measured by flow cytometry in the absence of serum. As 
a control binding of the fluorescent labeled glycan beads to CHO-DC-SIGN was measured. One 
representative experiment out of 3 is shown. (E) Glycan binding of PAA-glycans to cellular DCIR 
could not be detected. Binding of biotinylated PAA-glycans pre-incubated with streptavidin-
Alexa Fluor 647 to the different DCIR and DC-SIGN expressing cell lines was measured by flow 
cytometry after 2 hours incubation at 37 ºC. Binding of biotinylated PAA-glycans to CHO-DC-
SIGN served as a positive control. One representative experiment out of 3 is shown.
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Since we noticed an increased binding of DCIR-Fc Lec8 and DCIRN185Q-Fc to 
immobilized Lewisb and Man3, we hypothesized that DCIR expressed on CHO Lec8 cells 
or DCIRN185Q expressed on either wild-type or CHO Lec8 cells might be able to bind glycan-
coated beads or neoglycoconjugates as well. We therefore made DCIR and DCIRN185Q 
expressing CHO and CHO Lec8 cell lines, and analyzed them for glycan binding. FACS 
analysis showed similar expression levels of DCIR on all cell lines (Figure 4C). Since at low 
glycan concentrations binding of Lewisb to DCIR was superior to binding of Man3 (Figure 
1B), we next tested the binding of Lewisb-coated fluorescent beads to the different 
DCIR expressing cell lines. Unexpectedly, attachment of glycans to CHO Lec8-DCIR 
cells and CHO-DCIRN185Q cells was not observed, while Lewisb-coated fluorescent beads 
strongly bound the DC-SIGN expressing cell line (Figure 4D). Binding of CHO-DC-SIGN 
to Lewisb coated beads varied between 49 and 70 % in the independent experiments, 
while cellular DCIR binding to Lewisb coated beads was never more than 15 % and never 
significantly higher than binding of control beads. Furthermore, also the PAA-glycans 
(as used in the glycan binding assay (Figure 4B)) pre-complexed with streptavidin-Alexa 
Fluor 647 did not show any binding to DCIR-expressing cells, while high binding was 
detected to DC-SIGN expressing cells (Figure 4E). GalNAc-coated fluorescent beads 
and GalNAc-PAA were used as negative controls. Since Hsu et al.22 demonstrated DCIR 
binding to sulfated glycans, we additionally investigated DCIR binding to sulfo-Lewisa. 
Similar results were observed for sulfo-Lewisa compared to Lewisb (Supplementary 
Figure 2), whereby immobilized glycosylated DCIR-Fc could interact with sulfo-Lewisa 
(Supplementary Figure 2A), whereas only DCIR-Fc produced in CHO Lec8 bound the 
immobilized sulfo-Lewisa (Supplementary Figure 2B). Attachment of sulfo-Lewisa to 
CHO Lec8-DCIR cells and CHO-DCIRN185Q cells was again not observed (Supplementary 
Figure 2C and D). These findings demonstrate that purified DCIR binding to glycans 
is enhanced when DCIR carries short glycans or is unglycosylated; however, these 
modifications do not have any effects on the binding activity of cellular DCIR.

Ligand binding decreases the phosphorylation of the ITIM in DCIR
One of the interesting features of DCIR is the presence of an ITIM in its cytoplasmic 
domain. This motif is functional, since phosphorylation of the ITIM results in binding 
to the phosphatase SHP-18. Because the CRD of DCIR might be occupied with glycans, 
either present on the N-glycosylation site of the CRD or via cis binding to glycans on 
neighboring glycoproteins, signaling via this ITIM could potentially occur in resting 
conditions. To investigate if the presence of glycans on cells might trigger DCIR signaling 
via its ITIM, we investigated the steady-state phosphorylation status of the ITIM in the 
different DCIR expressing cell lines. DCIR was immunoprecipitated from the different 
cell lines and resolved by SDS-PAGE. Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose 
membrane and stained for DCIR or for phosphorylation of the ITIM, making use of a 
phospho-tyrosine specific antibody, thereby staining the only intracellular tyrosine 
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residue, localized in the ITIM in DCIR. Immunoprecipitation of DCIR revealed a 
decrease in apparent molecular weight for the glycosylation mutant, while this was not 
evident for wild-type DCIR expressed in CHO Lec8 cells (Figure 5A). Interestingly, the 
phosphorylation status of the ITIM in DCIR was increased in CHO Lec8 cells compared 
to CHO cells, which expressed DCIR ligands. This observation suggests that DCIR in CHO 
cells becomes dephosphorylated upon ligand binding. Indeed, quantification of the DCIR 
and phosphorylated tyrosine signals revealed a decrease in phosphorylation of DCIR 
in CHO cells compared to CHO Lec8 cells (Figure 5B). Moreover, the phosphorylation 

Figure 5: DCIR ligand binding results in decreased phosphorylation of the ITIM in DCIR. (A) 
DCIR phosphorylation is decreased in CHO-DCIR cells. Whole cell lysates from DCIR expressing 
cells were prepared and subjected to immunoprecipitation with α-DCIR (DCIR) or α-Langerin (con, 
control). Blots were stained for DCIR and for phosphorylated tyrosine (PY20). (B) The relative 
α-PY20 intensity is calculated by dividing the raw intensity of α-PY20-specific signal in the DCIR 
immunoprecipitations by the raw intensity of the α-DCIR-specific signal from the corresponding 
DCIR immunoprecipitations. One experiment out of two independent experiments is shown. 
(C) DCIR ligand binding results in decreased phosphorylation of the ITIM in DCIR. CHO Lec8-
DCIR cells were stimulated with Lewisb. Whole cell lysates were prepared and subjected to 
immunoprecipitation with α-DCIR (DCIR) or α-Langerin (con). Blots were stained for DCIR and 
for phosphorylated tyrosine (PY20). (D) The relative α-PY20 intensity is calculated by dividing 
the raw intensity of the α-PY20-specific signal in the DCIR immunoprecipitations by the raw 
intensity of the α-DCIR-specific signal from the corresponding DCIR immunoprecipitations. One 
representative experiment out of three independent experiments is shown.
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of DCIR was also increased in the glycosylation mutant of DCIR in the CHO Lec8 cells, 
suggesting that the truncated glycans present in the CRD of DCIR in the CHO Lec8-DCIR 
cells trigger signaling via the ITIM in DCIR. The complete absence of glycans in the CRD 
of DCIRN185Q in CHO Lec8-DCIR resulted in an enhanced phosphorylation of the ITIM in 
DCIR.

To further strengthen the finding that glycan interactions can affect the 
phosphorylation of DCIR, we analyzed the phosphorylation status after addition of the 
glycan ligands of DCIR. As DCIR expressed in CHO cells was dephosphorylated, due to 
potential glycan interaction, we postulated that addition of Lewisb, a DCIR ligand, to 
CHO Lec8-DCIR cells would lead to dephosphorylation of DCIR. Indeed we observed 
that DCIR became dephosphorylated after Lewisb stimulation, confirming that Lewisb is 
a ligand for cellular DCIR as well (Figure 5C&D). Similar results were obtained for Man3 
(data not shown).

Our results demonstrate that DCIR binding to Lewisb and Man3 is influenced by the 
glycosylation state of the CRD of DCIR. Moreover, the glycosylation of DCIR expressing 
cells affects the signaling function through its ITIM.

Discussion
In this study we have shown DCIR signaling after ligand binding and the involvement 
of the glycosylation of DCIR in its capacity to interact with its ligands. Distinct from 
other CLRs, we noticed a lack of binding of DCIR ligands to cellular DCIR. This led us 
to the hypothesis that cellular DCIR might be masked, either by cis binding to glycans 
present on adjacent proteins; or by glycans attached to the predicted N-glycosylation 
site in the CRD of DCIR (N185). Glycans present on this glycosylation site can result in 
cis interactions; however they may also cause steric hindrance. Through the use of 
differentially glycosylated purified DCIR-Fc constructs, we observed that a decrease in 
glycosylation resulted in an increased binding affinity of the DCIR-Fc construct to DCIR 
binding glycans, illustrating the importance of the glycosylated status of DCIR for its 
potential to interact with glycans. A similar regulatory mechanism has also been reported 
for the MR, regulating both mannose recognition as well as receptor oligomerization39.

Lee et al.21 described binding of purified human DCIR to mannose and fucose 
monosaccharides. Although the oligosaccharide Lewisb contains a fucose moiety, 
probably the orientation of this fucose inside Lewisb is crucial for binding to DCIR, as 
we did not detect binding of DCIR to fucose alone. The superior binding seen to Man3 
compared to the monosaccharide mannose might be explained by the increased 
multivalency of the mannose residues in Man3. The positive effect of multivalency on 
DCIR binding is further illustrated by the ability of glycosylated immobilized DCIR-Fc 
to bind soluble glycans and the binding of glycosylated DCIR-Fc coupled beads to CHO 
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cells, where in both cases DCIR avidity is enhanced over the soluble DCIR-Fc construct 
used in the glycan binding assay. Nevertheless, although the DCIR avidity is likewise 
enhanced for cellular DCIR, we could not detect glycan attachment to cellular DCIR. 
The DCIR-Fc construct that Lee et al.21 used, was produced in a FreeStyle 293 Expression 
System, which likely resulted in less DCIR binding glycans present on their DCIR-Fc 
construct, comparable to our DCIR-Fc Lec8 construct, resulting in detectable binding 
of soluble DCIR-Fc to immobilized glycans. Preliminary data from our laboratory 
confirmed that binding of DCIR-Fc to 293 cells is indeed very low (data not shown). 
The binding to monosaccharides that Lee et al.21 observed could be explained by the 
scaffold used (BSA) or the amount of sugar moieties attached, which is different from 
our PAA-glycans. However, the binding signal of DCIR-Fc to glycans in both our assay 
and the assay reported by Lee et al.21 was weak, indicating a low ligand binding capacity 
for DCIR. 

Cellular DCIR binding to trans glycans is potentially prevented by the cis interactions 
with glycans present on adjacent proteins. This has been demonstrated for siglecs, which 
are masked by sialylated cis-glycans and thereby loose the ability to bind low affinity 
ligands23. Therefore, we investigated the glycan binding capacity of DCIR expressed on 
different cell types, which contain different glycosylation profiles. Nevertheless, glycan 
binding to cellular DCIR could not be observed. The high concentrations of DCIR-Fc 
constructs needed in the glycan binding assay suggest that DCIR clustering is necessary 
for optimal binding of DCIR to its ligands. Although an enhanced clustering of cellular 
DCIR over purified DCIR might be expected, this could be absent or altered in DCIR-
transduced CHO and CHO Lec8 cell lines, compared to DCIR expressed by immune 
cells. In addition, the binding strength of DCIR-Fc to its glycans is low. Interactions with 
higher affinity ligands or increased clustering of DCIR on the cell membrane could result 
in detectable ligand binding, like observed for hepatitis C virus12. Investigating the DCIR-
specific glycan binding to naturally expressing DCIR cells is difficult, due to the presence 
of other glycan binding receptors that share specificity for Lewisb and Man3, like DC-
SIGN. Furthermore, with the use of glycosylation mutant cells, we could elucidate the 
effect of mutating the DCIR N-glycosylation site and reducing overall cell glycosylation 
on DCIR-glycan interactions. We cannot completely rule out that the glycan specificity 
of DCIR-Fc could be distinct from naturally expressed DCIR. Nevertheless, differences 
herein are not observed for other CLRs, like MGL17 and DC-SIGN19. In addition, we 
demonstrate identical DCIR specificities for three differentially glycosylated DCIR-Fc 
constructs (DCIR-Fc, DCIRN185Q-Fc and DCIR-Fc Lec8), indicating that an altered DCIR 
glycosylation has no effect on DCIR specificity and only affects binding strength.

Another interesting feature of DCIR is the presence of an ITIM in the intracellular 
domain. This ITIM has been shown to be functional in both human and murine DCIR. 
Phosphorylation of the ITIM results in the attraction of phosphatases8,9. DCIR has been 
shown to down modulate TLR and B cell receptor signaling13–15. However, in all cases 
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the functionality of DCIR was assessed using monoclonal DCIR antibodies or chimeric 
proteins, which are far from physiological conditions and probably involve high affinity 
interactions. 

CHO cells express oligomannosidic structures37, which are a potential ligand for 
DCIR, as we showed here for Man3. DCIR expressed on CHO cells can therefore be 
masked and possibly even stimulated under steady-state conditions. Triggering by cis 
ligands has been shown indirectly for CD22 on B cells, which contains an ITIM in its 
intracellular tail as well. B cells with unmasked CD22 displayed a matured phenotype, 
suggesting that the interaction of CD22 in cis could result in inhibition of maturation40. 
We demonstrated that the presence of DCIR ligands on the cell surface resulted in a 
decreased phosphorylation of the ITIM in DCIR. DCIR is phosphorylated in the absence 
of DCIR ligands, as we show for DCIR expressed on the CHO Lec8 cell line. Furthermore, 
Lewisb stimulation of CHO Lec8-DCIR cells resulted in a decreased phosphorylation of 
the ITIM in DCIR, confirming Lewisb as DCIR ligand. The detectable Lewisb-induced DCIR 
signaling is in contrast to the absence of visible Lewisb attachment to cellular DCIR. We 
postulate that this phenomenon might be explained by a high off-rate of DCIR ligands 
for the DCIR receptor. In our flow cytometric assays this high off-rate of DCIR ligands 
will result in the loss of attached glycans during the washing steps. In contrast, DCIR 
signaling is detected in cells lysed in the presence of DCIR-binding glycans. 

Generally ITIMs become phosphorylated upon ligand binding. Remarkably, we 
observed the opposite effect. Ligand binding and the presence of DCIR ligands on 
the cell surface resulted in decreased phosphorylation of the ITIM in DCIR. Similar 
results have been demonstrated for the receptor SIRPα41,42. SIRPα is a member of 
the immunoglobulin superfamily and contains four putative ITIMs in its intracellular 
tail. CD47 is a ligand for SIRPα and stimulation of SIRPα with CD47 resulted in a 
decreased phosphorylation41. Furthermore, CD47 release in the injured kidney had a 
similar effect on the phosphorylation status of SIRPα42,43. This might be explained by 
compartmentalization of receptor molecules in areas lacking phosphatases under 
resting conditions. Receptor triggering could result in receptor mobilization to areas 
rich in phosphatases, thereby decreasing the phosphorylation state of the receptor, as 
seen for DCIR and SIRPα. Compartmentalization of proteins and changes upon receptor 
triggering have been reported for example for the B-cell receptor44.

Phosphorylated ITIMs have the ability to interact with the phosphatases SHP-1, 
SHP-2 and SHIP-145. DCIR is able to interact with the phosphatases SHP-1 and SHP-28,9. 
However, interactions with phosphatases do not necessarily lead to inhibition of cellular 
activation. FcεRI stimulation in combination with Trem-like transcript 1 (TLT1) led to an 
enhancement of calcium release, which was dependent on the attraction of SHP-246. An 
increased attraction of SHP-2 to the phosphorylated SIRPα in resting melanoma cells, 
resulted in an increased cell migration compared to stimulated melanoma cells that 
displayed a decreased phosphorylation of  SIRPα and thereby a decreased attraction 
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of SHP-241. Attraction of SHP-2 by unstimulated phosphorylated DCIR could therefore 
cause activation of cellular events as well. In contrast, DCIR stimulation, resulting in 
dephosphorylation, can have an inhibitory effect, explaining the negative regulatory 
function of DCIR in moDCs after TLR triggering14,15

Recently a non-classical CLR, the Dendritic-cell–associated C-type lectin 2 (DCAL-2), 
has been described47,48. This lectin lacks the classical calcium-binding site and the glycan 
specificity for this receptor has not been described yet. DCAL-2 carries an intracellular 
ITIM, which can interact with both SHP-1 and SHP-248. Zymosan stimulation in RAW264.7 
cells expressing a chimeric protein consisting of the intracellular tail of DCAL-2 and the 
extracellular domains of Dectin-1 resulted in a decreased TNF-α production, compared 
to Dectin-1 stimulation alone. This effect was dependent on the intracellular ITIM, since 
it was abolished when the ITIM was mutated48. On the other hand, DCAL-2 signaling 
in immature moDCs led to an enhanced CCR7 expression and increased IL-6 and IL-10 
production47. 

The phosphorylation status of the ITIM after ligand binding might also depend on the 
cell type on which the receptor is expressed. Antibody stimulation of SIRPα in neurons 
has been shown to increase the phosphorylation of SIRPα49, resulting in an increased 
interaction of SHP-2. In contrast, antibody triggering of SIRPα in melanoma cells led 
to a decreased phosphorylation of SIRPα and a decreased interaction with SHP-241. 
DCIR is expressed on a wide variety of cell types6, including dendritic cells, monocytes, 
macrophages and B cells. It would be interesting to investigate the phosphorylation status 
of DCIR in the different cell types in relation to the ligand stimulation. Nevertheless, due 
to the presence of other glycan binding receptors that share specificity for Lewisb and 
Man3, one cannot fully exclude effects of ligand-induced signaling via these receptors 
on DCIR phosphorylation as well. Furthermore, differences in glycosylation after 
maturation of DCs have been demonstrated50. The glycosylation of resting DCs might 
therefore confer inhibitory signals via the ITIM in DCIR, contributing to the homeostatic 
control, as has been proposed for the dcir-/- mice10. DCIR signaling might alter after 
maturation due to the change in glycosylation associated to DC maturation, releasing 
the inhibitory effect. 

In conclusion, DCIR has the ability to interact with Man3 and Lewisb. Binding of DCIR 
to its ligands is modulated by the presence of glycans inside the CRD of DCIR. Although 
glycan binding to cellular DCIR could not be directly observed; we obtained indirect 
evidence of its occurrence by the changes in the phosphorylation of DCIR upon exposure 
to Man3 and Lewisb. This suggests that the main function of DCIR involves signaling via 
the ITIM upon ligand interaction. The contribution of DCIR to HIV infection51,52 could 
be caused by signaling via DCIR rather than by direct DCIR-dependent HIV attachment 
and internalization, in agreement with the DCIR-dependent signaling after stimulation 
with HIV51. Thus, the DCIR-ligand interaction is highly regulated through cell-specific 
glycosylation, in contrast to other CLRs with similar glycan specificities, like DC-SIGN. 
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Trans interactions can therefore only occur under permissive conditions, whereas both 
cis and trans interactions can result in DCIR-mediated signaling. Further research should 
reveal how DCIR masking regulates DC biology and explore its potential implications in 
the therapeutic modulation of the immune response.  
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Supplementary Data

 

Supplementary Figure 1: Glycosylation of DCIR-Fc. The 
apparent molecular weight of DCIR-Fc and the glycosylation 
mutant of DCIR-Fc (DCIRN185Q-Fc) was analyzed by SDS-PAGE 
and stained with α-DCIR. The apparent molecular weight of 
DCIRN185Q-Fc was decreased compared to DCIR-Fc, suggesting 
glycosylation of the wild-type DCIR-Fc construct. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: DCIR interacts with sulfo-Lewisa. (A) Immobilized DCIR-Fc constructs 
interact with sulfo-Lewisa. Biotin-labeled sulfo-Lewisa-PAA was added at a concentration of 5 
μg/ml to immobilized DCIR-Fc and DCIR-Fc Lec8. Depicted is Fc-specific binding with the EGTA 
control subtracted. (B) Increased binding of DCIR to sulfo-Lewisa in the presence of truncated 
glycans on the DCIR-Fc construct. Binding of DCIR-Fc and DCIR-Fc Lec8 to immobilized sulfo-
Lewisa-PAA was measured in a glycan binding assay. Average ± SD of duplicates is shown. 
(C) Binding of sulfo-Lewisa-coated beads to cellular DCIR could not be detected. Binding of 
fluorescent labeled sulfo-Lewisa-coated beads to the different DCIR expressing cell lines was 
measured by flow cytometry in the absence of serum. As a control binding of the fluorescent 
labeled sulfo-Lewisa-coated beads to CHO-DC-SIGN was measured. (D) Glycan binding of sulfo-
Lewisa-PAA to cellular DCIR could not be detected. Binding of sulfo-Lewisa-PAA pre-incubated 
with streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 647 to the different DCIR and DC-SIGN expressing cell lines was 
measured by flow cytometry after 2 hours incubation at 37 ºC. Binding of biotinylated sulfo-
Lewisa-PAA to CHO-DC-SIGN served as a positive control. 
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Abstract
C-type lectins on dendritic cells function as antigen uptake and signaling receptors, 
thereby influencing cellular immune responses. Dendritic cell-specific intercellular 
adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) is one of the best-studied C-type 
lectin receptor expressed on DCs and its glycan specificity and functional requirements 
for ligand binding have been intensively investigated. The carbohydrate specificity of 
dendritic cell immunoreceptor (DCIR), another DC-expressed lectin, was still debated, 
but we have recently confirmed DCIR as mannose/fucose-binding lectin. Since DC-SIGN 
and DCIR may potentially share ligands, we set out to elucidate the interaction of DCIR 
with established DC-SIGN-binding ligands, by comparing the carbohydrate specificity 
of DCIR and DC-SIGN in more detail. Our results clearly demonstrate that DC-SIGN has 
a broader glycan specificity compared to DCIR, that interacts only with mannotriose, 
sulfo-Lewisa, Lewisb and Lewisa. While most of the tested DC-SIGN ligands bound DCIR 
as well, Candida albicans and some cancer cell lines were identified as DC-SIGN-specific 
ligands. Interestingly, DCIR strongly bound human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) 
gp140 glycoproteins, while its interaction with the well-studied DC-SIGN-binding HIV-1
ligand gp120 was much weaker. Furthermore, DCIR-specific ligands were detected 
on keratinocytes. Interestingly, the interaction of DCIR with its ligands was strongly 
influenced by the glycosylation of DCIR. In conclusion, we show that sulfo-Lewisa is a 
high affinity ligand for DCIR and that DCIR interacts with ligands from both pathogenic 
and endogenous origin of which some are shared by DC-SIGN. 

Introduction  
Dendritic cells (DCs) play a critical role in shaping innate and adaptive immune responses. 
DCs are equipped with different receptor families, such as the Toll-like receptor (TLR) 
family that enables them to respond to pathogen associated molecular patterns 
(PAMPs) and danger associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)1. TLR stimulation will 
induce DC maturation, characterized by the upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules, 
the secretion of cytokines and the migration of DCs to the lymph nodes2,3. Other 
receptors, like the C-type lectin receptors (CLRs), are involved in antigen internalization 
and the routing to Major Histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II loading 
compartments, needed for MHC class I and II-dependent T cell activation4,5. In addition, 
some CLRs are capable of modulating TLR-induced responses by altering intracellular 
signaling pathways6,7.

CLRs recognize glycan structures present on pathogens, commensals and self-
glycoproteins7. The occurrence of a Glutamine acid-Proline-Asparagine (EPN) motif 
inside the carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) predicts fucose and mannose 
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binding, while the Glutamine-Proline-Aspartic acid (QPD) motif is involved in binding 
to galactose- or N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc)-containing glycans8. Dendritic cell 
immunoreceptor (DCIR) contains an unusual sequence in the putative CRD, whereby 
the Asparagine residue is replaced by a Serine residue, resulting in an EPS motif9. This 
receptor is the only classical CLR that contains an intracellular immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based inhibitory motif (ITIM). The glycan specificity of this lectin has only recently been 
investigated, however with conflicting results, as both mannose/fucose specificity10 

as well as binding to sulfated N-acetyl lactosamine (LacNAc) and lactose (Lac), and 
biantennary N-glycans11 has been reported. We have elucidated the glycan specificity 
of DCIR as well and our results clearly demonstrate DCIR binding to mannotriose and 
Lewisb

 (Bloem et al., Chapter 2), confirming DCIR as fucose/mannose-binding lectin. 
DC-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3 (ICAM-3)-grabbing non-integrin (DC-

SIGN) is another fucose/mannose binding lectin expressed on DCs12. In contrast, DCIR 
is expressed on various immune cells besides DCs, including monocytes, neutrophils, 
B-cells and activated T cells9,13–15. Compared to DCIR, the glycan specificity of DC-SIGN 
has been extensively studied, demonstrating DC-SIGN recognition of high mannose 
and unsialylated Lewis structures16. The interaction of DC-SIGN with fucose-containing 
glycans is of higher affinity than the DC-SIGN-mannose interaction10. 

Based on its glycan specificity, DC-SIGN binding to various endogenous and 
exogenous ligands has been suggested16,17. After the initial report on the binding of DC-
SIGN to human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) gp12018, many other pathogens 
have been described as DC-SIGN ligands, including fungi, such as Candida albicans19, 
viruses, like Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)20,21, bacteria, such as Helicobacter pylori16 and 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis22 and helminths, like Schistosoma mansoni23. In addition, 
various endogenous proteins have been reported as DC-SIGN ligands, including the 
adhesion molecules ICAM-3, ICAM-2, CEACAM1 and Mac-112,18,24–26. Altered cellular 
glycosylation during oncogenesis results in the expression of DC-SIGN-binding glycans 
on tumor associated antigens, such as CEA27,28. 

Only recently the first DCIR-binding ligand, HCV, has been reported29. Furthermore, 
HIV-1 infectivity has been shown to be dependent on DCIR-induced signaling30,31, 
however, actual binding of HIV-1 to DCIR has not been demonstrated yet. The 
recognition of endogenous ligands by DCIR still needs to be established. 

DC-SIGN specific ligands are quickly internalized and routed to endosomal and 
lysosomal compartments32–34, resulting in both MHC class I and MHC class II presentation 
and activation of CD8+ as well as CD4+ T cells34–38. DCIR internalization occurs at a lower 
rate (9 and Bloem et al., Chapter 5) and we hypothesize a more important role for DCIR 
in signaling and modulation of DC-mediated responses (Bloem et al., Chapter 2).

The potential overlapping glycan specificities of DC-SIGN and DCIR prompted us 
to investigate this in more detail, particularly as both are expressed simultaneously on 
DC and the functional outcome might depend on the combined binding of antigens to 
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both lectins. Since DCIR and DC-SIGN most likely have distinct functional properties, 
we set out to investigate the glycan specificity of DCIR in more detail, thereby exploring 
whether DCIR was able to interact with known DC-SIGN-binding ligands. We here show 
that sulfo-Lewisa is a high affinity ligand for DCIR and that DCIR interacts with ligands 
from both pathogenic and endogenous origin.  

Materials and Methods
Antibodies, Fc chimeric proteins, lectins, glycans and ligands
DCIR-Fc consists of the extracellular domains of DCIR (amino acid residues 208-689) 
fused at the C terminus to the Fc domain of human IgG139 and was produced in Chinese 
Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells (DCIR-Fc) and in CHO Lec8 cells (DCIR-Fc Lec8)40. DC-
SIGN-Fc was produced as described previously41. All Fc constructs were purified using 
Hi Trap Protein A HP columns (GE Healthcare Europe). Human IgG1 kappa (Serotec) 
was used as a control Fc protein. Antibodies used are α-Lewisa, α-Lewisb, α-LewisX and 
α-LewisY (Calbiochem), goat-α-mouse-IgM-PO (Nordic Immunologic Laboratories), 
goat-α-mouse-IgM-FITC (Jackson Immunoresearch), goat-α-mouse-Ig-PO (Dako), goat 
α-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 F(ab’)2 (Invitrogen) and goat-α-human Fc-PO (Jackson 
Immunoresearch). Other reagents include streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen), 
streptavidin-PO (Invitrogen), biotinylated lectin Concanavalin A (ConA, Vector Labs) 
and Methyl-α-D-glycopyranoside/Methyl-α-mannospyranoside (Glc/Man block, 
Sigma Aldrich). Glycans used were biotin-labeled polyacrylamide (PAA) conjugates 
or unlabeled PAA conjugates (Lectinity and American Consortium of Functional 
Glycomics (www.functionalglycomics.org)), except for mannose-BSA (Sigma Aldrich), 
Mannotriose, 3’sulfo-Lewisa, 3’sulfo-LewisX, Blood group A and B (Dextra Labs), which 
were BSA-conjugated and not biotinylated. Trichinella spiralis larvae were harvested 
from infected mice and kindly provided by dr. J. van der Giessen (RIVM, Bilthoven, the 
Netherlands), Schistosoma mansoni cercariae were kindly provided by dr. M. de Jong-
Brink (FALW, VU University, Amsterdam, the Netherlands), and Haemonchus contortus 
larvae were a gift from dr. J. Poot (Intervet Int., Boxmeer, the Netherlands). Soluble 
products (SP) of the helminth stages were prepared as described42. Larvae or cercariae 
were frozen in liquid nitrogen, and crushed with mortar and pestle into powder. The 
powder was dissolved in MilliQ and centrifuged to remove the insoluble fraction. After 
30 minutes of centrifugation at 10.000 g at 4 °C, supernatants were filtered (0.45 
µm) and kept at -80 °C until further use. Candida albicans yeast and hyphae were 
a kind gift from prof.dr. M. Netea (RUNMC, Nijmegen, the Netherlands). Different 
HIV proteins were provided by NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program, 
Division of AIDS, NIAID, NIH: HIV-1 SF162 gp140 trimer, catalog number: 12026 from 
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dr. Leo Stamatatos; Recombinant HIV-1 IIIB gp120 (CHO), catalog number: 11784 from 
DIAIDS, NIAID (produced by Immunodiagnostics); HIV-1 gp120 CM, catalog number: 
2968 from DAIDS, NIAID. 

Cells
CHO, CHO Lec8 cells and Kato-III cells were cultured in RPMI1640 (Invitrogen) 
supplemented with 1000 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza), 2 mM glutamine (Lonza) 
and 10 % FBS (BioWhittaker). DCIR-Fc and DC-SIGN-Fc producing cell lines were cultured 
in RPMI supplemented with 1000 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM glutamine, 60 μg/
ml glutamic acid, 60 μg/ml asparagine, 7 μg/ml adenosine, 7 μg/ml guanosine, 7 μg/ml 
cytidine, 7 μg/ml uridine and 2.4 μg/ml thymidine (all from Sigma Aldrich), 1 mM MEM 
non-essential amino acids, 1 mM sodium pyruvate MEM (Invitrogen) and 10 % dialyzed 
FBS (Invitrogen). DCIR-Fc Lec8 cells were cultured in RPMI supplemented with 1000 
U/ml penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM glutamine, 10 % FBS and 500 μg/ml hygromycin 
(Invitrogen) to select for DCIR-Fc producing cells. Prostate cancer cell lines VCaP, 
PC346C, LNCaP and LAPC-4, were a kind gift of dr. W.M. van Weerden (Erasmus MC 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands). Colon cancer cell lines HCT116, HT-29 and SW480 were 
cultured in DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 1000 Units/ml penicillin/streptomycin 
mixture (Lonza) and 10 % FBS (BioWhittaker). Primary keratinocytes were obtained 
from healthy skin samples following plastic surgery, after obtaining informed consent 
from all donors. Epidermis and dermis were separated as described previously43. The 
CD1a negative keratinocytes were separated from the CD1a positive Langerhans cells 
using anti-CD1a-labeled immunomagnetic microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). 

CLR binding assays
Ligands and glycans were coated on 96-well flat-bottomed ELISA plates (Maxisorp, 
Nunc) overnight at room temperature. Polyacrylamide (PAA)-glycans (5 μg/ml) and 
HIV-1 proteins (10 μg/ml) were coated in 0.05 M Na2CO3 (pH 9.7). C. albicans hyphae 
and yeast were coated in PBS (1 million particles/well). Soluble helminth products 
were coated at 10 μg/ml in 0.2 M NaHCO3 (pH 9.2). Plates were blocked with 1 % BSA 
(Fraction V, Fatty acid free; PAA laboratories) in TSM (20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 150 mM 
NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2 and 2 mM MgCl2) buffer. DCIR-Fc (150 μg/ml) or DC-SIGN-Fc (1.4 
μg/ml) constructs were incubated in TSM for 3 h at room temperature. After washing 
with TSM/0.05 % Tween binding was detected using 0.27 μg/ml goat-α-human-Fc PO 
in TSM/0.05 % Tween for 30 min at room temperature. Binding was visualized with 
3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) as a substrate (Sigma Aldrich) and optical density 
was measured by spectrophotometry at 450 nm. The calcium chelator EGTA (10 mM) 
was used to test the calcium-dependency of the interaction. Control human Fc binding 
was measured using 150 μg/ml human IgG1 kappa (Serotec).
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Flow cytometry
DCIR-, DC-SIGN- and control human-Fc coated beads were prepared as previously 
described44. DCIR-, DC-SIGN- and control human-Fc coupled beads (40 beads/cell) were 
incubated with the different cell lines in TSM/0.05 % BSA (Roche) for 45 min at 37 °C in 
the presence or absence of 10 mM EGTA. Binding of DCIR- and DC-SIGN- and control 
human-Fc coupled beads was analyzed by flow cytometry (FACScan, BD Biosciences). 
Expression of glycans was evaluated using α-Lewis antibodies (5 μg/ml) and the lectin 
ConA (10 μg/ml) in the presence of 25 mM and 100 mM Glc/Man block.

Results
DCIR interacts with sulfo-Lewisa, Lewisb, Lewisa and mannotriose
Until recently, the glycan specificity of DCIR was debated, since binding to both 
mannose/fucose glycans and sulfated LacNAc and Lac, and biantennary N-glycans was 
observed10,11. We have confirmed that fucose- and mannose-containing glycans act 
as DCIR ligands (Bloem et al., Chapter 2), similar to DC-SIGN. To compare the glycan 
specificity of DC-SIGN with that of DCIR in more detail, we tested the binding of DC-
SIGN-Fc and DCIR-Fc to a panel of glycans (Supplementary Table 1). Binding of DC-
SIGN was observed to mannose, mannotriose and all fucose-containing glycans tested, 
with the exception of sialylated Lewis structures and H-type 1 (Figure 1A), confirming 
earlier research16,45. In contrast, DCIR binding could not be observed to any of the tested 
glycans (Figure 1B). This corresponds with our previous findings that glycosylated DCIR 
inhibited its binding to immobilized glycans, due to occupation of the CRD of DCIR, since 
the only N-linked glycosylation site at position 185 is located close to the glycan binding 
motif (position 195-197). To be able to investigate the glycan specificity of DCIR we made 
use of a DCIR-Fc construct produced in CHO Lec8 cells (DCIR-Fc Lec8), that synthesizes 
truncated complex N-glycans with terminal β-linked N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) 
residues46 due to the lack of a functional UDP-Gal transporter40.  DCIR-Fc produced in 
CHO-Lec8 cells therefore contains truncated glycans, while DCIR-Fc produced in CHO 
cells is fully glycosylated. With the use of DCIR-Fc Lec8 we could indeed reveal binding 
of DCIR to mannotriose, Lewisa, Lewisb and sulfo-Lewisa (Figure 1C), confirming the 
glycan specificity of DCIR for mannose- and fucose-containing glycans.

To compare the DCIR-glycan interactions with that of DC-SIGN to mannose- and 
fucose-containing glycan structures, different concentrations of neoglycoconjugates 
were immobilized and binding of DC-SIGN-Fc and the different DCIR-Fc constructs 
was tested (Figure 1D). Also sulfo-Lewisa-BSA and sulfo-LewisX-BSA were included, 
to evaluate the role of the sulfo-group in fucose-containing glycans and potential 
effects of the scaffold in determining glycan binding. As expected, DC-SIGN interacted 
in a concentration dependent manner with immobilized glycans, which was already 
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Figure 1: DC-SIGN and DCIR binding to fucose- and mannose-containing glycans. Binding of 
DC-SIGN-Fc (A) and DCIR-Fc (B and C) to immobilized neoglycoconjugates. The calcium chelator 
EGTA was used to test for the calcium-dependency of the interaction. Values are represented 
as the mean + SD. (D) CLR-Fc binding is concentration-dependent. A concentration range of 
neoglycoconjugates was immobilized and binding of DCIR-Fc and DC-SIGN-Fc was evaluated 
using the CLR binding assay. Depicted is the CLR-specific binding with EGTA control subtracted. 
One representative experiment out of 3 is shown. 
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visible at the range of 0.2 to 1 μg/ml (Figure 1D). In contrast, binding of DCIR-Fc was 
only detected at a concentration of 10 μg/ml immobilized glycans, while binding of 
DCIR-Fc Lec8 could be observed at somewhat lower concentrations. DCIR interacted 
most strongly with sulfo-Lewisa and Lewisb and not with the fucose-containing glycan 
structures LewisX and LewisY. DC-SIGN binding to sulfo-LewisX was negligible and the 
binding strength of DC-SIGN to sulfo-Lewisa was dependent on the scaffold used for 
glycan presentation, whereby DC-SIGN interacts more strongly with low concentrations 
of sulfo-Lewisa on a PAA tail (gray circle) compared to sulfo-Lewisa on BSA (black cross). 
The effect of different scaffolds was not clearly seen for DCIR binding.

DCIR interacts with ligands of endogenous origin
DC-SIGN recognizes various ligands which include pathogens as well as endogenous 
ligands, in both healthy and diseased state6,17. The overlapping glycan specificity of DCIR 
with that of DC-SIGN suggests that DCIR may potentially interact with similar ligands 
as DC-SIGN. Since DCIR interacts most strongly with sulfo-Lewisa and Lewisb, epithelial 
cells47 and reported changes in sulfo-Lewisa expression during oncogenesis48,49, may be 
recognized by DCIR. To investigate the binding of DCIR to potential sulfo-Lewisa- and/
or Lewisb-expressing cells, we coupled DC-SIGN-Fc, the two DCIR-Fc constructs and a 
control human antibody to fluorescent beads and measured the binding of these beads 
to the different cells. We observed DCIR binding to keratinocytes, the gastric cancer cell 
line Kato-III and the colon carcinoma cell lines HCT116 and SW480, while binding was 
not observed to the colon carcinoma cell line HT-29. Surprisingly DCIR-Fc coated on 
beads showed strong binding, further increased when DCIR-Fc Lec8 was used; indicating 
that clustering of DCIR on beads enhances the potency to interact with glycans exposed 
on cells. Depicted is the CLR-specific binding with EGTA control subtracted. Binding 
of DC-SIGN to keratinocytes was not observed and opposite of DCIR, low DC-SIGN 
binding was detected to HCT116, while HT-29 strongly interacted with DC-SIGN-Fc 

Figure 2: DCIR and DC-SIGN binding to 
different cell types. Binding of DCIR-Fc and DC-
SIGN-Fc coated beads to different cancer cell 
lines and primary keratinocytes was measured 
using flow cytometry. Depicted is the CLR-
specific binding with EGTA control subtracted. 
One representative experiment out of 3 is shown. 
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coated beads (Figure 2). To determine the expression of Lewis- and mannose-structures 
on the different cells used, we stained the cells with Lewis-antigen specific antibodies 
and the lectin ConA in combination with Glc/Man block to detect oligomannose glycan 
structures. Surprisingly, using these markers no Lewisa, Lewisb or oligomannose residues 
were detected on all tested cells (data not shown). Unfortunately, we were unable to test 
the expression of sulfo-Lewisa on the cells, due to the lack of a commercially available 
antibody. Nevertheless, sulfo-Lewisa expression has been reported for keratinocytes47, 
gastric cancer cells48, HCT116 and SW48050, while this was absent on HT-29 cells50, 
assuming that the binding of DCIR to the first mentioned cells is likely to be mediated 
by sulfo-Lewisa. High levels of LewisX and LewisY were present on HT-29 cells (data not 
shown), explaining the exclusive binding of DC-SIGN to these cells.

Prostate cancer cell lines potentially express Lewisb glycans51. The binding of 
DC-SIGN and DCIR to prostate cancer cell lines has, to our knowledge, never been 
addressed before. Binding of DCIR and DC-SIGN was observed to VCaP, PC346C and 
LNCaP cells, although the percentage of VCaP cells binding to DC-SIGN-Fc coated 
beads was substantially lower compared to the percentage of VCaP cells binding to 
DCIR-Fc coated beads (Figure 3). DCIR and DC-SIGN binding to the prostate cancer 
cell lines could not be correlated with the expression of Lewisb or Lewisa, since only a 
small percentage of the VCaP cells was positive for the expression of Lewisb (Table 1). A 
portion of the LNCaP cells was positive for the expression of LewisX and LewisY, while 
PC346C and LAPC-4 cells did not express any Lewis-type glycans at all (Table 1). The 
partial expression of Lewis structures on VCaP and LNCaP cells could not explain the 
high percentage of cells binding DCIR-Fc and DC-SIGN-Fc coated beads. Nevertheless, 
the expression of oligomannose structures on the cells corresponded with the observed 
DCIR- and DC-SIGN-binding, suggesting that the interaction of DCIR and DC-SIGN with 
prostate cancer cell lines is likely mediated by mannose- instead of fucose-containing 
glycans. 

Figure 3: DCIR and DC-SIGN binding to prostate 
cancer cell lines. Binding of DCIR-Fc and DC-
SIGN-Fc coated beads to different cancer cell lines 
was measured using flow cytometry. Depicted 
is the CLR-specific binding with EGTA control 
subtracted. One representative experiment out 
of 2 is shown.
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DCIR functions as pathogen recognition receptor
Apart from binding endogenous ligands the interaction of DC-SIGN with a wide variety 
of pathogens has been described16, based on the presence of LewisX, LewisY, LDNF and 
high mannose structures. These include viruses, like HIV-118, fungi, such as C. albicans19 
and helminths, like S. mansoni23. To investigate whether DCIR also interacts with 
pathogens that bind DC-SIGN, we compared the binding activity of DC-SIGN and DCIR 
to HIV-1 glycoproteins, C. albicans and the soluble products (SP) of the helminth species 
S. mansoni, Trichinella spiralis and Haemonchus contortus. Like previously reported, DC-
SIGN was able to bind high mannose glycan structures on both gp140 and gp120 HIV-1 
proteins from different strains (Figure 4A)18,52–54. Since DCIR has affinity for mannose-
containing glycans, we investigated the DCIR interaction with different strains, like 
the primary R5 strains SF16255 and CM56 and the laboratory-adapted X4 strain IIIB55,57. 
In addition, since the HIV-1 envelop glycoprotein complex (Env) is composed of three 
gp160 heterodimers, containing both gp120 and the transmembrane glycoprotein gp41, 
we tested gp120 and gp140 glycoproteins. Gp140 HIV-1 proteins encompass the soluble 
part of the gp160 protein. Gp120 is heavily glycosylated, while the gp41 glycosylation 
is less intense54. In sharp contrast with DC-SIGN, DCIR-Fc showed no binding to HIV-1 
proteins (Figure 4B). Strikingly, DCIR-Fc Lec8 showed strong specific binding to the 
gp140 HIV-1 glycoproteins, while the binding to gp120 was much lower. However, in 
contrast to DC-SIGN, DCIR-Fc Lec8 did not interact with mannose-containing glycan 
structures present on the surface of C. albicans hyphae or yeast (Figure 4C).  

The interaction of DC-SIGN with soluble egg antigen (SEA) from the helminth S. 
mansoni depends on the expression of LewisX and the helminth glycan LDNF23. Since 
DCIR did not interact with these fucose-containing glycan structures it is expected not 
to interact with soluble egg antigens (Figure 1), however mannosylated proteins are 
also frequently present on helminth species58. DC-SIGN-Fc bound cercariae SP of S. 

Table 1: Expression of Lewis-type and mannose-containing glycans on prostate cancer cell 
lines. Glycan expression was determined with the use of Lewis antigen-specific antibodies or 
with the mannose-specific lectin ConA in combination with Glc/Man block. Cells were considered 
to express high-mannose structures when residual binding of ConA was observed in the presence 
of Glc/Man block. Partial Lewis expression indicates Lewis expression on less than 20 percent of 
the cells. 
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Figure 4: DCIR and DC-SIGN binding to pathogens. (A-C) DCIR-Fc binding to known DC-SIGN-
binding pathogens was investigated using the CLR binding assay. Relative Fc binding compared 
to the non-coated control is shown. Human IgG1 was used to control for background binding of 
the Fc portion to the HIV proteins and helminths. In addition, EGTA block was incorporated to 
control for CLR-specific binding. SP: soluble products.
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mansoni and larval SP of T. spiralis. Albeit lower, still significant binding of DCIR-Fc and 
DCIR-Fc Lec8 to these helminth species was observed (Figure 4). Although the binding 
of DCIR-Fc Lec8 to larval SP of T. spiralis was slightly enhanced compared to DCIR-Fc, 
both proteins interacted equally with cercariae SP of S. mansoni (Figure 4). DCIR, as well 
as DC-SIGN, failed to interact with larval SP of H. contortus.

In conclusion, we observed that DCIR binds a wide variety of pathogens similar to 
DC-SIGN, although with a different specificity. While DCIR, similar to DC-SIGN, binds 
HIV-1, it prefers the gp140 trimer over gp120 proteins. In contrast to DC-SIGN, DCIR did 
not interact with C. albicans hyphae or yeast, while both lectins interact with helminth 
products of S. mansoni and T. spiralis. 

Our data indicate that despite the overlapping glycan specificity of DC-SIGN and 
DCIR these lectins recognize similar pathogens and endogenous ligands, but also 
pathogens and endogenous ligands that are unique for each of these lectins such as 
keratinocytes for DCIR and C. albicans for DC-SIGN.

Discussion
In this study we compared the glycan specificity of DCIR with that of DC-SIGN for 
neoglycoconjugates, pathogens and endogenous cell-associated ligands. Binding of 
DC-SIGN-Fc to the tested fucose-containing glycan structures was observed, with the 
exception of H-type 1 and sialylated Lewis glycans, confirming earlier research16,45. 
We did not observe any glycan binding of DCIR-Fc, as we have demonstrated that the 
interaction of DCIR with its glycans is affected by glycosylation of the carbohydrate 
recognition domain of DCIR (Bloem et al., Chapter 2). Using DCIR-Fc Lec8, that contains 
truncated glycans, we could identify the glycan specificity of DCIR. We observed that 
DCIR-Fc Lec8 interacted predominantly with Lewisb and sulfo-Lewisa, which is probably 
due to the presence of additional side groups in these glycan structures, which might 
contribute to an optimal orientation of the α1-4 linked fucose. DC-SIGN has a broader 
glycan specificity and binds α1-4, α1-2 and α1-3 linked fucose, therefore DC-SIGN is 
likely less dependent on the orientation of the α1-4 linked fucose for its binding. 

To identify endogenous cell-associated ligands for DCIR, various cancer cell lines 
and keratinocytes were investigated for DCIR binding. The interaction of DCIR with 
prostatic cancer cell lines is probably mediated by mannosylated proteins on the cell 
surface. These prostatic cancer cell lines bind the mannose-binding lectin ConA in the 
presence of high concentrations Glc/Man block, as shown in Table 1, suggesting the 
presence of high mannose glycan structures. DCIR binding to the gastric cancer cell 
line, Kato-III, the colon carcinoma cell lines, HCT116 and SW480, and the keratinocytes, 
most likely depends on the expected expression of sulfo-Lewisa 47,48,50. We observed that 
DCIR binding to cellular ligands is less dependent on the glycosylated state of DCIR as 
both DCIR-Fc and DCIR-Fc Lec8 bind well to these endogenous ligands. Alternatively, 
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coupling of DCIR-Fc to fluorescent beads may form clusters and thereby enhance 
the avidity of the interaction. In addition, the glycan expression on the cell surface or 
on the glycoprotein scaffold is likely intense, which may contribute to an increased 
strength/avidity of the DCIR-ligand interaction. Indeed also the binding activity to 
neoglycoconjugates is enhanced, when increasing the concentration of immobilized 
neoglycoconjugates (Figure 1D). 

Keratinocytes exclusively bound DCIR, while DC-SIGN failed to interact with 
these cells. Although the DC-SIGN-binding glycan sulfo-Lewisa is likely expressed on 
keratinocytes47,48,50, the way in which this glycan is presented might not be optimal for 
DC-SIGN binding. In Figure 1D we demonstrated that DC-SIGN interacts more strongly 
with low concentrations of sulfo-Lewisa on a PAA tail (gray circle) compared to sulfo-
Lewisa on BSA (black cross), indicating the importance of the sulfo-Lewisa-expressing 
scaffold and/or the glycan orientation for DC-SIGN binding. The exclusive interaction 
of keratinocytes with DCIR could be beneficial for homeostasis, since DCIR is the only 
classical CLR that contains an ITIM intracellular and is therefore thought to play an 
important role in keeping the immune system in quiescent state. Indeed, mice lacking 
the DCIR homologue, DCIR1, showed increased proliferation of DCs after in vitro or 
in vivo stimulation59. Furthermore dcir1 knockout mice have an increased chance of 
developing autoimmune diseases and polymorphisms in the human DCIR gene locus 
are associated with the development of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)60,61, suggesting 
that the interaction of DCIR with endogenous ligands play a role in dampening of an 
over-activated immune system. The exclusive interaction of keratinocytes with DCIR 
and the presence of DCIR-expressing cells in the skin (data not shown) could therefore 
contribute to the homeostatic control of the skin. 

Both DCIR and DC-SIGN interact with different cancer cells. The interaction of DC-
SIGN with CEA on colorectal cancer cells is mediated by the expression of LewisX and 
LewisY. The tested colorectal cancer cell lines, HT-29, HCT116 and SW480 express 
CEA62,63, however substantial LewisX and LewisY expression is only present on HT-
29 cells (data not shown). DC-SIGN is targeted by different pathogens to modulate 
DC function64. Viruses, like HIV-1, are internalized via DC-SIGN and protected from 
degradation18. Other pathogens, like Mycobacterium tuberculosis, modulate TLR4 
induced signaling, resulting in an increased IL-10 production and thereby suppression 
of cellular immune responses22. Cancer cells could likewise target DC-SIGN to escape 
immune surveillance27. Modulation of TLR-induced signaling has been observed for DCIR 
stimulation as well, where it decreases the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines65,66. 
The capability of both lectins to suppress immune responses could contribute to the 
survival of cancer cells. 

On the other hand, both lectins has been shown to stimulate CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 
proliferation after antigen internalization36,66,67, although the internalization rate of 
DCIR by agonistic antibodies occurs at much slower rates compared to other CLRs (9 
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and Bloem et al., Chapter 5). Targeting DC-SIGN generates strong immune responses 
against cancer and infectious agents37,68,69. This suggests a potential role for DCIR 
and, especially, DC-SIGN in the induction of cancer-specific T cells as well, next to a 
possible anti-inflammatory effect. Further research is needed to reveal the functional 
consequences of the detection of cancer cells by DCIR and DC-SIGN that can result in 
either killing or survival of the tumor cells. 

When we compared the recognition of pathogens by DCIR and DC-SIGN, we 
observed that DCIR, similar as DC-SIGN bound HIV-1 glycoproteins. The DCIR 
interaction with gp140 HIV-1 proteins was clearly enhanced over gp120 binding. 
Gp120 encompasses the soluble part of the HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein complex 
(Env). Env is composed of three gp160 heterodimers, containing both gp120 and the 
transmembrane glycoprotein gp41. Gp140 proteins comprise a gp120 and a gp41 
protein, which lack the transmembrane part. Although gp120 is heavily glycosylated 
and the gp41 glycosylation is less intense54, the glycan structures present on gp41 could 
still contribute to the observed DCIR binding. Alternatively, the presentation of glycans 
on gp120 might differ between gp140 and gp120 proteins. In vivo, DCs encounter 
complete HIV-1 particles covered with Env, therefore recognition of gp140 appears 
to be more important in vivo, favoring a contribution of DCIR in HIV-1 recognition and 
pathogenesis30,31. In contrast, DCIR binding to gp120 HIV-1 proteins was relatively low. 
Slightly enhanced DCIR binding was observed for gp120 IIIB compared to gp120 CM. 
The gp120 IIIB is produced in CHO cells, which synthesize DCIR binding glycans (Bloem 
et al., Chapter 2). Nevertheless, gp120 CM is produced in insects and insect cells modify 
their N-glycans to oligomannose structures70, which are potential DCIR ligands as well. 
Alternatively, various HIV-1 strains might be differentially glycosylated, since variations 
in DC-SIGN binding to different strains is also observed52. 

Indeed, both DCIR and DC-SIGN have been reported to enhance HIV-1 infection18,30,71. 
However, while the DC-SIGN-dependent internalization of HIV-1 protects the virus 
from degradation18, it is predominantly the DCIR-mediated signaling that is involved 
in the observed increased HIV-1 infection, since the DCIR-dependent increase in HIV-1 
infectivity is lost in DCIR-signaling mutants31. Furthermore, HIV-1 interacts with TLR7/8 
and TLR9 on DCs. Concurrent DCIR stimulation could result in decreased TLR-induced 
cytokine production65,66. In this way HIV-1 interactions could dampen immune responses 
and increase HIV-1 infectivity, next to the potential HIV-1-induced TLR-independent 
DCIR signaling. However, the DCIR-HIV-1 interactions are highly dependent on DCIR 
glycosylation, suggesting a HIV-1-induced effect on DCIR signaling only in the case 
of minor glycosylated DCIR. These data indicate that both DCIR and DC-SIGN are 
used by HIV to subvert the host’s immune system by using the functional properties 
of these receptors after ligand binding, through modified DC-SIGN mediated antigen 
internalization, and on the level of DCIR-mediated signaling. 
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The interaction of DC-SIGN with HIV-1 is based on the presence of high-mannose 
structures18. This is also the case for the DC-SIGN interaction with C. albicans19. We 
here show that DCIR has affinity for mannose-containing glycans, similar to DC-
SIGN, however we could not observe binding of DCIR to C. albicans hyphae and yeast. 
Therefore, no inhibitory effect of DCIR is to be expected during C. albicans infection, 
even though C. albicans can be present as a commensal. The DC-SIGN signaling 
after engagement of mannosylated fungal ligands likely results in an increased IL-10 
production22, contributing to the reduced immune recognition of C. albicans. More 
research with different mannose-containing glycans is necessary to reveal differences 
in the affinity of DCIR and DC-SIGN for varying mannose-glycans that can explain us 
why DCIR fails to bind the mannosylated proteins present on C. albicans.

The interaction of DC-SIGN with helminth species is, on the other hand, likely 
mediated by the presence of the fucose-containing glycans LewisX and LDNF23,58. These 
glycan structures are expressed by the helminth species S. mansoni and T. spiralis72, 
probably facilitating the observed DC-SIGN binding. DC-SIGN interactions with SEA 
from S. mansoni shift the T helper balance towards T helper 2, essential for the survival 
of infected hosts73,74. This corresponds to the effects of DC-SIGN-fucose interactions 
on TLR-induced cytokine production75. The DC-SIGN-mediated signaling depends on 
the interacting glycan, being either a mannose- or fucose-type75, in contrast to similar 
signaling after DCIR binding to either types of glycan structures (Bloem et al., Chapter 
2). Since DCIR did not bind LewisX and LDNF, the DCIR-binding is likely mediated by 
the expression of mannosylated proteins, frequently present on helminth species as 
well58. DCIR ligation only affected TLR7/8 signaling by moDCs65 and these TLRs have 
not been reported to be involved in recognition of helminth species. Nevertheless, the 
helminth-DCIR interaction might still result in inhibition of the immune system, since 
TLR-independent inhibitory effects of DCIR, like reducing B-cell receptor signaling and 
DC proliferation, have been shown in mice59,76. In contrast, the binding of DCIR to the 
helminth species (and endogenous ligands) is less dependent on the glycosylation state 
of DCIR and could therefore initiate DCIR signaling even if DCIR is glycosylated. 

In conclusion, our report demonstrates for the first time DCIR binding to both 
endogenous as well as pathogenic glycosylated ligands. This binding is to a great extent 
influenced by the glycosylation state of DCIR itself. Although DC-SIGN and DCIR share 
glycan specificity, and share specificity for endogenous as well as pathogenic ligands, 
our data demonstrate also different specificities for these receptors. Moreover, based 
on the distinct functional properties of DC-SIGN and DCIR, we hypothesize that the 
functional outcome is different if ligands simultaneously bind DCIR and DC-SIGN or not. 
Because the lectins have shown to modify signaling pathways and intracellular routing 
of antigen in DCs, it is likely to be expected that DCIR and DC-SIGN converge at some 
point to modify DC function. Future studies are necessary to further explore how DCIR 
and DC-SIGN binding ligands modify DC biology after ligand binding.
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Supplementary Table 1: Graphical representation of glycan structures. Glycan structures 
were drawn using the GlycoWorkbench software suite77,78. White circle represents galactose, 
grey circle represents mannose, white square indicates N-acetylgalacatosamine (GalNAc), 
grey square indicates N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc), grey triangle represents fucose and grey 
diamond indicates sialic acid.
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Abstract 
DC-SIGN is a dendritic cell antigen uptake receptor with specificity for a broad variety 
of pathogens that directs its cargo to both cross-presentation and MHC class II 
presentation for the induction of CD8+ and CD4+ T cell responses, respectively. Although 
the endocytic routing leading to MHC class II presentation is partially characterized, 
the mechanisms leading to cross-presentation remain elusive. In this paper, we used 
imaging flow cytometry to investigate the intracellular fate of DC-SIGN and its cargo 
in dendritic cells. Our data demonstrate that cross-presentation is associated with the 
DC-SIGN-dependent transport of cargo to the ER from the endo-lysosomal pathway. 
Interestingly, although the internalization capacity of DC-SIGN was similar in immature 
and mature dendritic cells, only the simultaneous triggering of TLR4 and DC-SIGN in 
immature dendritic cells resulted in the enhancement of the translocation of cargo to 
the ER and subsequent cross-presentation. These data will help in designing DC-SIGN-
targeting vaccination strategies that enhance CD8+ T cell responses.

 
Introduction

Dendritic cells (DCs) are bone marrow-derived antigen-presenting cells that reside 
in all tissues and use germ-line encoded receptors to sample the environment for 
pathogens1. Upon pathogen recognition, DCs migrate to primary lymphoid tissues and 
initiate a maturation process characterized by an enhanced capacity to initiate antigen-
specific humoral and cellular immune responses2. Amongst the different receptors used 
by DCs to detect pathogens are C-type lectins, a large family of receptors that recognize 
carbohydrates in a Ca2+-dependent manner. Whereas other pattern-recognition 
receptors, such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), are specialized in activating intracellular 
signaling cascades leading to DC maturation2, C-type lectins have cytoplasmic domains 
that contain internalization signals and, thus, mediate pathogen/antigen endocytosis3,4. 
This mechanism allows the processing of pathogens/antigens into epitopes that can be 
presented to CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.

Dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3 grabbing non-integrin 
(DC-SIGN) is a type II membrane C-type lectin receptor discovered as a cell-adhesion 
receptor with a dendritic cell (DC)-restricted expression pattern that supports primary 
immune responses5 and enhances HIV infection of CD4+ T cells6. DC-SIGN is expressed 
on immature DCs in peripheral tissue and mature DCs in lymphoid tissues with the 
exception of follicular DCs or CD1a+ Langerhans cells7. The carbohydrate recognition 
domain of DC-SIGN contains a Ca2+-coordination site and has a dual specificity for high-
mannose and Lewis-type structures, which gives the receptor the ability to recognize 
a broad variety of ligands8, both pathogens (HIV, Ebola, M. tuberculosis, C. albicans, 
S. mansoni, H. pylori, among others) and self-glycoproteins (e.g. ICAM-2, ICAM-3, or 
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Mac-1)9. Even though glycan-lectin interactions have been classically considered of 
low affinity10, DC-SIGN overcomes this issue by enhancing avidity through two levels 
of clustering: tetramerization and nanodomain formation. Tetramerization depends on 
the autonomous interaction of its α-helical neck domain into a four-stranded bundle11 
and results in a flexible stalk structure that projects four closely located but oppositely 
oriented carbohydrate-recognition domains towards the outside of the cell. Thanks to 
the hydrophobicity of its transmembrane domain, DC-SIGN tetramers tend to associate 
with lipid rafts to form nanodomains12 that distribute randomly through the cell surface 
to be able to recognize pathogens of multiple sizes13.

The concept of avidity is thus of extreme importance in the design of DC-SIGN-
targeting compounds for in vivo vaccination strategies as it not only increases the 
specificity, but also enhances antigen delivery. We have explored the possibility of 
using DC-SIGN-targeting glycoconjugates for inducing T cell responses14–16 and found 
that DC-SIGN not only induces potent CD4+ T cell responses, as it could be expected 
from a receptor that targets the endo-lysosomal pathway17, but also triggers CD8+ T cell 
responses that can be even boosted by supplementation with a TLR4 ligand. How the 
endo-lysosomal pathway initiated by DC-SIGN internalization results in MHC class I 
presentation remains a mystery. Other C-type lectin receptors that also mediate cross 
presentation, like the mannose receptor seem to involve a mechanism that allow the 
export of the cargo to the cytosol for the generation of proteasome-dependent peptide 
epitopes18,19.

Recently, a new technology has been developed that allows the investigation of 
internalization and marker co-localization in large cell populations. This technology, 
termed imaging flow cytometry20 incorporates an objective and a high-resolution camera 
in a flow cytometry system. We have used this technology to set up assays that allow 
us to track DC-SIGN and its ligand on DCs and study their co-localization with a number 
of carefully selected markers covering the different compartments involved in antigen 
processing and presentation. The results presented here demonstrate that DC-SIGN 
internalizes its cargo to an early endosome compartment, where the complex partly 
dissociates. The free cargo continues through late endosomes into lysosomes, where it 
is processed and transferred to multivesicular bodies for loading on to MHC class II. DC-
SIGN-ligand complexes can also be directly transferred to the endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER) where resident endopeptidases mediate the generation of peptides that can be 
loaded on to MHC class I. This pathway appeared to be sensitive to TLR4 stimulation 
and occurred very quickly after internalization. Furthermore, our data demonstrates 
that the distribution of DC-SIGN on the plasma membrane and the intracellular routing 
are dependent on the dileucine motif present in its cytoplasmic domain.
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Materials and methods
Chemicals and antibodies
E. coli lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (Sigma-Aldrich, MO), Paraformaldehyde (formaldehyde) 
aqueous solution (Electron Microscopy Sciences), Saponin (Sigma Aldrich) BSA 
(Roche). Antibodies used: CD83-PE (Beckman coulter), CD80-PE (clone L307.4, BD 
biosciences), CD86-PE (clone 2331, BD biosciences), EEA1-FITC (clone 14/EEA1, BD 
biosciences), HLA-DM-PE  (clone MaP.DM1, BD biosciences), LAMP-FITC (clone H4A3, 
BD biosciences), rab5 (clone FL-215, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), rab7 (clone H-50, 
Santa Cruz Biotechnology), PDI-PE (clone 1D3, Assay designs), TGN46 (ab56726, 
Abcam), polyclonal rabbit-α-rab11 (Invitrogen), Pacific Orange-labeled goat-α-rabbit 
IgG (Invitrogen), AF594-labeled goat-α-mouse IgG2a (Invitrogen), AF488-labeled goat-
α-mouse IgG2b (Invitrogen), biotin-labeled horse-α-mouse IgG (Vector Labs). CSRD7, 
the polyclonal antibody against DC-SIGN, and AZN-D15, a monoclonal antibody against 
the carbohydrate-recognition domain of DC-SIGN, were from our own stocks. DC-2821, 
the monoclonal IgG2a antibody against the stalk region of DC-SIGN was a kind gift 
of R. Doms (University of Pennsylvania). AZN-D1 was labeled with AF405 (Invitrogen) 
according to manufacturer’s instructions. AZN-D1 coated fluorescent beads were made 
as previously described22.

Mice
DC-SIGN transgenic mice (a kind gift of T. Sparwasser) were generated on the C57BL/6 
background using the murine CD11c promoter driving expression of a human DC-SIGN 
cDNA sequence as described23. OT-I mice express transgenic Vα2Vβ5 T cell receptor 
specific for OVA peptides presented on I-Ab (OVA323–339)24. OT-I and DC-SIGN 
transgenic mice were bred in our animal facility under specific pathogen-free conditions. 
All experiments were performed according to institutional and national guidelines.

Human dendritic cells. 
Monocytes were isolated from the blood of healthy donors (Sanquin) through a sequential 
Ficoll/Percoll gradient centrifugation. Isolated monocytes (purity, > 85 %) were cultured 
in RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10 % fetal calf serum  (BioWhittaker), 
1000 U/ml penicillin (Lonza), 1 U/ml streptomycin (Lonza), and 2 mM glutamine (Lonza) 
in the presence of interleukin-4 (262.5 U/ml; Biosource) and granulocyte-macrophage 
colony-stimulating factor (112.5 U/ml; Biosource) for 4-7 days25. DC differentiation was 
confirmed by flow cytometric analysis (FACScan, BD biosciences) of the expression of 
DC-SIGN using the monoclonal antibody AZN-D15  followed by staining with a secondary 
AF488 F(ab’)2 fragment of goat anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen). Dendritic cells were tested 
for maturation by flow cytometric analysis (FACScan, BD Biosciences) of the markers 
CD83, CD80 and CD86.
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CHO/DC-SIGN. 
Stable CHO/DC-SIGN transfectants26 were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium containing 
10 % fetal calf serum, 1000 U/ml penicillin, 1000 U/ml streptomycin, and 2 mM glutamine. 
DC-SIGN expression was regularly selected using 1 mg/ml geneticin (Invitrogen). 

DC-SIGN mutants. 
WT cells were generated by lentiviral transduction of an immortalized B cell line with 
LV-DC-SIGN (kind gift of Vincent Piquet, Cardiff Institute of Infection & Immunity, 
Cardiff, UK). The mutants were generated by site-directed mutagenesis (QuickChange 
II, Agilent technologies) of the LV-DC-SIGN plasmid as previously described17 and then 
transduced in the immortalized B cell line. These cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 
medium containing 10 % fetal calf serum, 1000 U/ml penicillin, 1000 U/ml streptomycin, 
and 2 mM glutamine. 

Pulse-chase experiments
Approximately 106 cells were incubated for 20 min in 100 μl of ice-cold culture medium. 
AF405-labeled AZN-D1 was added and incubated for 30 min on ice in order to allow 
binding to DC-SIGN expressed on the cell surface without triggering internalization. 
Cells were washed in ice-cold medium to remove unbound AZN-D1. Cells were then 
transferred to 37 ºC for different time points or kept on ice. At the desired time-points, 
cells were washed in ice-cold PBS, fixated in ice-cold 4 % PFA in PBS for 20 minutes 
and then washed two times in ice cold PBS. For intracellular stainings, cells were 
permeabilized in 0.1 % saponine in PBS for 30 min at room temperature and then blocked 
with a solution containing 0.1 % saponine, 2 % bovine serum albumin and 1 % goat serum 
in PBS. Primary and secondary stainings were performed in PBS supplemented with 0.1 
% saponine and 2 % bovine serum albumin at room temperature. After staining, cells 
were kept at 4 ºC in PBS supplemented with 0.05 % bovine serum albumin and 0.02 % 
sodium azide until analysis. 

Antigen presentation to murine CD8+ T-cells
Bone marrow-derived DCs were cultured as previously described27. OVA-specific CD8+ 
T-cells were isolated from spleen and lymph node cell suspensions from OT-I mice. 
Lymph nodes and spleen were mechanically dissociated to single-cell suspensions and 
pelleted. Erythrocytes were lysed and the cells were passed through a cell strainer. 
CD8+ T-cells were isolated from the suspensions using the Dynal mouse CD8 negative 
isolation kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Bone marrow-
derived DCs were incubated with 10 μg/ml of the indicated compounds in round 
bottom 96-wells plate for 4 h. After extensive washing, CD8+ T-cells from OT-I mice 
were added to each well. Forty-eight hours later, [3H]-thymidine (1 μCi/well; Amersham 
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Biosciences) was added for 16 h to detect incorporation into DNA of proliferating T cells. 
Cells were harvested onto filters and [3H]-thymidine incorporation was assessed using 
a beta counter (Wallac). Supernatants were used for the quantification of IFNγ using a 
sandwich ELISA (Biosource).

CLSM 
Stained cells were allowed to adhere to poly-L-lysine-coated glass slides and mounted 
with anti-bleach reagent. Samples were analyzed using a 63×/1.4 HCX PL APO CS oil 
objective on a TCS SP2 AOBS confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH). Images 
were acquired using LCS 2.61 (Leica Microsystems GmbH) and processed using Adobe 
Photoshop CS4 or ImageJ.

Live cell imaging
CHO/DC-SIGN cells were cultured on gelatin coated glass slides. AZN-D1 coated beads 
were added to the cells and followed for different time points. Cells were analyzed 
by means of a 3I Marianas™ digital imaging microscopy workstation (Zeiss Axiovert 
200M inverted microscope Carl Zeiss), equipped with a nanostepper motor (Z-axis 
increaments 10 nm) and a cooled CCD camera (Cooke Sensicam, 1280 × 1024 pixels 
Cooke Co). Visualization was performed with a 40× air lens. The microscope, camera, 
and data viewing process were controlled by SlideBook™ software (version 4.0.8.1 
Intelligent Imaging Innovations).

Immuno-electron microscopy
DCs were cultured as described above and stimulated with AZN-D1. Cells were left 
to internalize the antibody and were cooled down on ice after 15, 30 or 60 min time 
intervals. DCs were then fixated (4 % formaldehyde + 0.1 % glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) overnight at 4 °C. DCs were prepared for cryo-sectioning 
according to the Tokuyasu method28. Briefly, the cells were scraped in gelatin and spun 
down to a compact pellet. Specimen blocks were cut out, infused with 2.3 M sucrose 
at 4 °C and mounted on aluminium pins before snapfreezing in liquid nitrogen. 70 nm 
sections were obtained at -120 °C using a cryo-ultramicrotome. Sections were captured 
on carbon/formvar-coated copper mesh grids and labeled for the DC-SIGN antibody 
(AZN-D1) using anti-mouse-10 nm gold (Aurion). The sections were stained by uranyl 
acetate in methylcellulose before analysis by transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 
1010, JEOL).
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Imaging flow cytometry
Cells were acquired on the ImageStreamX (Amnis corp.) imaging flow cytometer using 
the configuration detailed in Table I. Cells were acquired at 40x magnification and on the 
basis of their area (area = the number of pixels in an image reported in square microns). 
Minimum area for acquisition was set to 50 pixels. A minimum of 15000 cells was acquired 
per sample at a flow rate ranging between 50 and 100 cells/s. At least 2000 cells were 
acquired from single stained samples to allow for compensation. Compensation samples 
were acquired with all channels habilitated and with the brightfield illumination and the 
785 nm laser switched off. A minimum of 5000 cells from the single stained samples 
were acquired with the same settings as experimental samples to control for over/
under compensation. Analysis was performed using the IDEAS v5.0 software (Amnis 
corp.). A compensation table was generated using the compensation macro built in 
the software. Single stained samples were manually gated for accurate calculation of 
spectral overlap coefficients29. Once the compensation table was calculated for each of 
the staining sets, it was applied to the single staining samples that were acquired using 
the same settings as experimental samples. Proper compensation was then verified by 
visualizing samples in bivariate fluorescence intensity plots (Supplementary Figure 1). A 
template analysis file was generated then that include an area vs aspect ratio intensity 
plot and a gradient root mean square (RMS) histogram of one of the brightfield channels 
(Channels 1 and 9). Area is the number of squared microns of the cells, while the aspect 
ratio intensity index is the result of dividing the minor axis (intensity-weighted) by the 
major axis (intensity-weighted) and describes how round or oblong an object is, but also 
indicates if there are doublets in a population of normally circular cells. The gradient 
RMS feature measures the sharpness quality of an image by detecting large changes of 
pixel values in the image and is useful for the selection of focused objects. The gradient 
RMS feature is computed using the average gradient of a pixel normalized for variations 
in intensity levels. Using these features a population of focused single cells (SC/F) was 
gated (Supplementary Figure 2). This template, together with the corresponding 
compensation table was applied to all the experimental samples acquired. Each of the 
data files generated was opened and the SC/F population gated to a new compensated 
image file. Compensated image files for each time-course experiment and each staining 
set (Table I) were then merged into the final analysis file. This file allows for the direct 
comparison of features amongst the samples of the time-course. 

To calculate the internalization of DC-SIGN, a mask was designed that characterizes 
only the intracellular space of the cells. This mask was based on the use of the morphology 
feature applied to the brightfield image on channel 1, and then eroded until the 
membrane was left out of the mask (Supplementary Figure 3). Since cells are gated on a 
certain level of focusing it is possible to assume that the image acquired represents, in all 
cells, a 4 μm cross-section of the major circumference30. At this location, the thickness of 
the membrane is similar in all cells and allows us to design a mask based exclusively on 
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brightfield images. This is a major advantage over the use of an extracellular fluorescent 
marker, which introduces new challenges in the experiment: the use of an additional 
channel complicates the compensation process and the selection of a marker that is 
exclusively located in the extracellular membrane during the internalization process of 
DC-SIGN is a difficult task. The intracellular mask was then used to calculate the feature 
internalization applied to channel 7 (Table I). The internalization score is a log-scaled 
ratio of the intensity inside the cell (intracellular mask) vs the intensity of the entire cell. 
Cells that have internalized antigen typically have positive scores while cells that show 
the antigen still on the membrane have negative scores. Cells with scores around 0 have 
similar amounts of antigen on the membrane and in intracellular compartments.

Co-localization is calculated as the logarithmic transformation of Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient of the localized bright spots with a radius of 3 pixels or less within the whole 
cell area in the two input images (bright detail similarity R3). Since the bright spots in 
the two images are either correlated (in the same spatial location) or uncorrelated (in 
different spatial locations), the correlation coefficient varies between 0 (uncorrelated) 
and 1 (perfect correlation). The logarithmic transformation of the correlation coefficient 
allows the use of a wider range for the co-localization score. 

mRNA isolation, cDNA synthesis, and real-time PCR
Cells were lysed and mRNA was specifically isolated by capturing of poly(A+) RNA in 
streptavidin-coated tubes using a mRNA Capture kit (Roche). cDNA was synthesized 
using the Reverse Transcription System kit (Promega) following manufacturer’s 
guidelines. cDNA was diluted 1:2 in nuclease-free water upon synthesis and stored at 
-20°C until analysis. Primers specific for human DC-SIGN (5’-aacagctgagaggccttgga-3’, 
5’-gggaccatggccaagaca-3’), and GAPDH31 were designed by using the computer software 
Primer Express 2.0 (Applied Biosystems) and synthesized at Invitrogen (Invitrogen). 
Primer specificity was computer tested by homology search with the human genome 
(BLAST, National Center for Biotechnology Information) and later confirmed by 
dissociation curve analysis. Real time PCR reactions were performed using the SYBR 
Green method in an ABI 7900HT sequence detection system (Applied Biosystems) as 
previously described31.
 
Statistics
Unless otherwise stated, data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation of at 
least three independent experiments. Statistical analyses were performed using the 
statistical package SPSS (License number AZVU-7061649). Statistical significance was 
set at p < 0.05 and it was evaluated by the Mann-Whitney U test.
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Results
DC-SIGN is localized exclusively to the membrane in resting dendritic cells
Imaging flow cytometry is a novel technology that allows the quantification of 
morphological aspects of images acquired from large populations of cells20. We 
first tested the localization of DC-SIGN on monocyte-derived DCs by imaging flow 
cytometry. The localization of DC-SIGN in fixated resting DCs was analyzed by imaging 
flow cytometry using the anti-DC-SIGN polyclonal antibody CSRD (for anti-DC-SIGN 
antibody specificity see Fig. 2B)7 according to the strategies described in Figs. S1-S3. 
An internalization score higher than 0 indicates that the fluorescent signal is localized 
mainly inside the cell, whereas a negative internalization scores reflects exclusive 
membrane localization. When intracellular and membrane localization are equal, the 
internalization score trends to 0. As expected, the expression of DC-SIGN in resting 
DCs is exclusively extracellular, as shown in Fig. 1A, since more than 95 % of the DCs 
had a negative internalization score and the average internalization score for the 
entire population was -0.627. In order to confirm the exclusive membrane localization 
of DC-SIGN, we used the left over cells from the imaging flow cytometry acquisition 
for confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) imaging. A complete Z-stack imaging 
of DCs confirmed that the receptor is located exclusively on the membrane in resting 
conditions (Fig. 1B). These data confirm previous observations17 demonstrating that, 
unlike other C-type lectins, DC-SIGN is expressed exclusively on the membrane of DCs 
and validates imaging flow cytometry for the characterization of receptor localization. 

The distribution of DC-SIGN nanodomains depends on the interaction of the 
receptor with underlying factors through the intracellular domain
Careful observation of the bottom XY plane (Fig. 1C) suggests a certain distribution 
pattern of DC-SIGN on the membrane. Statistical analysis verified the distribution of 
the receptor as a Poisson clustered spatial point process (Fig. 1D). Previous evidence 
has demonstrated that DC-SIGN is organized in nanometer-sized domains that are 
randomly distributed on the surface of DCs12,32. Lateral interactions affecting the 
α-helical tandem repeats in the neck region mediate the formation of DC-SIGN 
tetramers11,33, however, little is known about the molecular basis of the nanodomain 
distribution. The cytoplasmic domain of DC-SIGN has three motifs that may be involved 
in interactions with intracellular proteins and/or the cell cytoskeleton. These motifs are 
depicted in Fig. 2A and involve LL (aa 14-15), EEE (aa 16-18), and YKSL (aa 31-34). To 
investigate the individual contribution of each of these motifs in the distribution of 
DC-SIGN nanodomains, we prepared stable transfectants of single motif mutants (Fig. 
2A) and investigated receptor distribution by imaging flow cytometry and CLSM. The 
expression level of DC-SIGN on the LL and EEE mutants was significantly lower than 
that of the unmodified (WT) DC-SIGN or the YKSL mutant (Fig. 2C), even though mRNA 
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levels in the four cell lines did not differ significantly (Fig. 2D). This observation indicates 
that mutation of the LL or the EEE motifs affects the synthesis and/or maturation of the 
receptor or enhances its turnover ratio. Indeed, previous reports have demonstrated the 
retention of the EEE DC-SIGN mutant in the Golgi34. Fluorescence signal texture analysis 
by imaging flow cytometry showed that a certain degree of receptor aggregation or 
polarization occurred in the LL and EEE mutants (Fig. 2E-G). Cells were also imaged 
by CLSM (Fig. 2H) and the receptor distribution investigated in the lowest ZX planes 
of 10 randomly chosen cells (Fig. 2I). Results demonstrate a change in the distribution 
pattern of DC-SIGN nanodomains. This change can be described as the redistribution of 
nanodomains into higher-order domains. 

DC-SIGN is quickly internalized upon receptor ligation
Besides pathogen recognition, DC-SIGN is known to be very efficient in antigen uptake17. 
To investigate the kinetics of DC-SIGN internalization DC-SIGN was stably transfected 
in an adherent cell line (CHO cells). The resulting CHO/DC-SIGN cells were cultured to 
sub-confluency on glass coverslips and mounted for live cell widefield epifluorescence 
imaging. Several cells (n = 5) were selected for imaging and the microscope programmed 
to acquire a brightfield and a fluorescence image of each cell every 2 minutes for a period 

Figure 1. The localization of DC-SIGN in immature dendritic cells is restricted to the 
extracellular membrane. (A) Internalization score of resting immature DCs, fixated, 
permeabilized and stained with a polyclonal antibody against DC-SIGN (n > 5000). Below the 
histogram, three representative images are included with their respective internalization score. 
(B) The same cells were analyzed by CLSM. Sagital, longitudinal and transversal two-dimensional 
sections of a three-dimensional reconstruction are shown. Representative of 10 cells. (C) CLSM 
image of the bottom-top XY cross-section of a DC stained for DC-SIGN. Representative of 10 
cells. (D) Frequency of distribution of any two nanodomains in the plain that are separated by an 
arbitrary distance of 20 pixels. Representative of 10 cells.
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Figure 2. The cytoplasmic domain of DC-SIGN controls its cell surface distribution pattern. 
(A) Amino acid sequence of the cytoplasmic domain of DC-SIGN indicating (in bold) the motifs 
targeted in each of the mutants. (B) Summary of the anti-DC-SIGN antibodies used in the present 
study. (C) Cell membrane DC-SIGN expression level as measured by flow cytometry on DCs and 
DC-SIGN-transduced cells stained with a monoclonal antibody against DC-SIGN. (D) Transcript 
levels of DC-SIGN on DCs and DC-SIGN-transduced cells (relative to GAPDH). (E) Modulation 
(peak) signal intensity of receptor distribution as measured by imaging flow cytometry. (F) 
Delta centroid shift of the fluorescence signal vs the brightfield image measured by imaging 
flow cytometry. (G) Representative images from the imaging flow cytometry analysis depicting 
their modulation (peak) and delta centroid shift values. (H) CLSM image of the bottom-top XY 
cross-section of each of the DC-SIGN-transduced cells stained for DC-SIGN. Representative of 
10 cells. (I) Frequency of distribution of any two nanodomains in the plain that are separated by 
an arbitrary distance of 20 pixels. Representative of 10 cells. Means ± SEM; *, P < 0.01 compared 
with WT cells.
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of 30 minutes. Fluorescent beads (1 μm in diameter) coated with AZN-D1, a monoclonal 
antibody against the carbohydrate-binding site of DC-SIGN (Fig. 2B) known to trigger 
receptor internalization, were then added to the supernatant and, after a period of 10 
minutes to allow proper diffusion of the beads, imaging was initiated. The still frames 
in Fig. 3A show how a bead adheres to the surface of the cell and moves quickly (< 2 
min) to a distant site of the cell were it gets arrested and is, within seconds, quickly 
forced inside the cell. The movement of the bead in the first two minutes of the movie 
could be interpreted as tethering due to its high speed (Fig. 3B); once this speed has 

Figure 3. DC-SIGN is quickly 
internalized upon triggering. 
(A). Still frames of a live cell 
imaging experiment in which 
DC-SIGN-transduced CHO cells 
were exposed to AZN-D1-coated 
fluorescent beads. The right-most 
frame shows the tracking pattern. 
Representative of 8 experiments 
(B) Speed tracking of the 
internalized bead. Representative 
of 8 experiments. (C) Time-course 
of the median internalization 
score of DCs triggered with 
AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 (n > 5000). 
Next to the histogram, three 
representative images of each 
time-point, with their respective 
internalization scores are included. 
(D) Effect of the AF405-labeled 
AZN-D1 concentration on the 
internalization score after 30 
min at 37 °C. The dotted line 
indicates the internalization of the 
highest antibody concentration 
after 30 min at 4 °C (n > 5000). 
(E) Time-course of the median 
internalization score of DC-SIGN-
transduced cells triggered with 
AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 (n > 5000).
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been reduced the receptor is then able to trigger the internalization of the bead. This 
occurs at a side of the cell were the nucleus is located and it is possible to observe how 
the bead moves relatively quickly until it reaches an area where multiple vacuoles exist 
and it finally stops its motion. The decrease of fluorescence intensity during the frames 
in which it is located in close proximity to the nucleus could be explain by the shielding 
of fluorescence by the nucleus as the bead passes underneath (data not shown). 
Interestingly, once the bead reaches the area where multiple vacuoles accumulate 
(12 min) it appears to stop or move in circles, indicating that the cargo has reached a 
destination where it is being processed or redistributed.

Because the mechanisms of internalization of particulate and soluble antigen may 
vary we also investigated the internalization AF405-labeled  AZN-D1. DCs were incubated 
in the presence of AF405-labeled AZN-D1 for 30 min at 4 °C. Cells were then washed and 
either fixated (t=0) or incubated at 37 °C for the indicated time points at which cells were 
washed and fixated. The localization of AZN-D1 was then investigated by imaging flow 
cytometry. Data shows that the maximum level of AZN-D1 internalization is achieved 
already at 7.5 min (Fig. 3C), indicating that, as expected, DC-SIGN internalization is a 
rather quick process. We also investigated whether internalization was dependent on 
the amount of antigen available. We incubated DCs with a titration of AF405-labeled 
AZN-D1 during 30 min at 4 °C and either washed and fixated the cells or allowed a 
30 min incubation at 37 °C and then washed and fixated. After fixation, the cells were 
permeabilized and stained with the polyclonal rabbit anti-DC-SIGN antibody CSRD (Fig. 
2B)7 and a secondary AF647-labeled goat anti-rabbit antibody. Data shows that a certain 
degree of DC-SIGN internalization was achieved even at the lowest concentration (Fig. 
3D). Internalization increases proportionally to the amount of ligand (AZN-D1) used. 
At approximately 1 μg/ml the amount of internalized receptor equals the amount of 
receptor still at the membrane. Total DC-SIGN internalization was achieved using 5 μg/ml 
of ligand (Fig. 3D).

We then examined the influence of the different intracellular tail motifs in the 
internalization rate of DC-SIGN. The internalization kinetics of cells expressing un-
modified (WT) DC-SIGN was slower than on DCs. Mutation of the EEE or the YKSL 
motifs did not affect the internalization of DC-SIGN; however the LL mutant was only 
partially able to internalize (Fig. 3E).

Subsequently, experiments were set up to track both ligand and receptor. The AF405-
labeled AZN-D1 antibody, which binds the carbohydrate-recognition domain, was used 
as a model for the ligand, whereas to track the receptor an intracellular staining with CSRD 
was used. Upon DC-SIGN triggering, both the ligand and the receptor were efficiently 
internalized (Fig. 4A). Some receptors have the ability to recycle to the membrane 
and collect more cargo35, however DC-SIGN does not appear to be able to return to 
the membrane after internalization has been triggered, as the localization score for the 
receptor appeared equal to that of the ligand (Fig. 4A). At an early time-point (7.5 min), 
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the internalization of the receptor almost perfectly correlated with the internalization 
of the ligand, indicating an interdependence of both processes (Fig. 4B). However, as 
the incubation continued, the correlation coefficient decreased significantly (data not 
shown), indicating that internalization proceeded very quickly within the first 7-15 min 
and was residual afterwards. Furthermore, when the co-localization score of the ligand 
and the receptor was assessed, we observed that it was maximal at the baseline (t=0 
min) and very quickly decreased once both the ligand and the receptor internalized (Fig. 
4C), indicating that ligand and receptor dissociate in the endocytic route at a certain 
time-point. We also assessed the amount of ligand and receptor left at the end of the 
experiment and observed that although the receptor signal decayed to approximately 
50-60 % of the starting amount of material, in the case of the ligand it was below 
20 % (Fig. 4D), indicating that the ligand is processed at a fast ratio and that part of the 
receptor is targeted for degradation.

DC-SIGN directs its cargo through the classical endocytic route and to the ER
In order to investigate the fate of both ligand and receptor, we measured the co-
localization scores of both ligand (AZN-D1) and receptor with several antibodies 
commonly used to track endocytic compartments. We first validated the assay by 
comparing the colocalization scores obtained by imaging flow cytometry with CLSM 
images after one hour of triggering with AZN-D1 and found an excellent correlation 
between both techniques (Fig. 5A). From these data we could conclude that upon 

Figure 4. DC-SIGN and its 
cargo quickly dissociate 
upon internalization. (A) 
Time-course of the median 
internalization score of 
DCs triggered with AF405-
labeled-AZN-D1 and stained 
intracellularly against DC-
SIGN (n > 5000). (B) Scatter 
plot of the internalization 
scores of both ligand and 
receptor 7.5 min after 
triggering with AF405-
labeled-AZN-D1 (n > 5000). 
(C) Time-course of the 
median co-localization of 
AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 and 
DC-SIGN (n > 5000). (D) Time-
course of the fluorescence 
signal intensity of both 
AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 and 
DC-SIGN (n > 5000).
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Figure 5. Intracellular routing of DC-SIGN and its ligand. (A) CSLM images showing a 
representative example (n = 10 cells) of DCs incubated with AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 (pseudo-
colored in red) for 30 min at 37 °C and intracellular stainings against EEA1, LAMP1, HLA-DM, 
PDI, rab5, rab7, rab11 and TGN46 (pseudo-colored in green). Below each marker column, the 
percentage of co-localization in both CLSM and imaging flow cytometry are shown. (B) Time-
course of the co-localization scores of AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 or DC-SIGN with EEA1, LAMP1, 
HLA-DM, PDI, rab5, rab7, rab11 and TGN46 (n > 5000). Means ± SEM
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internalization AZN-D1 shows a good colocalization with EEA1 and LAMP (early 
endosomes and lysosomes, respectively), a moderate colocalization with rab7 (late 
endosomes), rab11 (slow recycling endosomes), HLA-DM (MHC class II compartment) 
and PDI (ER), and a poor colocalization with TGN46 (trans-Golgi network), and rab5 
(endocytic vesicles). These data indicate that several internalization routes are followed 
upon internalization, targeting classical DC endocytic compartments, such as the early 
and late lysosomes, necessary for proper antigen-processing prior to MHC class II 
presentation, but also other compartments that may be involved in cross-presentation 
(ER). Interestingly, transport to the ER appears to be independent of retrograde transport 
through the trans-Golgi network. Other endosomal compartments (rab7+ and rab11+) 
appeared to be involved as well, probably as intermediate or storage compartments. 
We then studied the co-localization scores of these markers with either the ligand 
(AZN-D1) or the receptor. For the detection of the receptor we either used our rabbit 
polyclonal anti-DC-SIGN antibody (CSRD) or an antibody against the stalk region (DC-
28)21. Both antibodies detect epitopes that are far apart from the ligand-binding site 
and therefore do not interfere with the binding of AZN-D1 to its target on DC-SIGN (Fig. 
2B). Both ligand and receptor appeared to co-localize evenly with the early endosomal 
marker EEA1 until approximately 30 min, then colocalization for the receptor decreases 
dramatically and co-localization with the ligand continues but slowly decays. These 
results indicate that the receptor accompanies its cargo to early endosomes, dissociates 
from it and leaves the early endosome. This is supported by the LAMP1 co-localization 
scores, which show that the ligand reaches the lysosomal compartment, but not the 
receptor. Also in accordance to this, the MHC class II compartment shows a good co-
localization with the ligand but not with the receptor. On the contrary, both ligand and 
receptor show a moderate level of co-localization with the ER, indicating that transport 
to this compartment may be mediated by a DC-SIGN-dependent mechanism directly 
after passage by early endosomes. Interestingly, both rab7 and rab11 show a moderate 
co-localization with the ligand but a poor co-localization with the receptor, suggesting 
that routing to these compartments is receptor-independent and may occur after a 
stay at the early endosomes or the lysosomes. The decay observed for the receptor 
in Fig. 4D can hardly be explained by lysosomal degradation, since there is very little 
co-localization of the receptor with the lysosomal marker LAMP1, whereas this is a 
very likely candidate for the signal degradation observed for the ligand. Since receptor 
degradation could also occur in the early endosomes, it could be possible that upon 
internalization to the early endosome, part of the receptor is targeted for destruction by 
a yet uncharacterized mechanism, while part continues routing to the ER together with 
the ligand in order to mediate cross-presentation. The fraction of ligand that dissociates 
from the receptor in the early endosome is then transferred to the lysosomes, as well as 
to rab7+ and rab11+ compartments.
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Figure 6. DC-SIGN is located in transport vesicles, endosomes and ER after internalization. 
Example electron micrographs of dendritic cells after DC-sign antibody uptake, labeled by anti-
mouse-10 nm gold. Gold label was observed at (A) the plasma membrane and omega-shaped 
pits, (B) small transport vesicles, (C-E) multivesicular endosomes and (F) ER (arrows indicate 
labeling of transport vesicles, arrowheads indicate labeling of ER; Endosomes are indicated with 
“e”). All scale bars represent 200 nm.
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The findings obtained by imaging flow cytometry and CLSM were confirmed by 
immuno-electron microscopy (Fig. 6). At early time-points it was possible to observe 
gold label still at the membrane and associated to omega-shaped pits, indicating 
active receptor-mediated internalization still occurring (Fig 6A). Gold label was also 
clearly observed on small transport vesicles (Fig. 6B), multivesicular bodies (Fig. 6C-E), 
endosomes (Fig. 6F) and the ER (Fig. 6F).

These data demonstrate an internalization model in which DC-SIGN mediates the 
internalization of the cargo into early endosomes where the receptor-ligand complex 
dissociates. Released cargo continues its way to lysosomes by the maturation of 
early endosomes, while a fraction of receptor-ligand complexes translocate by a yet 
uncharacterized mechanism to the ER.

Fig 7. The internalization and 
routing of DC-SIGN is mediated 
by its dileucine motif. (A) Time-
course of the fluorescence signal 
intensity of AF405-labeled-
AZN-D1 in the different DC-
SIGN-transduced cell lines. (B) 
Co-localization scores of AF405-
labeled-AZN-D1 with EEA1 
at either 60 or 180 min after 
triggering. (C) Co-localization 
scores of AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 
with LAMP1 180 min after 
triggering. (D) Co-localization 
scores of AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 
with PDI 180 min after triggering. 
(E) Co-localization scores of 
AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 with 
rab11 180 min after triggering. 
Means ± SEM (n > 5000). *, p < 
0.01 compared to WT cells.
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The LL and EEE motifs are involved in classical endocytic routing
In order to investigate the involvement of the intracellular domain of DC-SIGN in its 
endocytic routing, we studied the co-localization of AZN-D1 with the markers described 
for Fig. 5 on our DC-SIGN mutants. We first assessed the degradation of AZN-D1 upon 
internalization. Surprisingly, even after 6 h of incubation, fluorescence levels were 
reduced by less than 20 % (Fig. 7A), indicating that antigen degradation occurs at a 
much slower rate in this cell line. No differences in antigen degradation rate could be 
observed amongst the different DC-SIGN mutants. Co-localization of AZN-D1 with 
the early endosomal marker EEA1 was hampered in the LL mutant and delayed in the 
EEE and the YKSL mutant (Fig. 7B). At 180 min, co-localization with the lysosomal 
marker LAMP1 was greatly reduced for the LL and the EEE mutant. As expected, the 
EEE motif was not involved in routing to the ER (Fig. 7D) or slow recycling endosomes 
(Fig. 7E). Hardly any co-localization could be observed with rab5, rab7, and TGN46 
(data not shown). Co-localization with HLA-DM could not be addressed because these 
cells expressed very low levels of this molecule. Therefore, the LL motif dominates the 
endocytic routing of DC-SIGN to the classical endo-lysosomal pathway, but also to the 
new route to the ER described in this paper.

Simultaneous TLR4 triggering affects DC-SIGN internalization and routing
TLR4 triggering is commonly used to address the effects of DC activation or maturation, 
a process that typically occurs upon pathogen recognition and that is necessary for 
proper antigen processing and presentation2. Additionally, DC-SIGN triggering has been 
described to elicit a signaling cascade that modulates TLR4-mediated signaling36,37. We 
therefore questioned the effect of DC maturation on DC-SIGN internalization. Firstly, 
we investigated the effect of TLR4-mediated DC activation on DC-SIGN levels by using 
the canonical TLR4 ligand LPS (E. coli). LPS treatment of DCs resulted in a dramatic 
decrease in both protein (10-fold) and mRNA (100-fold) after 18 h (Fig. 8A). The decrease 
in DC-SIGN expression was not accompanied by an internalization of the receptor, as it 
was constantly located on the cell membrane (Fig. 8B), indicating that DC-SIGN was 
lost by either shedding on the supernatant or incorporation into exosomes, possibilities 
that have been previously described for DC-SIGN38,39. Still, simultaneous triggering of 
DC-SIGN and TLR4 (LPS at t=0) or triggering of DC-SIGN on mature DC (overnight LPS 
treatment) had no consequences for internalization, which proceeded as efficiently 
as on resting DC (Fig. 8C). However, the ligand fate of AZN-D1 seems to greatly differ 
between both the simultaneous triggering of DC-SIGN and TLR4 and the triggering of 
DC-SIGN on mature DCs. Thus, although the simultaneous triggering of DC-SIGN and 
TLR4 does not affect the degradation of AZN-D1, triggering of DC-SIGN on mature 
DCs does (Fig. 8D). In fact, AZN-D1 suffered less than 20 % of degradation after an 
extended incubation (6 h, Fig. 8D). This was consistent with a reduced trafficking to the 
lysosome (Fig. 8E), but also to the ER (Fig. 8E). In contrast, triggering TLR4 enhanced 
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Figure 8. TLR4 triggering enhances trafficking to the ER. (A) Time-course of the expression 
levels of DC-SIGN at both the mRNA and protein level after stimulation of DCs with a TLR4 ligand 
(LPS). (B) Time-course of the internalization score of DC-SIGN after treatment with a TLR4 ligand 
(LPS). (C) Internalization score of AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 after a 60 min incubation at 4 °C or a 15 
min incubation at 37 °C. (D) Time-course of the fluorescence signal intensity of AF405-labeled-
AZN-D1. (E) Co-localization scores (relative to No LPS) of AF405-labeled-AZN-D1 with LAMP1, 
HLA-DM, PDI or rab11, 60 min after triggering. Mean ± SEM (n > 5000). *, p < 0.01 compared to 
No LPS.
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trafficking to the ER (Fig. 8E), suggesting that, if DC-SIGN mediates cross-presentation 
through transport to the ER, then cross-presentation should be enhanced by DC-SIGN 
antigen targeting in the presence of a TLR4 ligand. Additionally, LPS-treatment also 
appeared to enhance co-localization of AZN-D1 with slow recycling endosomes (Fig. 
8E). No differences were observed in the co-localization of AZN-D1 with HLA-DM (Fig. 
8E), EEA1, rab7, and TGN46 (data not shown). To investigate if changes in DC-SIGN 
localization to the ER correlated with the capacity of DCs to induce cross-presentation, 
we prepared OVA/AZN-D1 conjugates (Fig. 9A). Conjugation of AZN-D1 with OVA did 
not affect internalization (Fig. 9B), but resulted in CD8+ T cell proliferation (Fig. 9C) 
and IFNγ production (Fig. 9D). The effects of LPS on the translocation of DC-SIGN 
to the ER paralleled to those observed in CD8+ T cell proliferation (Fig. 9C) and IFNγ 
production (Fig. 9D). These data demonstrate that, although fully mature DCs are able 
to efficiently internalize DC-SIGN, the routing appears to diverge from that observed on 
immature DCs, as very little co-localization with the lysosome can be observed and the 
fluorescence associated with the ligand decays at a much slower rate. Interestingly, co-
localization of DC-SIGN with the ER significantly increased when cells were pulsed with 
the ligand in the presence of a TLR4 ligand, indicating that TLR4 signaling enhances this 
internalization route to the ER resulting in antigen cross-presentation.

Discussion
In this study, we have shown that the C-type lectin receptor DC-SIGN mediates 
internalization of ligands into two distinct endosomal pathways leading to antigen 
processing and presentation into MHC class I and MHC class II, and a model summarizing 
these data is presented in Fig. S4. Upon interaction with its ligands, DC-SIGN is 
internalized within minutes into early endosomes. At this stage, part of the DC-SIGN-
ligand complexes begin to dissociate and proceed to late endosomes and lysosomes, 
where antigens are processed and continue to multivesicular bodies and MHC class 
II compartments for presentation to CD4+ T cells, a model that is consistent with the 
current understanding with the mechanisms of coupling the endosomal compartment 
with antigen presentation on to MHC class II40. However, not all DC-SIGN-ligand 
complexes follow this route, and a fraction of DC-SIGN can be found within ER vesicles, 
presumably derived from early endosomes, very quickly after internalization. Peptide 
loading on MHC class I molecules is most efficient in the ER41 where peptides that have 
previously been trimmed by the proteasome in the cytoplasm are transported into the 
ER via TAP42. Several endopeptidases have been described in early endosomes and the 
ER that could mediate antigen processing independently of the proteasome43; thus, it 
is feasible to speculate that localization of DC-SIGN and its ligand in the ER serves the 
purpose of facilitating antigen processing and loading on MHC class I. The localization of 
both ligand and receptor in the ER is an intriguing aspect. It could mean that interaction 
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of DC-SIGN with an intermediate molecule mediates the segregation of the receptor-
ligand complex or whole endosomes into ER vesicles, but its exact role still needs 
to be elucidated. In this respect, other C-type lectin receptors, such as the mannose 
receptor, have been demonstrated to mediate cross-presentation by a mechanism that 
is dependent on polyubiquitination of the cytoplasmic domain of the receptor18. In this 
regard, it is interesting to note that the cytoplasmic domain of DC-SIGN contains two 
lysines (Fig. 2A) for potential (poly)ubiquitination.

This novel cross-presentation pathway is influenced by simultaneous stimulation 
through TLR4, a common phenomenon occurring upon recognition of pathogens by 
DCs. Administration of LPS, the canonical TLR4 ligand, together with a DC-SIGN ligand, 
resulted in an increased co-localization of both receptor and ligand with ER vesicles. 
We think that this mechanism couples receptor-mediated endocytosis with antigen 
presentation on MHC class I, since DC-SIGN had been previously demonstrated to 

Figure 9. TLR4 triggering 
enhances cross-presentation. 
(A) SDS-PAGE demonstrating 
that conjugation of AZN-D1 with 
OVA results in macromolecular 
complexes that are devoid of free 
OVA. (B) Internalization score of 
AF405-labeled AZN-D1 or OVA/
AZN-D1 after a 60 min incubation 
at 4 °C or a 30 min incubation 
at 37 °C. (C) Proliferation index 
of OVA-specific CD8+ T cells 
exposed to bone marrow-derived 
DCs from DC-SIGN transgenic 
mice pulsed with OVA/AZN-D1. 
Results are shown as relative 
to the proliferation induced by 
free OVA. (D) IFNγ production 
by OVA-specific CD8+ T cells 
exposed to bone marrow-derived 
DCs from DC-SIGN transgenic 
mice pulsed with OVA/AZN-D1. 
Mean ± SEM (n = 3). *, p < 0.01 
compared to free OVA.
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induce cross-presentation in experiments where DCs pulsed with antigens modified 
with a DC-SIGN targeting antibody or DC-SIGN ligands induced robust antigen-specific 
CD8+ T cell responses14–16,44,45. Moreover, the simultaneous administration of the DC-
SIGN-targeting antigen together with a TLR4 ligand enhanced CD8+ T cell proliferation16. 
Several mechanisms could contribute to the increase in CD8+ T cell proliferation. An 
obvious one would be the TLR4-dependent upregulation of co-stimulatory and pro-
inflammatory cytokines that provide signals 2 and 3 to CD8+ T cells46. In addition to that, 
we here show that the localization of DC-SIGN and its ligand in ER vesicles is increased 
when DCs are exposed to the DC-SIGN ligand simultaneously with LPS. On the contrary, 
when DCs are first matured by an overnight exposure to LPS and then triggered with the 
DC-SIGN ligand, even though the antigen internalization capacity of DC-SIGN remains 
intact, the co-localization with ER markers is decreased. 

Rab GTPases are molecular switches that are reversibly associated with membranes 
and through indirect interactions with coat components, motors and SNAREs, and by 
the hydrolysis of GTP, regulate membrane trafficking processes47. Several rab GTPases, 
such as rab5, rab7 and rab11, have been associated with the endosomal trafficking of 
receptor-mediated endocytosis47. Rab5 has been shown to contribute to early endosome 
fusion48 and we were expecting to observe co-localization of DC-SIGN with rab5 at early 
time-points, since it had previously been shown that HIV is endocytosed by a mechanism 
initially involving rab549,50 and DC-SIGN is a receptor for HIV6. However, we could only 
observe a very poor co-localization score of DC-SIGN or its ligand with rab5, which is 
probably related to the short-lived nature of these rab5+ vesicles. This is consistent 
with previous reports where the association of HIV with rab5 was demonstrated, but 
the authors failed to demonstrate any co-localization of DC-SIGN and rab549. Rab7 is 
localized in both early endosome and late lysosomes51 and it is involved in endocytic 
trafficking and lysosomal degradation47, by regulating cargo movement out of early 
endosomes52 and lysosomal delivery from late endosomes53. Our data demonstrates 
that co-localization of the DC-SIGN ligand increases after 15-30 min, in parallel with the 
increase in co-localization with the lysosomal marker LAMP1, indicating that, once DC-
SIGN ligands are dissociated from the receptor in the early endosome, they translocate 
to rab7+ late endosomes, probably en route to lysosomes. Interestingly, dissociation 
between the ligand and receptor signals occurs at this point, indicating that both 
molecules follow different routes. Although DC-SIGN does not return to the membrane, 
we were not able to clarify its intracellular fate upon release from its ligand. The clear 
fluorescence signal decay suggests that DC-SIGN is most likely targeted for destruction, 
however, since DC-SIGN co-localizes poorly with lysosomes, we hypothesize that it is 
degraded by a different mechanism. As noted earlier, the cytoplasmic domain of DC-
SIGN contains two lysines that could be potential targets for ubiquitination. Different 
modes of ubiquitination exist that regulate multiple cellular functions54, amongst them 
protein degradation. The receptors that recycle from the plasma membrane upon 
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internalization normally first encounter a sub-compartment of the early endosome, 
known as the sorting endosome. From the sorting endosome, they can either recycle 
to the plasma membrane, or transit further to another sub-compartment, known as 
the recycling endosome55. The recycling endosome is characterized, amongst other 
molecules, by rab11, which allows recycling to the plasma membrane but also to 
the secretory pathway through the trans-Golgi network56. Our data shows that co-
localization of the DC-SIGN ligand with rab11 follows the same pattern as HLA-DM, a 
molecule associated with the MHC class II compartment. Since we cannot observe the 
return of DC-SIGN ligand to the plasma membrane and the MHC class II compartment 
originates in the trans-Golgi network it could be possible that rab11 facilitates a 
connection between early endosomes and the MHC class II compartment without the 
contribution of lysosomal degradation. However, we did not observe any significant co-
localization of DC-SIGN or its ligand with the trans-Golgi network marker, indicating 
that, if this pathway exists it operates downstream of the trans-Golgi network.

We also investigated which motifs in the cytoplasmic domain of DC-SIGN are involved 
in its intracellular routing. In agreement with a previous report17, we observed that the 
dileucine motif is necessary for internalization, while progressing into the lysosomes 
seems to be dependent on both the dileucine motif and the triple acidic motif. The 
dileucine motif seems to affect also trafficking to other organelles, such as the ER or 
the slow recycling endosomes (rab11+). Although this could be simply a reflection of a 
lower amount of DC-SIGN and ligand arriving to the early endosomes before further 
distribution, we cannot discard that the dileucine motif is indeed involved in routing to 
the abovementioned compartments.

Our study also demonstrates that the distribution of DC-SIGN at the plasma 
membrane is dictated by the association of the dileucine and the triple acidic motifs 
of its intracellular domain with a cytoskeletal factor. Mutation of either of these motifs 
resulted in the aggregation of DC-SIGN into large patches, a pattern that would be 
detrimental for DC-SIGN function. DC-SIGN aggregates in nanodomains that are 
randomly distributed on the membrane, a pattern that favors the interaction of this 
receptor with pathogens of different sizes, such as viruses, bacteria, yeasts or even 
larger parasites13. Aggregation into large patches would result in receptor polarization, 
which would decrease the effective area of pathogen capture and would select for 
pathogens of a size similar to the patch area. The identification of the factor involved in 
maintaining this pattern of membrane distribution deserves further investigation.

The regulation of the steady state distribution pattern and the internalization and 
endocytic routing of DC-SIGN on DCs are important aspects for the rational design of 
glycan-based in vivo DC-SIGN-targeting vaccines57. The nanodomain distribution allows 
the use of small multivalent compounds15 that could be combined with TLR4 ligands to 
enhance the cross-presentation route described in this study.
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Supplementary Data
Spatial processes analysis
We consider a Poisson spatial clustering point process with rate parameter λ. Suppose 
K(t)  is chosen such that λK(t)  is the expected number of points within t of an arbitrary 
point of the process58,59. Ripley’s estimator for K(t) is

,

where uij is the distance between events i and j, It(uj) = 1 if uij ≤ t and = 0 otherwise, 
 wij = w(xi, uij ) is the proportion of the circle with center xi = (x1, x2) and radius uij that 
lies within region A,|A| is the area of region A and n is the number of events in region A. 
For A a disc with center at (0,0) and radius a, set 2

2
2
1 xxr += .

 Then wij = 1 if uij ≤ a – r , and

otherwise. Let θ = (ρ,σ). For a Poisson cluster process with Poisson numbers of events 
per cluster and a radially-symmetric normal distribution of events within each cluster,

,

where ρ is the mean number of clusters per unit area and σ is the dispersion parameter 
of the radially-symmetric normal distributions. We want to find θ that minimizes

dt

for an appropriate choice of t0 and of c. For a clustered pattern, t0  = 0.25 and c = 0.25 
are recommended. The data consist of an array corresponding to a grid of coordinates 
in the plane with values from 0 to 255. We select a threshold of 204 (80 %) to signify the 
presence of a receptor site on the cell membrane at a given coordinate pair. For each 
cell, we compute the values of ρ and σ that minimize D(θ).
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Figure S1 shows how compensation is set to correct for spectral overlap in imaging flow cytometry 
data.  Once the compensation table was calculated for each of the staining sets, it was applied to 
the single staining samples that were acquired using the same settings as experimental samples. 
Proper compensation was then verified by visualizing samples in bivariate fluorescence intensity 
plots.
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Figure S2 shows the strategy 
followed for the gating of cells 
prior to analysis in imaging 
flow cytometry. A. After 
applying the compensation 
table, cells were plotted in an 
area vs aspect ratio intensity 
bivariate scatter plot. Several 
populations could be identified. 
Population 1 was characterized 
by small area and high aspect 
ratio intensity. Images from 
the population 1 gate clearly 
show the events correspond 
to beads. Population 2 had an 
average area of approximately 
100 square pixels and high 
aspect ratio intensity. Images 
from the population 2 gate 
show that these cells are 
small single cells with a large 
nucleus, suggesting these 
cells could be lymphocytes,  
a common contamination in 
Percoll-isolated monocyte-
derived cell cultures. Population 
3 had an area between 150 and 
300 square pixels and an aspect 
ratio intensity higher than 
0.6. These cells, the biggest 
population, represent dendritic 
cells in single cell suspension. 
The remaining populations (4 
and 5) had a larger area and/
or low aspect ratio intensity, 
suggestive of cell doublets and 
aggregates, as demonstrated 
in the corresponding imagery. 
B. Gradient RMS on the 
brightfield channel 1 shows 
that the majority of the cells 
had a sharp contrast. Images 
have been selected with 
gradient RMS values across the 
whole range of gradient RMS 
values of the population. The 
threshold can then be manually 
set up in approximately 60.
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Figure S2
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Figure S3 shows how internalization scores are calculated and provides an example. A. First, a 
morphology mask is applied to the brightfield channel (channel 1). This mask takes the whole 
perimeter of the cell. Then, 5 pixels are eroded from this mask until the membrane of the cell is 
left out of the mask. The resulting mask is applied to the channel containing the probe of interest 
and a ratio of the intensity inside the mask relative to the total intensity of the cell is calculated. 
B. Cells exposed to AZN-D1 for 30 minutes at 4 ºC show a membrane-bound pattern of staining, 
with a median internalization score of -0.985. When these cells areincubated at 37 ºC for 2 h, the 
probe is internalized and the internalization score increases to 1.002. A selection of cells with 
internalization scores ranging from -1 to 1 are depicted as a merge of the brightfield (1) and the 
AZN-D1 (7) channels.
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Figure S4 provides a model for the intracellular routing of DC-SIGN and its cargo. Upon triggering, 
DC-SIGN internalizes with its ligand into early endosomes (EE) where the complex dissociates. 
The cargo continues routing to late endosomes (LE), lysosomes (Lys), and multivesicular bodies 
(MVB) where the peptide epitopes are loaded into MHC class II for antigen presentation to CD4+ 
T cells. Cargo may also traffic to slow recycling endosomes, which transfer it to the secretory 
pathway for further MHC class II loading. DC-SIGN-ligand complexes traffic from the early 
endosomes to the ER for cross-presentation. This route is enhanced by TLR4 signaling.
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Abstract
Several C-type lectins (CLRs) are expressed on dendritic cells (DCs). CLRs are 
carbohydrate-specific receptors involved in the recognition of glycosylated antigens. 
The interaction of CLRs with their ligands facilitates antigen internalization and can 
induce signaling or modulate TLR-induced signaling responses. Here, we investigated 
the internalization characteristics of four different CLRs: MR, DC-SIGN, MGL and DCIR, 
in order to obtain more insight in the biology of CLRs on DCs. CLR internalization and 
intracellular routing was measured using imaging flow cytometry. The internalization 
score, a measure of the internalization capacity of each CLR, was decreased for DCIR 
as compared to the other CLRs. In addition, DCIR-mediated antigen routing was clearly 
different to the intracellular compartments targeted by the other CLRs, and DCIR 
targeting resulted in poor CD4+ T cell stimulation. Moreover, we show that most CLRs, 
with the exception of DC-SIGN, are able to recycle to the cell membrane, thereby 
enhancing antigen uptake. Interestingly, maturation did not affect the ability of any of 
the CLRs to internalize; however, the recycling capacity of MGL and the expression levels 
of all CLRs were decreased by LPS-induced maturation. Since pathogens are covered 
with multiple glycan structures that could target several CLRs simultaneously, we 
evaluated the effect of simultaneous triggering of multiple CLRs on their internalization 
and routing. Although CLR internalization appeared to be independently regulated, DC-
SIGN routing was affected by simultaneous DCIR triggering. In conclusion, our results 
provide new insights in the cell biology of CLRs and identify DCIR as a poor antigen 
uptake receptor. 

Introduction
Antigen presenting cells (APCs) play a pivotal role in the activation of T cells. Amongst 
APCs, dendritic cells (DCs) are thought to be the most potent antigen presenters, as 
they express the highest levels of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules to 
present antigen-derived peptides1,2. Of all APCs, DCs are predominantly able to cross-
present their antigens on MHC class I3. Different receptors expressed by DCs facilitate 
their maturation to allow the generation of signals 2 and 3 needed for naïve T cell 
activation. Especially members of the Toll-like receptor (TLR) family recognize different 
pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and danger associated molecular 
patterns (DAMPs)4, resulting in DC maturation, migration to the lymph nodes and the 
upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules (signal 2) and the secretion of cytokines (signal 
3), facilitating T cell activation5. Other DC-expressed receptors, including the C-type 
lectin receptors (CLRs), function as antigen uptake receptors, routing internalized 
antigens to MHC class II or MHC class I loading compartments for their presentation to 
T cells6, however they have also been shown to modulate TLR-induced signaling7,8.
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CLRs participate in the recognition of glycan structures by DCs. As cells of 
mammalian, but also pathogenic origin, are generally covered with glycans, ligands 
for CLRs include both pathogenic and endogenous proteins and lipids9. CLRs fall into 
two broad categories, based on their glycan binding properties. CLRs containing an 
EPN motif belong to the mannose and/or fucose binding group, while CLRs containing 
a QPD motif recognize galactose and/or GalNAc10,11. Besides their function in antigen 
uptake and modulation of TLR-induced signaling7,8, CLRs are also involved in cell-cell 
adhesion and communication12. 

The intracellular routing of endocytosed antigens depends on the mechanism of 
internalization13. Most commonly, after receptor-mediated endocytosis, antigens enter 
the endo-lysosomal route, where degradation of the antigen is initiated. Antigen-derived 
peptides are loaded onto MHC class II molecules, which subsequently travel to the cell 
membrane for CD4+ T cell stimulation2. Cross-presentation occurs predominantly in DCs 
via the cytosolic pathway or the vacuolar pathway3, leading to peptide presentation in 
MHC class I and in activation of CD8+ T cells. Distinct DC subsets handle internalized 
antigens differently and therefore show a preference for either CD4+ or CD8+ T cell 
stimulation14. 

Antigen endocytosis and routing of the internalized cargo to MHC-loading 
compartments have been reported for various CLRs. The mannose receptor (MR) targets 
its ligands to endo-lysosomes15, resulting in enhanced T cell proliferation16,17. Increased 
antigen uptake is achieved through the recycling of MR from intracellular pools18,19. 
In contrast, DC-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-
SIGN) is exclusively expressed on the plasma membrane20. DC-SIGN ligands are quickly 
internalized and routed to endosomes and lysosomes20–24, predicting MHC class II 
presentation. Indeed, DC-SIGN internalized antigens activate CD4+ T cell proliferation, 
however cross-presentation to CD8+ T cells also occurs after ligand internalization via DC-
SIGN24–26. Similar results on the internalization and subsequent CD4+ T cell stimulation 
were obtained for human macrophage galactose-type lectin (MGL)27. Although routing 
to MHC class I loading compartments has been described28, stimulation of CD8+ T cell 
proliferation by MGL-internalized antigens has not been demonstrated yet in humans. 
Dendritic cell immunoreceptor (DCIR) mediates presentation to both CD4+ and CD8+ 
T cells29,30, while only the routing to lysosomes has been formally demonstrated31. In 
addition, DCIR internalization appears to be less efficient compared to other CLRs32. The 
recycling capacity and subcellular distribution of DCIR still needs to be investigated. 

Antigen uptake by DCs is thought to decline after maturation, while the T cell stimulation 
capacity, due to the upregulation of co-stimulatory molecules and secretion of certain 
cytokines, is increased33. Enhanced antigen uptake is observed directly after DC maturation34, 
while most CLRs are downregulated on fully matured DC35, a highlight of the dramatic 
change in DC phenotype after maturation. However, it is still unclear whether residual CLRs 
present on the DC membrane are still capable of antigen internalization on mature DCs. 
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Because DCs express multiple CLRs, whose carbohydrate specificity is partially 
overlapping, it is possible that glycosylated antigens may interact with different CLRs 
simultaneously. For example, MR, DCIR and DC-SIGN all recognize mannose- and 
fucose-containing glycans and the interaction of these three CLRs with the same 
ligands, for example HIV-1, has been demonstrated (Bloem et al., Chapter 3 and 36,37). 
In addition, the heterogeneity of antigenic glycosylation may result in recognition by 
multiple CLRs with different carbohydrate specificities. This is the case for MGL and DC-
SIGN, which can both interact with different glycan epitopes present on the soluble egg 
antigens from Schistosoma mansoni38. 

These simultaneous interactions with different CLRs could potentially affect 
internalization or routing of the antigen. Therefore, we investigated the internalization 
of MR, DC-SIGN, MGL and DCIR in immature and mature DCs and after simultaneously 
triggering of two or more CLRs. Through the use of imaging flow cytometry, we were 
able to visualize, in large cell populations, CLR internalization and co-localization in 
intracellular compartments39. We found a distinct internalization and routing pattern 
for DCIR, that correlated with a decreased capacity to stimulate CD4+ T cells. Combined 
triggering of DCIR and DC-SIGN influenced DC-SIGN routing, whereby prolonged 
stability of DC-SIGN-endocytosed ligands is observed in combination with decreased 
co-localization with lysosomes and MHC class II loading compartments. Similar to MR, 
we demonstrate that both DCIR and MGL have the capacity to recycle to the membrane. 
Strikingly, the recycling of MGL was abolished by the addition of LPS. In conclusion, we 
here establish an inferior role for DCIR in antigen presentation in MHC class II molecules 
and an interference of DCIR triggering on DC-SIGN routing. 

Materials and Methods
Reagents and antibodies
The following reagents were used: Paraformaldehyde (formaldehyde) aqueous 
solution (Electron Microscopy Sciences) (PFA), Saponin (Sigma Aldrich), Escherichia coli 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (0111;B4, Sigma-Aldrich) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
(Roche). The following antibodies were used: α-DC-SIGN (clone AZN-D140), α-DCIR 
(clone 111F8.04, unlabeled, Alexa Fluor (AF) 488 and 647 labeled, Dendritics), α-MR 
(clone 19.2, BD Bioscience), α-MGL (clone 125A10.03, unlabeled and AF647 labeled, 
Dendritics), α-ICAM2 (12A241), EEA1-FITC (clone 14/EEA1, BD Biosciences), HLA-DM-
PE (clone MaP.DM1, BD Biosciences), LAMP-FITC (clone H4A3, BD biosciences), rab5 
(clone FL-215, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), rab7 (clone H-50, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), 
PDI-PE (clone 1D3, Assay designs), TGN46 (ab56726, Abcam), polyclonal rabbit-α-rab11 
(Invitrogen), Pacific Orange-labeled goat-α-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen), AF594-labeled goat-
α-mouse IgG2a (Invitrogen), IFNγ coating and biotin-labeled IFNγ detection antibody 
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(Invitrogen). α-DC-SIGN AZN-D1 was labeled with AF405, α-MGL 125A10.03 with AF594 
and α-MR 19.2 with AF647 (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

Cells
Monocytes were isolated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 
buffy coats of healthy donors (Sanquin) by a lymphoprep gradient (Axis-Shield) and 
subsequent percoll gradient centrifugation (Amersham). DCs were generated by 
culturing purified monocytes in RPMI1640 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10 % fetal 
bovine serum (BioWhittaker), 1000 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza) and 2 mM 
glutamine (Lonza) in combination with IL-4 (262.5 U/ml; Biosource) and GM-CSF (112.5 
U/ml; Biosource) for 4-7 days. 10 ng/ml LPS was added for indicated time periods to 
mature cells. HD7 cells, a CD4+ T cell clone that recognizes a peptide derived from mouse 
IgG1 antibodies in HLA-DR0101/DQw1, were used as T cell responders42.

Internalization experiments
For experiments performed in Figure 1-4 and Table 1: approximately 1 million cells 
were incubated in 100 μl of ice-cold RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen) containing 10 % 
fetal bovine serum for 20 min. α-DC-SIGN, α-DCIR, α-MGL and/or α-MR were added 
and incubated for 30 min on ice in order to allow binding to the CLRs expressed on the 
cell surface without triggering internalization. Cells were subsequently transferred to 
37 ºC for 1 hour or kept on ice. Cells were washed in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline, 
fixated in ice-cold 4 % PFA in PBS for 20 minutes and then washed two times in ice cold 
PBS. Cells were kept in PBS supplemented with 0.05 % BSA and 0.02 % sodium azide at 
4 ºC until analysis. 

Intracellular routing experiments 
For experiments performed in Figure 5 and 6: approximately 1 million cells were incubated 
in 100 μl of ice-cold RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen) containing 10 % fetal bovine serum 
for 20 min. α-DC-SIGN and/or α-DCIR were added and incubated for 30 min on ice in 
order to allow binding to DC-SIGN and/or DCIR expressed on the cell surface without 
triggering internalization. Cells were washed in ice-cold medium to remove unbound 
antibodies and then transferred to 37 ºC for different time points or kept on ice. At the 
desired time-points, cells were washed in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline, fixated in 
ice-cold 4 % PFA in PBS and stained for intracellular routing markers. 

Intracellular CLR and cellular compartment staining
Cells were washed in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), fixated in ice-cold 4 % 
PFA in PBS for 20 minutes and then washed two times in ice cold PBS. For intracellular 
staining, cells were permeabilized in 0.1 % saponin in PBS for 30 min at room 
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temperature and then blocked with PBS containing 0.1 % saponin, 2 % BSA and 1 % 
goat serum. Primary and secondary stainings were performed in PBS supplemented 
with 0.1 % saponin and 2 % BSA at room temperature. After staining, cells were kept 
in PBS supplemented with 0.05 % BSA and 0.02 % sodium azide at 4 ºC until analysis. 

Imaging flow cytometry
Cells were analyzed on the ImageStreamX (Amnis corp.) imaging flow cytometry as 
previously described (Bloem et al., Chapter 4). A minimum of 15000 cells were acquired 
per sample. Internalization and co-localization scores were calculated as previously 
described (Bloem et al., Chapter 4). Briefly, cells were acquired on the basis of their area. 
Analysis was performed with single cells after compensation (with a minimum of 5000 
cells). To calculate internalization, a mask was designed, defined by the morphology 
of the cells, which allows quantification of the intracellular space of the cell. The 
internalization score is a log-scaled ratio of the intensity of the intracellular space 
versus the intensity of the entire cell. Cells that have internalized antigen typically have 
positive scores, while cells that show the antigen still on the membrane have negative 
scores. Cells with scores around 0 have similar amounts of antigen on the membrane 
and in intracellular compartments. Co-localization is calculated as the logarithmic 
transformation of Pearson’s correlation coefficient of the localized bright spots with 
a radius of 3 pixels or less within the whole cell area in the two input images (bright 
detail similarity R3). Since the bright spots in the two images are either correlated (in 
the same spatial location) or uncorrelated (in different spatial locations), the correlation 
coefficient varies between 0 (uncorrelated) and 1 (perfect correlation). The logarithmic 
transformation of the correlation coefficient allows the use of a wider range for the 
co-localization score. In general, cells with a low degree of co-localization or no co-
localization at all between two probes show scores below 1.

T cell stimulation experiments
20x103 DCs/well were pre-incubated with serial dilutions of α-DC-SIGN, α-DCIR, α-MR, 
α-MGL or α-ICAM2 (as isotype control) antibodies for 2 hours at 37 ºC and subsequently 
co-cultured with 80x103 HD7 cells for 48 hours. Afterwards, IFNγ production in the 
supernatants was measured by ELISA. Shortly, IFNγ coating antibody was coated in 
coating buffer (50 mM NaHCO3, pH 9.7). Plates were blocked with 1 % BSA in PBS. 
Diluted supernatants and IFNγ detection antibody were added. Bound IFNγ detection 
antibody was detected with streptavidin-PO (Invitrogen). Binding of streptavidin-PO 
was visualized with 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (Sigma-Aldrich) as a substrate and 
optical density was measured by spectrophotometry at 450 nm.
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Results
MGL and DCIR have the capacity to recycle
To elucidate differences in functional properties regarding antigen internalization of 
different CLRs, we selected MR, DC-SIGN, MGL and DCIR as representatives of both 
mannose/fucose-binding and galactose/GalNAc-binding type I and type II CLRs. At first, 
we compared the distribution of these CLRs on DCs. Resting immature DCs were fixated, 
permeabilized, stained for each of the above mentioned CLRs and analyzed by imaging 
flow cytometry. Using the internalization feature we could address whether CLRs 
were localized at the cell membrane or in intracellular compartments. Internalization 
scores below 0 indicate that the CLR is located at the plasma membrane, while positive 
internalization scores point to intracellular expression. Consequently, internalization 
scores close to 0 indicate an equal distribution between the membrane and intracellular 
compartments. As previously demonstrated, DC-SIGN was exclusively expressed 
at the cell membrane of DCs, while MGL and MR were also located in intracellular 
compartments (20,43 and Figure 1A, D and G). The CLR DCIR showed a cellular distribution 
comparable to MR and MGL, with approximately half of the molecules located on the 
cell membrane and the other half intracellularly (Figure 1 J). 

The internalization capacity of the CLRs tested was measured by incubating 
DCs first with the anti-CLR antibodies at 4 ºC to allow binding to the receptor and a 
subsequent incubation step at 37 ºC to trigger internalization for 60 min. As expected, 
all anti-CLR antibodies showed an exclusive membrane-bound distribution at 4 ºC 
and were efficiently internalized upon increasing the temperature, thereby allowing 
internalization. However, the internalization score of DCIR was lower compared to the 
other CLRs, indicating that a substantial portion of DCIR molecules remained on the cell 
membrane (Figure 1B, E, H and K). 

Since MGL, MR, and DCIR were located at the cell membrane, but also in intracellular 
compartments, we speculated that this could be explained by receptor recycling that 
would allow increased antigen uptake, as already observed for MR18,19. To investigate 
this, DCs were incubated with the anti-CLR antibodies at 4 ºC for 30 min and directly 
transferred to 37 ºC, without washing unbound antibodies away. Indeed, MGL and DCIR 
showed an increased antigen staining at 37 ºC, when receptor recycling is possible, 
compared to the exclusive membrane staining at 4 ºC. Similar results were obtained 
for MR, in contrast to DC-SIGN that showed comparable antigen staining at 4 ºC and 
37 ºC (Figure 1C, F, I and L), indicating an absence of DC-SIGN recycling to the plasma 
membrane during the time frame of the experiment. 
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Figure 1.
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Figure 1. DC-SIGN is the only CLR expressed exclusively 
on the cell membrane and lacks recycling capacity.(A, D, G 
and J) Distribution of CLRs was investigated by intracellular 
staining of DCs with monoclonal CLR-specific antibodies. 
Negative internalization scores indicate membrane expression 
and positive internalization scores represent intracellular 
staining. Four representative images are given next to the 
internalization scores. (B, E, H and K) Internalization of CLRs 
was investigated by allowing internalization of membrane 
expressed CLRs for 1 hour at 37 ºC. Staining at 4 ºC represents 
CLR-membrane staining of cells and staining at 37 ºC shows 
the internalized CLRs. Three representative images of both 
conditions are given next to the internalization scores. (C, 
F, I and L) Recycling capacity was investigated by allowing 
internalization of CLR-specific antibodies without washing. 
Recycling of receptors to the membrane for the internalization 
of more antibodies, is indicated by an increased fluorescent 
intensity at 37 ºC compared to the exclusive membrane 
staining at 4 ºC.
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DC maturation does not change the  internalization capacity of CLRs
In the first hour after receiving maturation stimuli, DCs show an enhanced antigen 
uptake capacity, while this is reduced with prolonged time periods, in combination with 
an increased T cell stimulation capacity33,34. Downregulation of gene expression of CLRs 
after DC maturation has been described before35, which contributes to a decreased 
antigen uptake in fully matured DCs. We analyzed protein expression of the four 
CLRs after DC triggering with LPS and thereafter investigated CLR-mediated antigen 
internalization on mature DCs. A decreased membrane expression was observed 
for all CLRs after overnight incubation with LPS (Figure 2A, C, E and G), whereby the 
MGL expression declined already 1 hour after the addition of LPS. However, residual 
expression of all four CLRs was observed on mature DCs, suggesting a possible role for 
mature DCs to still regulate antigen uptake. Indeed, when we investigated whether 
reduced expression of CLRs, due to maturation, affected also the internalization 
capacity per CLR molecule, we observed that all tested CLRs maintained a comparable 
internalization rate independent of the addition of LPS, indicated by the constant 
internalization scores over the time frame of the experiment (Figure 2B, D, F and H). 
Additionally, a drop in the receptor recycling for MGL, MR and DCIR could attribute 
to a decreased antigen uptake after maturation (Figure 2A, C, E and G). Receptor 
recycling is visualized by an increased antigen staining at 37 ºC compared to the 
exclusive membrane staining at 4 ºC. Whereas the recycling capacity of MR and DCIR 
was comparable on immature and mature DCs (Figure 2E and G), there was a great 
decline in recycling capacity of MGL on mature DCs, indicated by the similar staining of 
MGL at 37 ºC compared to 4 ºC (Figure 2C). The difference in staining intensity of MGL 
at 37 ºC compared to 4 ºC declined already 1 hour after the addition of LPS. Our results 
demonstrate that besides the reduced cell membrane expression of DC-SIGN, MR and 
DCIR on mature DCs, no alterations in basal antigen uptake capacity of the CLRs were 
present. On the contrary, MGL showed a decreased recycling function on mature DCs, 
while its internalization capacity remained intact.

Combined triggering of CLRs does not affect their internalization rate
MR, DC-SIGN and DCIR are all mannose/fucose-binding lectins, however their actual 
glycan specificity differs. In contrast, MGL binds terminal GalNAc residues. As pathogens 
and self-proteins are covered with a wide variety of glycan structures, some antigens 
may carry ligands for more than one CLR. In this case a competition between the CLRs 
for ligand binding could occur or multiple CLRs could bind one ligand simultaneously. 
Concurrent stimulation of a number of CLRs could affect their individual internalization 
capacity. We therefore tested the ability of each of the four CLRs to internalize their 
ligand in the presence of specific antibodies for one or more CLRs simultaneously. None 
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Figure 2. DC maturation 
diminishes MGL recycling. (A, 
C, E and G) DCs were maturated 
overnight by the addition of 10 ng/
ml LPS. Cell membrane expression 
was tested by CLR staining at 4 ºC 
(white boxes) and recycling of 
CLRs is indicated by differences 
in membrane staining at 4 ºC 
and staining at 37 ºC, allowing 
internalization and recycling (black 
boxes). Staining is depicted as the 
median fluorescent intensity (MFI) 
± SD from a minimum of 5000 
analyzed cells per sample. (B, D, 
F and H) Internalization scores of 
CLRs are given after the addition 
of LPS. Membrane expressed CLRs 
were targeted with CLR specific 
antibodies (white boxes) and 
internalization was allowed for 1 
hour (black boxes). 
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of the CLRs showed a reduced internalization capacity when one of the other CLRs 
was triggered simultaneously (Table 1 and Figure 3), indicating that CLR-endocytosis is 
unaffected by stimulation of other CLRs.

Figure 3. Internalization is not affected by simultaneously triggering of other CLRs. (A-D) 
Labeled CLR-specific antibodies of indicated receptors were allowed to internalize for 1 hour 
alone or in combination of unlabeled antibodies for the other three CLRs. Internalization score 
in the absence of co-triggering is indicated by continuous colored lines, internalization score of 
indicated receptor after combined triggering is given with the black continuous line. Membrane 
staining is visualized by dotted colored line. Three representative images of all conditions are 
given above the internalization scores.

Table 1. Simultaneously triggering of two CLRs does not affect internalization. CLRs were 
simultaneously triggered in combinations of two and the internalization of each of the CLRs was 
addressed by imaging flow cytometry. Analysis was performed with a minimum of 5000 cells per 
sample. Shift in internalization scores ± SD between membrane staining at 4 ºC and receptor 
internalization at 37 ºC are given for the different combinations. 
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DCIR follows a different intracellular route
Besides a possible effect on the internalization capacity, simultaneous triggering of 
CLRs could also affect intracellular routing of antigen. The endo-lysosomal targeting, 
described for all four CLRs15,20,27,31, could be one indication of the existence of a 
common intracellular routing pathway. In that case, CLR ligands would co-localize 
after internalization. We addressed this issue by calculating co-localization scores after 
triggering internalization of all four CLRs simultaneously. Co-localization scores for DC-
SIGN, MGL and MR were similar at 4 ºC and 37 ºC, suggesting that the internalization 
of these three CLRs proceeded from the plasma membrane to the same intracellular 
compartments (Figure 4A, B and D). Strikingly, DCIR showed co-localization with all 
CLRs at the plasma membrane, visualized by the staining at 4 ºC, however this co-
localization clearly decreased upon incubation at 37 ºC (Figure 4C, E and F). These 
results suggest a reduced DCIR internalization, a distinct intracellular routing followed 
by DCIR-internalized ligands compared to DC-SIGN-, MGL- and MR-endocytosed 
ligands or both. 

Therefore, we investigated in detail the internalization pathway of DCIR and 
compared this with DC-SIGN, of which the detailed intracellular trafficking was 
investigated previously (Bloem et al., Chapter 4). Co-localization was calculated as 
described in materials & methods. At time point zero DCIR and DC-SIGN are stained 
exclusively at the membrane, therefore no co-localization with intracellular routing 
markers is observed. DCIR showed a delayed co-localization with endosomes upon 
triggering internalization, while co-localization with lysosomes was almost absent 
(Figure 5A and B); in contrast with DC-SIGN, which routed quickly to early endosomes 
and subsequently to the lysosomes. The lack of lysosomal trafficking of DCIR suggests 
a decreased degradation of DCIR-endocytosed ligands. Degradation of internalized 
antigens was investigated by comparing the fluorescence intensity of the label of the 
DCIR antibody over time with time point zero, were all labeled DCIR antibodies were 
located at the cell membrane and therefore intact. Indeed, we observed a lower rate of 
fluorescence loss of the label of the DCIR antibody compared with that of the DC-SIGN 
antibody, which could be attributed to decreased lysosomal degradation of the DCIR 
antibody (Figure 5C). As expected, within 3 hours DC-SIGN-related fluorescence decayed 
to 20 % of the original values, suggesting that lysosomal degradation occurred quickly 
on this route (Figure 5C). Based on the lack of co-localization of DCIR with lysosomes, 
we hypothesize that DCIR-internalized ligands follow a different intracellular routing. 
To test this hypothesis, we measured the co-localization of DCIR with known markers 
for intracellular compartments. Strikingly, there was poor co-localization with all tested 
compartments (Figure 5D-I), suggesting that DCIR targets antigens to a yet undefined 
compartment. 
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Internalization route of DC-SIGN is affected by combined DCIR triggering
Since DCIR and DC-SIGN have an overlapping glycan specificity and binding to the 
same ligands has been observed (Bloem et al., Chapter 3), we investigated whether 
simultaneous triggering of DC-SIGN and DCIR has an effect on their respective 
intracellular trafficking. DC-SIGN triggering had no effect on the intracellular routing 
of DCIR, which showed similar low co-localization scores with the tested markers in the 
presence of DC-SIGN stimulation (data not shown). However, the intracellular routing of 
DC-SIGN was strongly affected when DCIR was triggered simultaneously. A decreased 
co-localization of DC-SIGN with lysosomes was observed compared to single DC-SIGN 
stimulation. This correlated with a decrease in DC-SIGN degradation, indicated by an 
enhanced fluorescence intensity of the labelled DC-SIGN antibody compared to DC-
SIGN stimulation alone (Figure 6A). In addition, the co-localization scores of DC-SIGN 
with PDI and HLA-DM were decreased, suggesting a reduced T cell stimulatory capacity 
of DC-SIGN in the presence of concomitant DCIR stimulation. On the other hand, DC-
SIGN co-localization with rab11, a marker for slow recycling endosomes, was slightly 
increased (Figure 6B). 

Figure 4. DCIR follows a distinct internalization pathway compared to other CLRs. CLRs were 
internalized in a pairwise fashion and co-localization scores were calculated at 4 ºC and 37 ºC. High 
co-localization scores at 4 ºC indicate extracellular staining of both lectins. High co-localization 
scores at 37 ºC indicate the presence of both lectins in the same intracellular compartment. Three 
representative images of all conditions are given next to the co-localization scores.
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Figure 5. DCIR follows an undefined internalization pathway. (A, B, D-I) Binding of CLR-specific 
antibodies to membrane expressed receptors was allowed for 30 minutes at 4 ºC, where after 
the excess of unbound antibodies was washed away. Internalization of receptors was allowed 
for different time points and co-localization scores with different intracellular routing markers 
were calculated. EEA: early endosome antigen, LAMP: lysosomal-associated membrane 
protein-1, rab5: marker for early endosome fusion, rab7: marker for endocytic trafficking to 
lysosomes, rab11: marker for slow recycling endosome, HLA-DM: marker for MHC class II loading 
compartment, PDI: protein disulfide isomerase, present in endoplasmic reticulum, TGN46: 
marker for trans-Golgi network. (C) The degradation of internalized antibodies was assessed by 
measuring the fluorescent intensity of the label. MFI relative to time point 0 is depicted.  
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DCIR has a reduced T cell stimulating capacity
Since the routing of DCIR internalized ligands differs greatly from that of the other 
tested CLRs and the internalization rate of DCIR was low, we investigated whether DCIR 
was able to stimulate CD4+ T cells. DCs were incubated with CLR-specific antibodies for 
2 hours, after which a T cell clone specific for an IgG1-derived peptide was added. After 
2 days supernatant was taken from the co-cultures and IFNγ was measured as a marker 
for T cell proliferation. Compared to other CLRs, DCIR clearly had a decreased ability to 
stimulate CD4+ T cells, however also DC-SIGN and MGL showed a somewhat reduced 
ability to stimulate CD4+ T cells compared to MR (Figure 7). These results indicate an 
inferior function of DCIR in T cell stimulation. 

Figure 6. DCIR triggering affects routing of DC-SIGN ligands. Co-localization scores of DC-
SIGN with indicated intracellular compartments are measured over time in combination with 
DCIR triggering. Percentage of co-localization is given compared to internalization without DCIR 
triggering. The degradation of internalized antibodies was assessed by measuring the MFI of 
the label. Percentage of residual MFI is given compared to residual MFI without DCIR triggering. 

Figure 7. Stimulation of CD4+ T cells after CLR 
mediated internalization. DCs were incubated 
with CLR-specific antibodies and stimulation of 
CD4+ T cell clone was investigated by measuring 
IFNγ production. 
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Discussion 
MR, DC-SIGN, MGL and DCIR are four DC-expressed CLRs of which the glycan 
specificities are well characterized. Although their role in antigen presentation has 
been studied in detail, their antigen uptake on immature and mature DCs has, to 
our knowledge, never been compared. Furthermore, most research focuses on the 
internalization of a single CLR, while many antigens contain different glycan structures 
that interact with multiple CLRs simultaneously. To investigate these questions we 
made use of imaging flow cytometry, which combines flow cytometry with quantitative 
image analysis. We here reveal differences in the recycling capacity of the four CLRs 
tested, which was diminished for MGL after DC maturation. Furthermore, the DCIR 
internalization capacity was reduced and DCIR-internalized ligands follow a distinct 
intracellular pathway compared to the other CLRs. Lastly, simultaneous DCIR triggering 
affects DC-SIGN-dependent antigen routing, without a concomitant effect on the basal 
internalization capacity of DC-SIGN. 

The intracellular domains of CLRs contain different internalization motifs that 
mediate antigen endocytosis. DC-SIGN has three internalization motifs, a di-leucine, 
a tyrosine based motif and a triacidic cluster. We have previously demonstrated that 
DC-SIGN internalization and routing is predominantly mediated by the di-leucine 
motif (Bloem et al., Chapter 4 and 20), in contrast to MGL and MR internalization, that 
depends on a tyrosine-based motif27,44,45. The only putative internalization motif in DCIR 
is a tyrosine-based motif, but whether this motif actually mediates DCIR endocytosis 
has not been established. MR, MGL and DCIR are able to enhance antigen uptake by 
receptor recycling; the presence of a tyrosine-based motif in the intracellular tail of 
all three receptors suggests that this motif might be involved receptor recycling. The 
crucial role of a tyrosine-based motif in internalization and recycling of the siglec CD22 
further supports such a function, however a glutamine residue in a membrane proximal 
motif is important in internalization and recycling of CD22 as well46. In contrast, the 
tyrosine-based motif in DC-SIGN is not involved in internalization (Bloem et al., Chapter 4) 
nor recycling. 

Receptor recycling could be the result of relocalization of CLRs from intracellular 
stores to the cell membrane, or by the release of internalized antigens inside the cell, 
while the receptor returns to the cell membrane. Based on our experiments we cannot 
make the distinction between the two modes of recycling for MR, MGL and DCIR, since 
all these membrane receptors have an intracellular pool as well. The intracellular pool 
of MR has already been reported to be redistributed to the plasma membrane after MR 
triggering, resulting in an enhanced antigen uptake18,19. We here show that like MR, MGL 
and DCIR have a comparable intracellular distribution in DCs, which could contribute to 
the observed enhancement in antigen uptake. Nevertheless, recycling of receptors that 
originate from the cell membrane has been reported for DEC-205 and MR47. Receptor 
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recycling for DEC-205 is dependent on a triacidic cluster. A similar triacidic cluster is 
present in DC-SIGN, yet we could not detect recycling of DC-SIGN, even though our 
experiments were performed within a similar time frame. Therefore, DC-SIGN is the 
only receptor from the tested CLRs that does not function as recycling receptor on DCs.

DC-SIGN internalized ligands have frequently been reported as potent T cell 
stimulators24–26 and we here show that they are even more effective in promoting CD4+ 
T cell proliferation compared to ligands internalized by MGL or DCIR (Figure 8 and 27). 
This could be explained by a more optimal routing of DC-SIGN internalized ligands 
to the MHC class II loading compartments, a positive effect of DC-SIGN signaling on 
T cell stimulation or both. The recycling capacity of MGL and DCIR may, in contrast, 
contribute to a more efficient uptake of pathogens for their removal from the body. The 
expression of these CLRs on macrophages31,48 further supports such a function, since 
these cells are the major scavengers of the human body. 

Maturation of DCs results in enhanced endocytosis shortly after TLR triggering34. 
In contrast, the endocytic capacity of mature DCs receiving maturation signals more 
than two hours ago, was similar or even decreased34,49. We here investigated the basal 
internalization capacity of the four CLRs: MR, DC-SIGN, DCIR and MGL, and found no 
alterations in internalization capacity per CLR molecule on mature DCs, compared to 
unstimulated cells. Nevertheless, DC maturation induces a quick loss of the capacity 
of MGL to recycle. Together with the decreased expression of CLRs on the plasma 
membrane, this could contribute to the reduced overall antigen uptake in fully matured 
DCs33. In addition, differential routing and decreased ligand degradation is observed 
in mature DCs for DC-SIGN-internalized ligands (Bloem et al., Chapter 4), thereby 
potentially preventing presentation of antigens encountered hours after the initial 
maturation trigger. 

Since many glycosylated antigens carry multiple glycan structures, it is likely that 
simultaneous interactions of an antigen with several CLRs occur. We have investigated 
the effects of simultaneous triggering of CLRs on antigen internalization and routing. 
No differences in the intrinsic internalization capacity were observed, suggesting that 
in the presence of abundant antigen, internalization of antigen will be mediated by all 
CLRs interacting with the ligand. As in vivo probably only limited amounts of antigen 
are available, the affinity of the ligand most likely dictates which CLR is involved in the 
actual antigen uptake.

Here we show that the routing of MR, MGL or DC-SIGN antibodies is quite similar, 
since the co-localization scores of the CLRs are equal on the cell membrane and 
intracellularly. However, DCIR appears to follow a completely different pathway in 
addition to its reduced capacity to mediate ligand internalization. Ligands interacting 
with DCIR could induce signaling via the ITIM of DCIR, thereby modulating the fate of 
these ligands in case they are internalized via another receptor, explaining the effect of 
DCIR triggering on the routing of DC-SIGN internalized ligands. The interaction of DCIR 
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with its carbohydrate ligand indeed induces signaling via the ITIM (Bloem et al., Chapter 
2) and DCIR triggering with antibodies has been shown to modulate TLR-induced 
signaling29,31. Furthermore, DCIR signaling via its ITIM is required for the increased HIV-
infectivity observed after HIV-DCIR interactions50, suggesting an important role for 
DCIR signaling after ligand binding. 

Even though MR, MGL and DC-SIGN lack clear signaling motifs inside their intracellular 
domains8, signaling via these CLRs has been described. Conflicting data on the effect 
of MR stimulation exist, since MR stimulation with a specific antibody or different 
ligands results in DC maturation and the production of IL-1051, while MR-/- mice show an 
increased IL-10 production compared to wild type mice as well after stimulation52. DC-
SIGN signaling clearly increases IL-10 production after LPS stimulation53, while its effect 
on TLR4-induced IL-6 and IL-12 secretion depends on the interacting glycan54. MGL 
signaling induces DC maturation49 and affects TLR2-induced cytokine production (van 
Vliet et al., manuscript in preparation). Therefore, we cannot rule out that simultaneous 
triggering of various other CLRs may affect the routing of additional CLRs as well, like 
we observed for DICR triggering on DC-SIGN routing.

The effect of DCIR triggering on DC-SIGN routing suggests differences in degradation 
and presentation of DC-SIGN-specific ligands, compared to combined DCIR- and DC-
SIGN-binding ligands. In this fashion, DC-SIGN-specific ligands, like Candida albicans 
(Bloem et al., Chapter 3), are probably degradated and presented on MHC class II 
molecules more efficiently compared to for example HIV-1 that interacts with both 
DCIR and DC-SIGN (36,55 and Bloem et al., Chapter 3). 

Furthermore, in this study we made use of CLR-specific antibodies to assure 
internalization and routing via a single receptor. However, in vivo, one glycosylated 
ligand most likely interacts with various CLRs. Simultaneous interactions of multiple 
separate ligands with different CLRs could happen as well, mimicking the situation we 
have tested. To investigate in detail the interaction of the same ligand with multiple CLRs 
at the same time, an antigen should be covalently coupled to two or more antibodies. 

In conclusion, we have found that MGL and DCIR are able to recycle in DCs, like 
previously reported for MR18,19. Strikingly, DC maturation diminished the MGL recycling 
capacity, while the recycling capacity of MR and DCIR was unaffected. The intrinsic 
internalization capacity of the tested CLRs was maturation independent and not 
influenced by combined triggering of other CLRs. However, DCIR triggering did affect 
DC-SIGN routing, while the initial internalization remained unchanged. In addition, 
DCIR routed its internalized ligands to distinct, but as yet undefined intracellular 
compartments, correlating with decreased capacity of DCIR-targeted ligands to 
stimulate CD4+ T cells. 
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Abstract
The zwitterionic capsular polysaccharide A (PSA) of Bacteroides fragilis is the first 
carbohydrate antigen described to be presented in major histocompatibility complex 
(MHC) class II for the induction of CD4+ T cell responses. However, the identity of the 
receptor mediating binding and internalization of PSA in antigen presenting cells 
remains elusive. C-type lectins are glycan-binding receptors known for their capacity 
to target ligands for antigen presentation to T cells. Here, we investigated whether 
C-type lectins were involved in the internalization of PSA and identified dendritic cell-
specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) as the 
main receptor for PSA on human dendritic cells. The induction of PSA-specific T cell 
proliferation appeared to be completely dependent on DC-SIGN. These data reveal a 
crucial role for DC-SIGN in the endocytosis and routing of PSA in human dendritic cells 
for the efficient stimulation of PSA-specific CD4+ T cells.

Introduction
In the defense against infection, specialized antigen presenting cells (APCs), such as 
dendritic cells (DCs) are able to endocytose pathogens into acidic compartments rich in 
endoproteases to allow the processing required for the extraction of antigenic epitopes. 
These peptide epitopes are then loaded onto MHC class II and presented to CD4+ T cells. 
Until recently, peptides originating from the enzymatic degradation of protein antigens 
were thought to be the only class of molecules capable of being presented in MHC 
class II. However, these peptides can be posttranslationally modified with glycans, as 
has been shown for the MHC class II presentation of glycopeptides derived from the 
tumor antigen MUC11 or type II collagen2.

Although DCs are able to endocytose different types of glycoconjugates and some 
of these glycoconjugates facilitate the induction of essential T cell help leading to the 
efficient production of glycan-specific antibodies3; it was not until recently that the 
direct presentation of a polysaccharide on MHC class II was described. Zwitterionic 
polysaccharides (ZPSs) purified from the capsule of different bacteria were shown 
to activate CD4+ T cell responses without prior conjugation to a peptide4,5. ZPSs are 
composed of repeating carbohydrate units in a polysaccharide structure, which contain 
both negatively and positively charged motifs, causing the formation of a helical 
structure6, thereby resembling the structure of peptides in MHC class II. Removal of the 
positive charge in the ZPS of B. fragilis, polysaccharide A (PSA), led to the inability to 
fit into the MHC class II groove and thus failure to activate T cells. Strikingly, removal of 
the positive charge does not alter endocytosis, demonstrating that PSA is internalized 
independently of the charge of the molecule7.
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Protein antigens are normally processed by endoproteases in acidic compartments 
within the endo-lysosomal pathway. The short peptides generated are then loaded 
predominantly on MHC class II for presentation to CD4+ T cells. PSA also needs to be 
processed before it can be presented on MHC class II. We have previously shown that 
cleavage of PSA is a non-enzymatic oxidative reaction facilitated by the production of 
nitric oxide (NO) by inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS, EC.1.12.13.39), resulting in 
glycan structures of approximately 15 repeating units8. Furthermore, the formation of 
abscesses was completely absent in iNOS-/- mice challenged with PSA or live B. fragilis, 
indicating that the iNOS-dependent degradation of PSA is a necessary event for 
presentation of PSA to T cells.

The mechanism of PSA internalization by DCs in order to enter the endo-lysosomal 
pathway for MHC class II presentation has remained unresolved until now. We 
suspected that since the internalization of PSA is a receptor-mediated event8 and DCs 
are equipped with a wide variety of antigen-uptake receptors including several C-type 
lectin receptors (CLRs) with specificity for glycans, CLRs would be likely candidates for 
the endocytosis of PSA. In addition, CLRs can target their ligands to the endo-lysosomal 
pathway for MHC class II presentation9 and could therefore route PSA to MHC class II 
loading compartments. We here show that PSA is a ligand for the CLR DC-SIGN and 
that blocking DC-SIGN on DCs resulted in inhibition of PSA-specific T cell proliferation.

Materials and Methods
Fc chimeric proteins and antibodies
DC-SIGN-Fc is composed of the extracellular domains of DC-SIGN (amino acid residues 
64–404) fused to the Fc domain of human IgG110. DC-SIGN-Fc was produced in CHO 
cells and purified with a Hi Trap Protein A HP column (GE Healthcare). The following 
antibodies were used: α-DC-SIGN (clone AZN-D111), α-dendritic cell immunoreceptor 
(DCIR, clone 111F8.04 (Dendritics)) and α-mannose receptor (MR, clone 19.2 (BD 
Bioscience)). Stainings were performed using 5 μg/ml of primary antibody and 5 μg/ml 
of Alexa Fluor 488 F(ab’)2 fragment of goat anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen) as secondary 
antibody.

PSA and Sp1 
PSA was purified from B. fragilis as previously described8. Labeling was performed by 
oxidation of 20 % of the galactofuranose side chain sugar. Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) was 
added via the aldehyde group8. Sp1 was prepared as described previously5.
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Cells
Raji and Raji-DC-SIGN cells12 were cultured in RPMI1640 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 
10 % FBS (BioWhittaker), 1000 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza) and 2 mM glutamine 
(Lonza). Monocytes were isolated from PBMCs from buffy coats of healthy donors 
(Sanquin) by a lymphoprep gradient (Axis-Shield) and a subsequent percoll gradient 
centrifugation (Amersham). DCs were generated by culturing purified monocytes in 
RPMI1640 supplemented with 10 % FBS, 1000 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin and 2 mM 
glutamine in combination with IL-4 (262.5 U/ml; Biosource) and GM-CSF (112.5 U/ml; 
Biosource) for 4-7 days. CD4+ T cells were isolated from the PBL fraction of buffy coats 
of healthy donors via negative selection using MACS beads (Milteny Biotec) according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Binding/internalization assays
PSA-AF488 was incubated with DCs for 3 hrs at 37 ºC at the indicated concentrations in 
PBS containing calcium. For blocking experiments, 30 μg/ml PSA-AF488 was incubated 
with DCs for 45 min at 37 ºC in the presence of blocking agents and monitored by flow 
cytometry (FACScan, BD biosciences). All flow cytometric analysis was performed with 
Flowjo software (Tree star). DC-SIGN expressing Raji cells were incubated with the 
indicated concentrations of PSA-AF488 for 3 hrs at 37 ºC. Unbound PSA was washed 
away and the amount of bound/internalized PSA was measured by flow cytometry. CLRs 
were blocked with a final concentration of 20 μg/ml of CLR-specific blocking antibodies, 
50 mM monosaccharides (α-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine, α-L-Fucose, D-Galactose, 
D-glucose, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (Sigma Aldrich)), 25 μg/ml mannan (Sigma Aldrich), 
25 μg/ml Laminarin (Sigma Aldrich), 25 μg/ml mannose-BSA (Sigma Aldrich) or 10 mM 
EGTA for 30 min at 37 ºC prior to the PSA binding assay.

Internalization assay 
PSA-AF488 was incubated with DCs for 3 hrs at 37 ºC at the indicated concentrations in 
PBS buffer containing calcium. As a positive and negative control, cells were incubated 
with a targeting antibody against DC-SIGN (AZN-D1) for 3 hrs at either 37 ºC or 4 ºC 
respectively. Cells were washed in ice-cold PBS, fixated in 4 % paraformaldehyde 
(Electron Microscopy Sciences) and measured by imaging flow cytometry (AMNIS inc.) 
as previously described13. Cells that have internalized antigen typically have positive 
internalization scores while cells that show the antigen still on the membrane have 
negative scores. Cells with scores around 0 have similar amounts of antigen on the 
membrane and in intracellular compartments.
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DC-SIGN-Fc binding assay 
96-well flat-bottomed ELISA plates (Maxisorp, Nunc) were coated with 10 μg/ml or 
indicated concentrations of unlabeled PSA or Sp1 in PBS or LewisX-polyacrylamide 
conjugate (PAA, Lectinity) in coating buffer (50 mM Na2CO3, pH 9.7) overnight at room 
temperature. DC-SIGN-Fc binding was measured as previously described13.

T cell proliferation assay
Irradiated (3500 rad) DCs were pre-incubated in the presence or absence of 20 μg/ml
AZN-D1 for 30 min at 37 ºC. PSA was added at a concentration of 30 μg/ml and 
incubated for 3 hrs at 37 ºC. Unbound PSA and AZN-D1 were washed away and DCs 
were incubated with autologous CD4+ T cells for 6 days at a ratio of 1:10 in combination 
with 100 μM of the NO substrate glyco-SNAP-2 (Calbiochem). PSA binding and uptake 
and the blocking effect of α-DC-SIGN were monitored by simultaneously incubation 
of DCs with PSA-AF488 and measured by flow cytometry. Proliferation was measured 
using [3H]-thymidine incorporation (1 μCi/well; Amersham Bioscience) for 16 hrs. Cells 
were harvested onto filters and the [3H]-thymidine incorporation was measured with 
the use of a beta counter (Perkin Elmer).

Statistical analysis
P values were calculated with a Students T test. P values <0.05 were considered to be 
significant.

Results 
The interaction of PSA with DCs is carbohydrate-dependent
Although the unique feature of PSA to activate specific CD4+ T cell responses in humans 
has long been demonstrated5, the molecular mechanisms leading to recognition and 
internalization, a crucial step in the processing and loading of PSA onto MHC class II, 
are still unclear. Since PSA is a complex carbohydrate and CLRs on DCs are involved in 
the recognition of glycans, CLRs appear to be the prime candidates for the recognition 
of PSA by APCs. In addition, several CLRs are antigen uptake receptors for presentation 
on MHC class II or MHC class I14. Therefore, we first analyzed whether DCs, known to 
express a wide variety of CLRs, were able to bind PSA. Our results show that human DCs 
efficiently bound PSA in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 1A). Although DCs exposed 
to PSA for a prolonged period of time at 37 °C are expected to internalize any bound 
material, we could not deduce this from classical flow cytometry data. We therefore 
measured PSA-incubated DCs using imaging flow cytometry. As a positive and negative 
control we treated DCs with a monoclonal antibody against DC-SIGN, known to induce 
DC-SIGN internalization15, at 37 °C or 4 °C, respectively. Triggering of DC-SIGN induced 
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internalization only at 37 °C. The signal corresponding to PSA perfectly overlapped 
with that of the positive control, indicating that PSA was efficiently internalized under 
these conditions (Figure 1B). To determine whether CLRs play a role in the binding/
internalization of PSA we analyzed binding/internalization by flow cytometry in the 
presence of EGTA, a Ca2+ chelator. Results indicate that PSA binding/internalization by 
DCs was indeed Ca2+-dependent, a typical characteristic of CLRs (Figure 1C). In order to 
elucidate the identity of the CLR(s) involved in the recognition of PSA, we incubated 
DCs with PSA in the presence of different mono- and polysaccharides as competitive 
inhibitors for CLRs. Binding/internalization of PSA could be blocked in the presence of 
fucose and mannan (Figure 1D), in concentrations previously shown to block DC-SIGN-
dependent ligand binding16. In addition, high concentrations of glucose and N-acetyl-
D-glucosamine (GlcNAc) could also block binding/internalization of PSA, although to 

Figure 1: PSA binding/
internalization by DCs can 
be blocked through Ca2+ 

chelation or by competition 
with glycans. (A) PSA is 
recognized by DCs. PSA-
AF488 binding was evaluated 
by flow cytometry after 3 hrs 
of incubation at 37 ºC. The 
line represents the average 
median fluorescence intensity 
(MFI) of the two donors. (B) 
PSA is internalized by DCs. 
Incubation of PSA-AF488 with 
DCs for 3 hrs at 37 ºC resulted 
in an efficient internalization 
of PSA. DCs incubated with a 
DC-SIGN-targeting antibody 
for 30 min at either 4 ºC or 
37 ºC were used as negative 
and positive controls, 
respectively. (C) PSA binding/
internalization is blocked by 
the addition of EGTA. Binding/
internalization of PSA-AF488 
by DCs was measured by flow 
cytometry in the presence 
of the Ca2+ chelator EGTA. 
Binding is shown relative 

to the autofluorescence of DCs. (D) PSA binding/internalization is blocked by competition 
with mono- and polysaccharides. GalNAc: α-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine, Fuc: α-L-Fucose, Gal: 
D-Galactose, Glc: D-glucose, GlcNAc: N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. Binding/internalization of PSA-
AF488 by DCs was measured by flow cytometry after pre-incubation with the various mono- and 
polysaccharides. Data is shown relative to DCs incubated with PSA in the absence of inhibitors. 
Data is shown as mean ± SD of a representative experiment out of 6.
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a lesser extent16,17. Altogether these results indicate the involvement of a mannose/
fucose-specific CLR, such as DC-SIGN or MR. Other mono- and polysaccharides, like 
laminarin (a dectin-1-specific glycan) and GalNAc (a macrophage galactose-type lectin-
specific sugar) did not alter PSA binding/internalization (Figure 1D). Also, Mannose-BSA 
(a MR-specific ligand) did not inhibit PSA binding/internalization (Figure 1D), suggesting 
that MR is not involved in the recognition of PSA by DCs. Therefore, we concluded that 
the CLR DC-SIGN is a likely PSA receptor on DCs.

PSA interacts with DC-SIGN
To examine whether DC-SIGN directly binds to PSA, we used a DC-SIGN-Fc chimeric 
protein consisting of the extracellular domains, including the carbohydrate recognition 
domain of DC-SIGN fused to the human IgG1 Fc tail. We compared DC-SIGN binding 
to PSA to the well-known DC-SIGN ligand LewisX. Concentration-dependent binding 
of DC-SIGN-Fc to both PSA and LewisX was observed and the interaction appeared to 
be Ca2+-dependent, since it could be blocked by the addition of EGTA (Figure 2A). To 

Figure 2: PSA binds to DC-SIGN. 
(A) Binding of PSA to DC-SIGN-Fc 
was measured using a DC-SIGN-
binding assay. Binding of DC-SIGN-
Fc to LewisX-PAA served as a positive 
control. (B) Expression of DC-SIGN 
on parental Raji and Raji-DC-SIGN 
cells as measured by flow cytometry. 
Black line represents isotype 
control and grey line indicates DC-
SIGN expression. (C) PSA binding/
internalization via cellular DC-SIGN. 
Binding/internalization of different 
concentrations of PSA-AF488 was 
measured by flow cytometry after 3 
hrs incubation at 37 ºC. CLR-specific 
binding was blocked by the addition 
of EGTA. (D) Sp1 is unable to bind 
the DC-SIGN-Fc construct. PSA and 
Sp1 were coated to an ELISA plate 
and DC-SIGN binding was measured 
using a DC-SIGN-Fc binding assay. 
Data is shown relative to the non-
coating control. Data is shown 
as mean ± SD of a representative 
experiment out of 3.
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confirm the binding of PSA at the cellular level, we used a Raji cell line transduced with 
DC-SIGN12. Raji-DC-SIGN cells expressed high levels of DC-SIGN, which was absent on 
the parental Raji cells (Figure 2B). PSA bound the Raji-DC-SIGN cells in a concentration-
dependent manner, which could be blocked by EGTA to the level of the parental Raji 
cells (Figure 2C). Several ZPSs have similar functional characteristics as PSA, including 
the induction of CD4+ T cell proliferation and the development of peritoneal abscesses18. 
One of these ZPSs is Sp1, the capsular polysaccharide from type 1 Streptococcus 
pneumoniae. Although the biological properties of Sp1 mimic those of PSA, Sp1 was not 
recognized by DC-SIGN (Figure 2D), suggesting that DC-SIGN is a PSA-specific receptor 
and not a general binding partner for all ZPSs.

Blocking DC-SIGN function inhibits PSA-induced T cell proliferation
Since we identified DC-SIGN as a specific PSA receptor, we continued our research to 
determine the contribution of DC-SIGN in the presentation of PSA by DCs to CD4+ T 
cells. DCs express different CLRs, such as DCIR and MR, that share overlapping glycan 
specificity with DC-SIGN (Figure 3A). To rule out a possible involvement of these CLRs 
in the recognition of PSA, we tested the ability of different CLR blocking antibodies 
to inhibit PSA binding. Based on titration of the DC-SIGN antibody in previously 
published experiments11, a concentration of 20 μg/ml blocking antibody was used. We 
observed that only the DC-SIGN blocking antibody decreased binding/internalization 
significantly, which was not further enhanced in combination with anti-MR or DCIR 
blocking antibodies (Figure 3B). These data confirmed DC-SIGN as the main receptor 
on DCs for the recognition of PSA. DC-SIGN functions as internalization receptor 
that mediates antigen routing to MHC class II loading compartments15. To assess the 
contribution of DC-SIGN in the MHC class II presentation of PSA to T cells, DCs were 
pulsed with PSA in the presence or absence of DC-SIGN blocking antibodies for 3 hrs, 
after which unbound PSA was washed away. PSA binding/uptake by DCs was clearly 
decreased in the presence of α-DC-SIGN (Figure 3C). The observed increase in CD4+ T 
cell proliferation by PSA-incubated DCs confirms the presence of PSA-specific T cells 
in blood (Figure 3D). Furthermore, PSA-specific T cell proliferation was completely 
inhibited in the presence of blocking antibodies to DC-SIGN (Figure 3D); demonstrating 
a DC-SIGN-dependent role in the uptake and processing of PSA for MHC class II 
presentation and subsequent T cell activation. 

In conclusion, we have shown that DC-SIGN plays a crucial role in the binding and 
internalization of the T cell activating zwitterionic polysaccharide PSA by human DCs. 
In addition, inhibiting DC-SIGN function decreases MHC class II presentation and 
subsequent T cell activation.
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Discussion
PSA is one of the ZPSs that can be presented in MHC class II for recognition by CD4+ 
T cells5. Although internalization and NO-dependent processing of PSA is required 
for optimal presentation in MHC class II8,19, the identity of the receptor mediating 
binding and internalization of PSA has remained elusive. Dendritic cells express several 
CLRs, specialized in glycan recognition and routing of internalized ligands to MHC 
class II or MHC class I loading compartments14. We therefore hypothesized that a CLR 
might be involved and in this study we identified DC-SIGN as crucial receptor for PSA 
internalization and MHC class II presentation by human DCs. 

Figure 3: Inhibition of DC-
SIGN function decreases PSA 
internalization and PSA-induced 
T cell proliferation. (A) Expression 
of DC-SIGN, MR and DCIR on DCs as 
measured by flow cytometry. Black 
line represents isotype control, blue 
line indicates DC-SIGN expression, 
green line indicates DCIR expression 
and red line represents MR expression. 
(B) PSA binding/internalization by 
DCs is only blocked in the presence of 
a DC-SIGN blocking antibody. Data is 
shown relative to DCs incubated with 
PSA in the absence of inhibitors. (C) 
DC-SIGN blocking antibodies decrease 
PSA binding/internalization by DCs. 
Binding/internalization of PSA-AF488 
by irradiated DCs was measured by 
flow cytometry after 3 hrs incubation 
at 37 ºC. (D) Inhibition of DC-SIGN 
function decreases PSA-specific T cell 
proliferation. Irradiated DCs were pre-
incubated with a DC-SIGN blocking 
antibody and subsequently incubated 
with PSA for 3 hrs at 37 ºC, extensively 
washed and incubated with autologous 
CD4+ T cells in the presence of the 
NO donor glyco-SNAP-2. T cell 
proliferation was measured by [3H]-
thymidine incorporation. Data is 
shown as mean ± SD of triplicates (*p 
<0.05 **p<0.01). All experiments were 
performed 3 times with independent 
donors, one representative experiment 
is shown. 
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ZPSs are generally composed of repeating oligosaccharide units. These 
oligosaccharide units are different for PSA and Sp1, explaining why PSA interacted 
with the purified DC-SIGN-Fc molecule, while the binding of Sp1 to DC-SIGN-Fc could 
not be detected. The oligosaccharide structure in PSA is [→3)-α-D-AAT Galp-(1→4)-
[β-D-Galf-(1→3)] α-D-GalpNAc-(1→3)-[4,6-pyruvate]-β-D-Galp-(1→]20, while Sp1 is 
composed of the following oligosaccharide structure: [→3)-α-2,4-dideoxy-4-amino-
D-FucNAc-(1→4)-α-D-GalAp-(1→3)-α-D-GalAp-(1→]18. DC-SIGN has specificity for 
mannose- and fucose-containing glycan structures, and can therefore interact with 
a wide variety of pathogens21. However, both fucose and mannose glycans are not 
present in the PSA oligosaccharide. Since the β-D-Galf glycan forms a side group in 
PSA, it is the most easily accessible carbohydrate for the binding to DC-SIGN. Sp1 from 
S. pneumonia, lacks this side group, potentially explaining the inability of DC-SIGN to 
bind to Sp1. It goes beyond the scope of this study to determine the exact glycan moiety 
in PSA that interacts with DC-SIGN. Together, our results indicate that DC-SIGN is a 
PSA-specific receptor and not a general binding partner for all ZPSs.

Next to the DC-SIGN-mediated PSA binding at the molecular level, we show an 
enhanced binding of PSA to DC-SIGN expressing Raji cells over the parental cell line. 
Raji cells are frequently used as model for PSA internalization and presentation in MHC 
class II7,8,19,22,23. In our assays PSA internalization was also detectable in the parental 
cell line, however this could only be observed when cells were incubated with high 
concentrations of PSA. DC-SIGN expression in Raji cells clearly increased PSA uptake 
and blocking DC-SIGN function on DCs significantly reduced PSA internalization and 
MHC class II presentation, while inhibition of other CLRs with overlapping glycan 
specificity, such as MR and DCIR, had no effect. These data indicate a crucial role of DC-
SIGN in the binding and internalization of PSA by DCs. 

DC-SIGN binding ligands are quickly internalized and routed to endosomes and 
lysosomes15. Although the presence of DC-SIGN binding glycans on protein antigens is 
necessary for the DC-SIGN-mediated routing to MHC class II loading compartments, it 
is a protein-derived peptide that is presented in MHC class II24. Therefore, PSA is the first 
glycan structure internalized in a DC-SIGN-dependent manner that is presented solely 
onto MHC class II in the absence of a protein. 

The presentation of PSA in MHC class II has previously been shown by the activation 
of human CD4+ T cell responses in vitro using PBMCs as APCs5,18. Capture of PSA in this 
setting could be mediated by the small DC-SIGN+ subpopulation present in PBMCs25 or 
by the non-specific uptake typically observed in long term in vitro cell cultures using high 
PSA doses. DCs, on the other hand, are more likely candidates for the encounter of PSA 
under physiological conditions. We here demonstrate the ability of DCs to present DC-
SIGN-internalized PSA in MHC class II, resulting in the activation of autologous CD4+ T 
cell responses. The induction of PSA-specific T cell proliferation could already be induced 
after short incubation times using relatively low concentrations of PSA, more closely 
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mimicking the physiological setting. Activation of PSA-specific CD4+ T cells requires not 
only internalization of PSA, but also NO-dependent PSA processing and loading onto 
MHC class II8. Therefore, PSA loaded DCs were co-cultured with autologous CD4+ T cells 
in the presence of a NO donor (glyco-SNAP-2), to ensure the availability of sufficient 
NO to cleave the PSA. The use of glyco-SNAP-2 was necessary, since compared to DCs 
present in vivo, in vitro cultured monocyte-derived DCs hardly produce NO26. 

Besides being an internalization receptor, DC-SIGN has also been described to 
modify TLR signaling. Geijtenbeek et al. showed that binding of the mannosylated ligand 
ManLAM to DC-SIGN results in an increased IL-10 secretion by LPS-stimulated DCs27. 
Surprisingly, the effect of DC-SIGN stimulation on TLR-induced cytokine responses is 
dependent on the interacting glycan. Whereas both mannose- and fucose-expressing 
ligands increase the IL-10 secretion by LPS-stimulated DCs, the effect on IL-12 and IL-6 
secretion is different, whereby fucose-expressing ligands decrease the LPS-induced 
IL-12 and IL-6 production, while mannose-expressing ligands increase the LPS-induced 
IL-12 and IL-6 secretion28. The effects of PSA-mediated DC-SIGN stimulation still needs 
to be further investigated.  

PSA-induced T cell proliferation has been reported in mice as well29. In the murine 
genome 8 different homologues of DC-SIGN are present (SIGNR1-8). The internalization 
capacity of these lectins has been investigated only for SIGNR1, SIGNR3 and SIGNR5, 
whereby SIGNR1 and SIGNR3 were reported to function as antigen uptake receptors, 
whereas this was not the case for SIGNR530,31. SIGNR1 has been identified on lamina 
propria DCs in the murine intestine, where it mediates the induction of oral tolerance 
through the generation of Tr1 cells32. PSA derived from B. fragilis, a commensal 
bacterium in the gut, has also been described to induce regulatory T cells33. Preliminary 
results from our laboratory indicate SIGNR1 as PSA-binding receptor (data not shown); 
however we cannot exclude the involvement of other receptors in the binding and 
internalization of PSA in mice in vivo. 

In conclusion, we have shown that DC-SIGN plays a crucial role in the binding and 
internalization of the T cell activating ZPS PSA by human DCs. In addition, inhibiting DC-
SIGN function decreases MHC class II presentation and subsequent T cell activation. These 
data indicate that DC-SIGN behaves as an antigen uptake receptor for PSA, resulting in 
loading onto MHC class II molecules and the activation of PSA-specific CD4+ T cell responses. 
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In this thesis the function of the two dendritic cell (DC)-expressed C-type lectin receptors 
(CLRs): dendritic cell immunoreceptor (DCIR) and dendritic cell-specific intercellular 
adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) have been investigated. Both 
these receptors belong to the mannose/fucose binding class of lectins. Interestingly, 
their ligand binding properties are quite distinct, which will be discussed in the first part 
of this discussion. 

Part I: Differential ligand binding properties for DCIR 
compared to DC-SIGN

DCIR glycosylation affects its glycan binding properties
In contrast to DC-SIGN, DCIR contains a single N-glycosylation site, located inside 
the carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) at position 185, only a few amino acids 
away from the glycan binding motif EPS (at position 195-197). Chapter 2 describes 
the influence of this glycosylation site on the potency of DCIR to interact with glycans. 
Using differentially glycosylated DCIR-Fc constructs, containing truncated N-glycans 
or a complete absence of glycans, increased interactions of DCIR-Fc with mannose- 
and fucose-containing glycans were observed in a solid-phase binding assay. This led 
us to hypothesize that the CRD in fully glycosylated DCIR-Fc constructs is occupied 
and unable to bind glycans in trans, while it is free to bind glycans when the receptor 
lacks the N-glycosylation site, or has truncated glycans at that position. In addition, 
glycosylation of the CRD of DCIR could also modify the 3D-structure of DCIR or affect 
DCIR multimerization and thereby modulate the lectin-glycan interactions. 

DC-SIGN has an N-glycosylation site located between the neck domain and the 
repeat region at position 80. This glycosylation site in DC-SIGN is located far away from 
the CRD, implicating no direct influence of receptor glycosylation on the glycan binding 
capacity of DC-SIGN. Indeed, the interaction of glycosylated and non-glycosylated DC-
SIGN monomers with mannan is comparable1. However, multimerization of DC-SIGN 
molecules has shown to be affected by DC-SIGN glycosylation1 and purified DC-SIGN 
multimers have an increased interaction with DC-SIGN-binding glycans, compared to 
DC-SIGN monomers1,2. 

Also other DC-expressed CLRs have potential N-glycosylation sites. Similar to DC-
SIGN, multimerization of purified mannose receptor (MR) molecules is affected by 
its glycosylation. The presence of sialic acids disturbs MR multimerization, thereby 
decreasing the binding of sulfated glycans to the cysteine-rich domain3. The interaction 
of MR with mannose depends on CRDs 4 and 54,5, however optimal ligand binding 
requires CRDs 4 till 8. Strikingly, the presence of truncated glycans on MR has an 
inhibitory effect on the interaction of MR with mannosylated glycans, independent 
of MR multimerization. There are no N-glycosylation sites present inside CRDs 4 and 
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53, therefore direct occupation of the ligand binding site can be ruled out, in contrast 
to DCIR. The differential localization of the N-glycosylation site in relation to the CRD 
could explain why truncated glycans on MR decrease glycan binding, while the presence 
of truncated glycans on DCIR increase the glycan binding capacity.  

The influence of receptor glycosylation on ligand binding has also been demonstrated 
for two other receptors that, together with DCIR, belong to the NK complex. The 
lectin-like oxidized (ox)-LDL receptor (LOX-1) is involved in the binding of ox-LDL and 
holds three N-glycosylation sites, of which one is located in the C-type lectin domain6. 
Unglycosylated LOX-1 shows reduced affinity for its ligand ox-LDL7, indicating a 
different effect of LOX-1 glycosylation on ligand binding compared to DCIR. On the 
other hand, a mutation in the N-glycosylation site of Ly49D, a member of the murine 
lectin-like inhibitory family Ly49, also located in the NK complex, increased binding to 
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I, the Ly49-binding ligand8. Therefore, 
glycosylation of different receptors of the NK complex has opposite effects on ligand 
binding. However, in contrast to DCIR, the receptor-ligand interaction of LOX-1 and 
Ly49D might not be mediated by glycans8. This suggests that for LOX-1 and Ly49D 
receptor glycosylation influences ligand binding via another mechanism compared to 
DCIR, since glycans present in binding pockets of non-glycan binding receptors are only 
involved in occupying the binding site, while they do not initiate cis binding. 

Interestingly, DCIR belongs to a distinct cluster in the NK complex, in which the 
glycan binding lectin receptors are located9. Other CLRs, like Blood dendritic cell antigen 
2 (BDCA-2) and Dectin-2, are present in the same cluster in the NK complex. Both 
these receptors have N-glycosylation sites close to the glycan binding motif, similar to 
DCIR. To our knowledge, the potential effect of receptor glycosylation on the glycan 
binding activity for these lectins has not been addressed. To reveal if glycan binding of 
other classical CLRs is affected by N-glycosylation of the CRD as well, it would be very 
interesting to explore the effects of modulating receptor-glycosylation on the glycan 
binding activity of BDCA-2 and Dectin-2. 

To summarize, receptor glycosylation could affect the 3D structure of the protein, the 
ability to form multimers or cause steric hindrance. In addition, glycosylation of glycan 
binding receptors, like DCIR could induce cis binding. These different consequences 
of receptor glycosylation may explain the opposing effects on ligand binding for the 
discussed receptors. 
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Clustering is crucial for DCIR-glycan interactions
In the molecular assays we have performed in this thesis, we made use of Fc constructs 
consisting of the extracellular domains, including the carbohydrate recognition domain 
of DC-SIGN or DCIR fused to the human IgG1 Fc tail. In these constructs two extracellular 
domains are present, mimicking receptor dimers. Multimerization of lectins is necessary 
for glycan binding, since glycan-lectin interactions are of low affinity10. This has indeed 
been confirmed for DC-SIGN, since DC-SIGN multimers showed increased avidity for 
DC-SIGN binding glycans1,2. However, the importance of multimerization of purified DC-
SIGN molecules depends on the interacting ligand. Interactions of DC-SIGN monomers 
with high affinity ligands have been observed quite easily1,2. 

In contrast to DC-SIGN, we could only detect DCIR-glycan interactions under 
restricted conditions. Fully glycosylated immobilized DCIR-Fc constructs were capable 
of binding DCIR glycans, while this was not the case for soluble DCIR-Fc constructs. 
In addition, elevated concentrations of soluble unglycosylated or minor glycosylated 
DCIR-Fc (DCIR-Fc with truncated glycans) were needed to visualize DCIR binding to 
immobilized fucose- and mannose-containing glycans compared to DC-SIGN (Chapter 
2 and 3). Furthermore, higher amounts of immobilized glycans were needed to detect 
DCIR binding compared to DC-SIGN (Chapter 3). These results indicate that, although 
clustering positively affects glycan binding of both lectins, DCIR-glycan interactions are 
more dependent on clustering, compared to DC-SIGN. 

Cellular expressed DC-SIGN is present in tetramers2, however the organization of 
cellular DCIR is currently unknown. Two DC-SIGN-Fc molecules could form artificial 
tetramers, thereby mimicking the cellular DC-SIGN organization. Nevertheless, cellular 
expressed DCIR might be present as trimer or in another configuration that diverges 
more from the DCIR-Fc molecules. This could also be an explanation for the difficulty 
to detect DCIR-glycan interactions. In conclusion, the interaction of DCIR-Fc with 
mannose- and fucose-containing glycans is highly dependent on clustering. To correlate 
this phenomenon with cellular expressed DCIR in the physiological setting, the DCIR 
organization in the cell membrane should be examined. 

Effects of DCIR glycosylation and clustering on DCIR-ligand 
interactions 

The interaction of DCIR-Fc with multivalent ligands could be differentially influenced by 
glycosylation and/or clustering compared to single glycans. Ligands can be covered with 
a high density of glycans, thereby potentially increasing the avidity of the interaction. In 
Chapter 3 we investigated the interaction of DCIR with various fucose- and mannose-
expressing ligands, both from pathogenic and endogenous origin. Most ligands, like the 
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Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) glycoproteins gp140 and gp120 and the 
soluble products of the helminth Trichinella spiralis were more readily recognized by 
minor glycosylated DCIR-Fc compared to fully glycosylated DCIR-Fc in the solid-phase 
binding assay, while similar binding of fully glycosylated and minor glycosylated DCIR-
Fc was observed to the soluble products of Schistosoma mansoni cercariae. 

The interaction of DCIR with cellular expressed ligands was tested using DCIR-
Fc coupled beads. Coupling of DCIR-Fc to beads may enhance the avidity of DCIR-
ligand interactions. Binding of these DCIR-Fc beads seems to be less affected by DCIR 
glycosylation, since both minor and fully glycosylated DCIR-Fc beads interacted strongly 
with various endogenous cell types, like keratinocytes and gastric, prostatic and colonic 
carcinoma cell lines. Nevertheless, the interaction of fully glycosylated DCIR-Fc with 
cellular expressed ligands was still inferior to that of minor glycosylated DCIR-Fc. These 
data suggest that high affinity ligands for DCIR can interact with fully glycosylated DCIR 
and that DCIR coupling to beads enhances the avidity DCIR-ligand interactions.

When does cellular DCIR interact with glycans and ligands?
Cellular-expressed DCIR could be potentially present in clusters, thereby enhancing the 
avidity of DCIR with its ligands. Nevertheless, we could not detect the attachment of 
DCIR-binding glycans to cellular DCIR, independent on the glycosylation state of DCIR 
on the cell membrane (Chapter 2). These results suggest that DCIR clustering might 
be too low or even absent in the DCIR-expressing Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) and 
CHO Lec8 cells, since we could not detect DCIR-dependent glycan attachment to these 
cells. DC-SIGN tetramerization is mediated by the neck region11. The neck region of 
DCIR has been shown to be crucial for DCIR function12, indicating that this region could 
also be involved in multimerization of cellular DCIR, as seen for DC-SIGN. If only the 
neck region is required for DCIR multimerization, the presence of DCIR multimers in 
CHO and CHO Lec8 cells would be predicted, nevertheless, glycan attachment was not 
observed. Moreover, glycan attachment to DCIR expressed on K562 or Raji cells could 
also not be demonstrated (unpublished observations). We cannot rule out that DCIR on 
naturally DCIR-expressing cells might associate with a co-receptor that promotes the 
DCIR clustering and that this co-receptor is absent on the DCIR-transfectants studied. 

DC-SIGN tetramers are present in nanoclusters on the cell membrane of DCs, 
facilitating functional interactions with ligands of specific sizes13,14. Nevertheless, 
binding to high affinity ligands or ligands with different sizes was still detected in the 
absence of DC-SIGN nanoclusters13,14. We demonstrate that the presence of DC-SIGN 
nanoclusters is influenced by the presence of the intracellular dileucine and the triple 
acidic internalization motifs (Chapter 4). DCIR lacks these motifs in its intracellular 
domain. The only internalization motif present in the intracellular tail of DCIR is the 
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tyrosine-based internalization motif located inside the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based 
inhibitory motif (ITIM) of DCIR; however the tyrosine-based motif in DC-SIGN does not 
affect the presence of DC-SIGN in nanoclusters. 

Recently, Florentin and colleagues15 showed attachment of hepatitis C virus (HCV) to 
cellular DCIR. In their experiments, DCIR was expressed by COS-7 cells, in which DCIR 
glycosylation and clustering could be different compared to our DCIR-expressing cell 
lines. However, HCV could also be a high affinity ligand for DCIR, therefore resulting 
in visible cellular DCIR-ligand interactions. Furthermore, the HCV viral particles 
could contain an increased density of interacting glycans. A similar positive effect 
of glycan density has been shown for DC-SIGN, which displays enhanced binding to 
BSA glycoconjugates containing 2 or 3 mannoses compared to BSA glycoconjugates 
with only 1 mannose residue attached16. In an attempt to detect glycan binding to our 
DCIR-expressing cell lines, we tested several different Lewisb-positive particles and 
constructs with varying orientation and levels of sugar moieties attached, like Lewisb 

on a polyacrylamide tail, Lewisb-beads, Lewisb-liposomes and Lewisb conjugated to 
OVA proteins. However, none of these tested conjugates showed the Lewisb-mediated 
attachment to our DCIR-expressing cell lines (unpublished observations). Whether DCIR 
ligands, such as HIV-1 glycoproteins and the soluble products of the helminths T. spiralis 
and S. mansoni bind cellular-expressed DCIR still needs to be investigated. 

DCIR clustering and glycosylation in naturally DCIR-expressing cells, like DCs, 
monocytes and neutrophils is currently unknown. DCIR glycosylation in neutrophils has 
been demonstrated17, however, it is also important to characterize the composition of 
N-glycans on DCIR, since data presented in this thesis demonstrates that the presence of 
truncated glycans may influence glycan binding differently compared to more complex 
glycans. Probably only complex glycans and DCIR-binding glycans can occupy the CRD 
of DCIR, thereby preventing ligand binding in trans.  

Apart from the steady state cellular glycosylation, stimulated cells often alter their 
glycosylation machinery, as has been shown during the transition of immature DCs 
to mature LPS-stimulated DCs18. This could result in a DCIR molecule with the right 
characteristics to bind glycans/ligands in trans. However, cellular activation could also 
result in increased DCIR glycosylation, most likely resulting in diminished glycan/ligand 
binding, like we have shown with the differentially glycosylated DCIR-Fc constructs. 
In addition, fucosidases19 and mannosidases20 can be secreted by human cells and 
pathogens, thereby removing DCIR binding ligands on DCIR and the cell surface, making 
DCIR available for binding in trans. 

An extra complication exists when studying the DCIR glycan specificity with cells 
that naturally express DCIR. This is the co-expression of other CLRs with similar glycan 
specificities, such as DC-SIGN. Lewisb binding to DCs can be almost completely attributed 
to DC-SIGN21,22, which binds its ligands with much higher affinity than DCIR (Chapter 3). 
The residual ligand binding in the presence of DC-SIGN blocking antibodies22–24 might 
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be mediated by DCIR or even other glycan binding receptors. In contrast, monocytes 
lack expression of DC-SIGN but express DCIR. Indeed, low Lewisb binding to monocytes 
was detected; however this may also be mediated by other receptors present on 
monocytes, since we were unable to block the binding with DCIR-specific monoclonal 
antibodies (unpublished observations).  

In summary, both DCIR glycosylation and clustering are important for the binding of 
glycans and ligands. The attachment of glycans to cellular DCIR has not been observed 
yet, however we did detect DCIR signaling after glycan stimulation (Chapter 2). 
Whether DCIR signaling requires clustering of the DCIR molecule on the cell membrane 
is currently unknown. In conclusion, further research is necessary to elucidate the 
(cellular) conditions that allow cellular DCIR to interact with its glycans and ligands, 
resulting in ligand attachment (adhesion), ligand-induced DCIR signaling or both. 
In Figure 1 an overview is given for the hypothetical cellular DCIR-glycan and -ligand 
interactions. 

Figure 1: DCIR-ligand interactions are dependent on DCIR-glycosylation and -clustering. 
Based on the experiments described in this thesis, we hypothesize that non-clustered glycosylated 
cellular DCIR does not interact with any glycan or ligand (I). Minor glycosylated DCIR might 
interact with high affinity ligands (II). Clusters of minor glycosylated DCIR interact with all DCIR-
binding ligands and glycans (III). Glycosylated DCIR-Fc on beads interacts with endogenous cells, 
like keratinocytes and cancer cells, suggesting that cellular expressed clustered glycosylated 
DCIR could interact with some high affinity DCIR-ligands as well. 
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Part II: Different functional properties of DCIR and DC-SIGN 
after ligand binding 

In the first part of this discussion the differential requirements for functional DCIR and 
DC-SIGN interactions with glycans and ligands have been addressed. Besides recognition 
of glycosylated proteins, several DC-expressed CLRs enhance antigen presentation 
in MHC class I or MHC class II. Furthermore, CLRs can be involved in ligand-induced 
signaling. In this second part the different functional properties of DCIR and DC-SIGN in 
signaling and ligand internalization will be discussed. 

DCIR acts as an inhibitory signaling receptor
Based on the research described in Chapter 2, where we discovered a profound role 
for DCIR signaling after DCIR-ligand interactions, we hypothesize that DCIR has an 
important role as a signaling receptor. DCIR is the only classical glycan binding CLR 
present on DCs that contains an ITIM in its cytoplasmic domain. Phosphorylated ITIMs 
can attract phosphatases, which in turn dephosphorylate activated kinases and thereby 
inhibit several other signal cascades25. Recruitment of the phosphatases Src Homology 
2 domain containing protein tyrosine phosphatase (SHP) 1 and 2 by DCIR has already 
been reported26,27.   

ITIM-bearing receptors often pair with counteracting immunoreceptor tyrosine-
based activation motif (ITAM)-bearing receptors. These receptor pairs share a high 
sequence similarity in their extracellular domains and might therefore interact with the 
same or similar ligands28. Receptor pairs are for example present on NK cells29. Ligand 
stimulation of these receptor pairs on NK cells alters the balance between signaling 
through either the inhibitory or activating receptor. Increased activating signals will 
instruct the NK cell to kill the interacting ligand, while ligands that evoke increased 
inhibitory signals will be neglected. 

The possibility that DCIR forms such a receptor pair with an activating counterpart 
has been hypothesized before. DCIR stimulation in mice can inhibit the B cell receptor 
(BCR)-induced Ca2+ mobilization and protein phosphorylation30, strengthening the 
inhibitory role for DCIR in mice and demonstrating its potential to inhibit signaling 
of an ITAM-bearing counter receptor. In mice, the DC immunoactivating receptor 
(DCAR) shares high sequence similarity with DCIR in the extracellular domain and 
could therefore act as counteracting receptor of murine DCIR9. Although DCAR has 
no ITAM in its intracellular tail, it can associate with the ITAM-bearing Fc receptor 
γ chain, via a positively charged arginine residue in the transmembrane region of 
DCAR. DCAR stimulation induces increased calcium (Ca2+) mobilization and protein 
phosphorylation31. However, the DCAR gene is not present within the human genome. 
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The gene that possesses the highest sequence similarity to DCAR in humans is BDCA-232. 
BDCA-2 shares the ability with DCAR to interact with the Fc receptor γ chain and 
BDCA-2-mediated signaling resembles the BCR pathway, resulting in Ca2+ mobilization 
and protein phosphorylation as well33,34. 

Since BDCA-2 and DCIR could potentially form a receptor pair in humans, similar 
ligands and therefore a similar glycan specificity of these two lectins would be expected. 
This is however not the case, since we have shown that DCIR interacts with sulfo-Lewisa, 
Lewisb and mannotriose (Chapter 3), while BDCA-2 binds terminal galactose moieties35. 
DCIR binding to galactose could not be observed in our experiments (Chapter 3). In 
addition, DCIR is expressed on various immune cells36–39, while BDCA-2 expression is 
restricted to plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs)40. Nevertheless, both DCIR and BDCA-2 have 
been shown to interact with HCV15 and HIV-1. We have demonstrated DCIR binding 
predominantly to the HIV-1 gp140 envelop proteins (Chapter 3), whereas BDCA-2 
interacts with HIV-1 gp12041. Stimulation of BDCA-2 with gp120 inhibits the Toll-like 
receptor (TLR) 9-induced IFNα secretion by pDCs41. Interestingly, antibody triggering 
of DCIR on pDCs had the same effect42, thereby suggesting that in pDC and in the 
context of TLR9 signaling, DCIR and BDCA-2 do not act as counteracting pair. However, 
we cannot rule out that in certain cell types DCIR forms a receptor pair with a yet 
unidentified ITAM-bearing molecule.

Furthermore, the strict division in inhibitory ITIMs and activating ITAMs might be 
artificial25. Although ITIM-containing receptors attract phosphatases, thought to inhibit 
activated signal cascades, a stimulatory effect on Ca2+ mobilization has been reported 
for the phosphatase SHP-243. Since DCIR attracts SHP-227, DCIR triggering could have 
activating properties as well. Conversely, ITAM-bearing receptors might also exert 
inhibitory effects, as observed for the BDCA-2-induced modulation of TLR9 signaling41.

In Chapter 2 we show that DCIR triggering by carbohydrate ligands in CHO cells 
results in a decreased phosphorylation of the ITIM in DCIR. Unlike DC-SIGN signaling, 
which is dependent on the interacting glycan44, Lewisb or mannotriose triggering had 
similar effects on DCIR phosphorylation. In contrast to the normal mode of action of 
ITIM-containing receptors, DCIR triggering leads to dephosphorylation of the ITIM. This 
phenomenon might be explained by compartmentalization of DCIR molecules in areas 
lacking phosphatases under resting conditions. DCIR triggering could result in DCIR 
mobilization to areas rich in phosphatases, thereby decreasing the phosphorylation 
state of DCIR. Compartmentalization of proteins and changes upon receptor triggering 
have been reported for example for the BCR45. In this fashion, DCIR triggering could 
evoke stimulatory signals, by reducing the recruitment and activation of phosphatases 
by the diminished phosphorylated ITIM, compared to unstimulated conditions.

Nevertheless, this scheme of DCIR phosphorylation and dephosphorylation 
might differ amongst the different DCIR-expressing cell types, as has been shown 
for signal-inhibitory regulatory protein (SIRPα). SIRPα expressed on glomerular and 
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melanoma cells is phosphorylated under resting conditions46,47, while neuronal SIRPα 
is phosphorylated upon activation48. Since DCIR is expressed on a variety of different 
immune cells36–39, different intracellular signaling cascades could be initiated after 
ligand binding depending on the cell type expressing DCIR. In addition, the availability 
of SHP-1 and SHP-2 will influence the functional outcomes as well. 

In Chapter 2 we have demonstrated continuous DCIR triggering by cis interactions 
of DCIR with glycans present on CHO cells. The interaction of DCIR with glycans in cis 
will depend on the DCIR-expressing cell, since different cell types hold different cellular 
glycosylation. Therefore, it is possible that some DCIR-expressing cells have continuous 
DCIR triggering by cis ligands, while DCIR signaling in other cells will only occur after 
encountering a ligand in trans.  

In mice, an inhibitory role for DCIR1 has been proposed, that contributes to 
maintaining homeostasis49. However, DCIR1 lacks an N-glycosylation site inside the 
CRD, and DCIR1 signaling is therefore likely to be differentially regulated compared 
to human DCIR. Nevertheless, even though glycosylation of DCIR1 itself is absent, 
glycosylation of adjacent proteins on the cell membrane could result in cis binding 
and signaling as well, next to the binding to other endogenous proteins in trans. In this 
way, DCIR-induced inhibitory signaling could contribute to maintaining homeostasis. 
DCIR stimulation in humans, with the use of a monoclonal DCIR-antibody, decreases 
TLR7/8 and TLR9-induced cytokine release in monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) and 
plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs), respectively42,50, suggesting an inhibitory role for human DCIR 
on DCs. Furthermore, polymorphisms in the human DCIR gene locus are associated 
with the development of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)51,52, indicating that in the presence 
of an altered DCIR protein or expression, cis interactions or endogenous ligands cannot 
exert their inhibitory effect, leading to an over-activated immune system. Indeed, DCIR-
binding glycans are present on endogenous proteins, since we demonstrated DCIR 
binding to keratinocytes (Chapter 3). Besides the expected sulfo-Lewisa expression 
on keratinocytes, an increased sulfo-Lewisa expression has been observed in the 
autoimmune diseases cystic fibrosis53 and Sjögren syndrome54. At present it is unknown 
what triggers the enhanced sulfo-Lewisa expression, but it could be a mechanism to 
downregulate an over-activated immune system, via stimulation of DCIR. Moreover, 
DCIR expression is detected on T cells in rheumatic joints38. The function of T cell-derived 
DCIR is currently unknown, but the activated phenotype of the DCIR+ T cells suggests 
that DCIR could play an activating, instead of inhibitory, role in these cells. However, 
DCIR stimulation in T cells could also induce an inhibitory signal that in RA is incapable 
in diminishing an already present hyper-activated T cell phenotype.

Since DCIR is expressed on a wide variety of immune cells, the effects of DCIR 
signaling could differ between the DCIR-expressing cells. In DCs DCIR most likely 
functions as inhibitory receptor, since it negatively affects TLR-induced signaling42,50. 
In addition, activating stimuli, like TLR ligands and TNF-α, reduce DCIR expression 
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on DCs36,42, thereby partially releasing the potentially inhibitory function of DCIR on 
activated DCs. GM-CSF, LPS, IL-4 or TNFα activated neutrophils have a reduced DCIR 
expression compared to resting neutrophils, suggesting an inhibitory role of DCIR in 
neutrophils as well, which is released in inflammatory conditions17. In addition, cellular 
glycosylation varies between the DCIR-expressing cells, likely resulting in differences in 
steady-state DCIR stimulation and the potential effect of DCIR interactions with ligands 
in trans. In conclusion, DCIR signaling can be induced by both cis and trans interactions 
and will induce a inhibitory signaling cascade or prevent the induction of activating 
pathways in most DCIR-expressing cell lines. However, more research is needed to 
investigate the exact role of DCIR as inhibitory signaling receptor in the different DCIR-
expressing cell lines.

DCIR as internalization receptor
In Chapter 4 and 5 we have investigated the routing of CLR-internalized antigens 
by using a new technology: imaging flow cytometry55. With the use of imaging flow 
cytometry the internalization and marker co-localization can be investigated in large 
cell populations, through the incorporation of an objective and high-resolution camera 
in a flow cytometric system. Different intracellular pathways are present in DCs that are 
used to route endocytosed antigens to MHC class II, MHC class I loading compartments 
or both, for subsequent antigen presentation to T cells. Commonly, internalized 
antigens route via endosomes and lysosomes to MHC class II loading compartments56. 
Predominantly in DCs, endocytosed antigens can follow distinct routes that mediate 
cross-presentation and loading onto MHC class I molecules57. With the use of markers 
specific for different intracellular compartments involved in antigen routing to MHC 
class I and MCH class II loading compartments, the routing of different CLRs was 
investigated quantitatively in large DC populations. 

Ligands endocytosed by DC-expressed DCIR can activate the proliferation of both 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells42,58. In Chapter 5 we demonstrate a low internalization rate of 
DCIR and only partial DCIR routing to endosomes, while co-localization with markers 
for other compartments involved in intracellular trafficking, like rab11 (recycling 
endosomes) and TGN46 (trans-Golgi network) was not observed. Therefore, more 
research is needed to elucidate the exact pathway followed by DCIR-endocytosed 
ligands that results in the presentation of ligand-derived peptides in MHC class II and 
MHC class I molecules. Our assays were performed in the absence of maturation stimuli. 
Since cross-presentation of DCIR-internalized ligands was significantly enhanced in the 
presence of a TLR7/8 ligand58, our assays should be repeated in the presence of a TLR7/8 
ligand to potentially reveal routing of DCIR-internalized ligands under inflammatory 
conditions to compartments known to be involved in cross-presentation.
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Whether DCIR-binding glycans also induce DCIR-dependent internalization and 
MHC presentation remains elusive. Given that DC-SIGN interacts with all DCIR-binding 
glycans and is expressed on DCs as well, it is difficult to test the DCIR-dependent 
internalization of glycans. Internalization of DCIR-glycans could be investigated 
with the use of the DCIR-expressing transfectants. Internalization of DCIR-specific 
antibodies was observed in CHO DCIR cells, which was, similar to DCs, only marginal. 
However, we could not detect internalization of DCIR in CHO Lec8 cells, while DCIR 
on CHO Lec8 cells was recognized by the DCIR-specific antibodies (unpublished 
observations). This could be the result of the phosphorylated ITIM of DCIR in CHO 
Lec8 cells, since phosphorylation of the tyrosine-based internalization motif has been 
shown to negatively affect internalization and routing59. Nevertheless, our results with 
monoclonal DCIR antibodies indicate that DCIR functions poorly as internalization 
receptor and will therefore most likely only play a marginal role in ligand internalization. 

Effects of DCIR stimulation on DC-SIGN routing
Apart from acting as internalization receptor itself, DCIR triggering could affect 
internalization of other CLRs. In Chapter 5 we have investigated this issue and found 
that DCIR signaling affects the routing of DC-SIGN, resulting in decreased DC-SIGN 
targeting to the lysosomes and a concurrently prolonged stability of the DC-SIGN-
internalized ligands. These results suggest that ligands shared by DCIR and DC-SIGN 
could have an altered routing compared to DC-SIGN-specific ligands. This holds true 
for the pathogen HIV-1. We have demonstrated that HIV-1 interacts with both DCIR 
and DC-SIGN (Chapter 3) and DC-SIGN-dependent HIV-1 internalization, displays a 
decreased routing to lysosomes60 and protection from degradation in DCs61. Ebola virus 
and Human cytomegalovirus (CMV) likewise interact with DC-SIGN, thereby enhancing 
viral infection62. The interaction of DCIR with these viruses has not been demonstrated 
yet, but it would be interesting to investigate DCIR binding to CMV and Ebola virus. 
If DCIR recognizes these viruses as well, the DCIR-dependent effect on DC-SIGN 
internalization could be used by viruses as a general mechanism to escape immune 
detection and increase viral infection.

On the other hand, DCIR could potentially interact with Lewisb dendrimers and 
routing of Lewisb glycoconjugates to lysosomes has been demonstrated in DCs22. 
To investigate the effect of DCIR signaling on the routing of DC-SIGN-endocytosed 
ligands in more detail, the routing of different DC-SIGN-specific glycans, like LewisX 

should be compared with DCIR- and DC-SIGN-binding glycans, like Lewisb. In addition, 
examining the routing of HIV-1 and other DCIR- and DC-SIGN-binding pathogens in 
DCIR knockdown DCs could reveal a role of DCIR signaling in the decreased routing of 
HIV to lysosomes resulting in its protection from degradation. An overview of the DCIR 
and DC-SIGN interacting ligands is given in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Functional properties of DCIR and DC-SIGN after ligand binding. Whereas DC-SIGN 
plays an important role as antigen uptake receptor, we hypothesize that the major role for DCIR 
involves signaling, since DCIR-mediated signaling can alter DC-SIGN routing. In the table on 
top, different ligands and their capacity to interact with DCIR or DC-SIGN or both are depicted. 
These ligands or glycans can be used to target one of the receptors selectively or both receptors 
simultaneously. Exclusive DC-SIGN targeting (blue arrows) results in the proliferation of CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells, while combined DC-SIGN and DCIR stimulation (indicated by green arrows) 
most likely reduces T cell proliferation and perhaps induces the development of tolerogenic T 
cells.
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DCIR as a target for immunotherapy
DCs are frequently used as a target for immunotherapy, whereby DC-expressed 
internalization receptors are utilized for the induction of antigen-specific T-cells. DCs 
are the key regulators of immunity, since they are able to induce both activating and 
tolerizing responses63. We and others have extensively investigated DC-SIGN as a 
potential target for immunotherapy for the induction of anti-tumor responses. DC-
SIGN targeting in vitro led to increased T cell proliferation, demonstrating its potential 
to facilitate tumor eradication21,22,64–66. Furthermore, DC-SIGN targeting in vivo also 
stimulates antigen-specific T cell proliferation (Unger et al., unpublished observations). 
Targeting the adjuvant keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) to DCs via DC-SIGN 
additionally results in increased overall T cell proliferation and thereby inhibition of 
tumor growth67. 

DCIR on the other hand seems unsuitable as target for the induction of anti-tumor 
responses. Although DCIR internalized ligands are capable of stimulating both CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cell proliferation (Chapter 5 and 42,58), the amount of proliferating T cells 
induced by DCIR internalized antigens is lower compared to antigens endocytosed by 
other CLRs. Further research should focus on the possibility that these T cells become 
tolerogenic, as a result of the inhibitory function of DCIR. The generation of tolerogenic 
T cells might be overcome with the use of an appropriate TLR stimulus68, as cross-
priming via DCIR is enhanced by TLR7/8 signaling58. Yet, DCIR triggering, at the same 
time, is thought to decrease TLR7/8-induced cytokine responses50, making it difficult 
to select an adjuvant that optimizes the induction of effector T cells via DCIR targeting, 
while reducing the inhibitory effects of DCIR. 

Due to its role in inducing inhibitory signals and the effect of DCIR signaling on 
DC-SIGN routing, DCIR might be better used to reduce immune activation and in this 
way could be an ideal target for the treatment of allergy or autoimmune diseases. The 
capacity of murine DCIR2 to induce regulatory T cells68,69 further supports this possibility. 
In summary, DCIR could be an ideal target for the induction of regulatory responses, 
either through the induction of regulatory T cells by DCIR-internalized ligands, or via 
the modification of antigen presentation induced by internalized ligands via other 
receptors.  

DCIR targeting with glycans or antibodies?
DCIR targeting with antibodies elicits exclusive DCIR-mediated effects. In addition, 
DCIR antibodies can interact with both glycosylated and minor glycosylated DCIR, in 
contrast to DCIR-binding glycans and most of its ligands. However, CLR targeting with 
glycans has several advantages over antibody-mediated targeting, like the reduced 
costs to synthesize glycans on large scale and the absence of potential immunogenic 
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effects70. Immunogenic responses can be induced by antibodies, even when they are 
humanized71. Moreover, DCIR targeting with natural ligands most likely results in the 
simultaneous interaction with multiple CLRs. Indeed, we have demonstrated that most 
DCIR-binding glycans and ligands interact with DC-SIGN as well (see Figure 2). Since 
DCIR functions poorly as antigen uptake receptor, simultaneous DCIR and DC-SIGN 
triggering could result in antigen internalization via DC-SIGN and signaling via DCIR, 
which might initiate the development of tolerogenic T cells. Nevertheless, DCIR-glycan 
interactions are highly regulated by DCIR glycosylation¸ suggesting only functional DCIR 
triggering by trans glycans in the case of minor glycosylated and potentially clustered 
DCIR. It might therefore be most convenient to target both receptors simultaneously 
with the use of an antigen coupled to antibodies directed against both receptors. In this 
way, tolerogenic T cells could develop after DC-SIGN-dependent antigen internalization 
and DCIR-mediated signaling.

Concluding remarks
This thesis describes the glycan specificity and glycan binding properties of DCIR. In 
comparison with DC-SIGN, a more restricted glycan specificity of DCIR and a stronger 
influence of receptor glycosylation and clustering on DCIR-glycan interactions were 
found. In addition, DCIR mainly functions as signaling receptor after ligand binding. This 
inhibitory signaling function of DCIR might be useful for the induction of tolerogenic 
T cells in an autoimmune setting. Since DCIR and DC-SIGN have overlapping glycan 
specificities, care should be taken when selecting glycans for the use in immunotherapy, 
depending on the type of responses one wants to elicit. In addition, we reveal that 
DCIR is only available for glycan targeting in the case of minor receptor glycosylation 
and that continuous DCIR signaling is present if DCIR glycans are expressed on DCIR 
or on adjacent proteins in the cell membrane. Therefore, the glycosylation profile of 
DCIR and DCIR-expressing cells should be examined before using DCIR as target for 
immunotherapy. In addition, one should keep in mind that DCIR is expressed on a wide 
variety of immune cells, which could alter the predicted response of DCIR targeting on 
DCs. Our works provides new insights into the characteristics of DCIR and DC-SIGN that 
contributes to a better understanding of their role in the immune system. 
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Summary
Every day the human body is exposed to various different threats. These can come along 
in the form of pathogens, like viruses and bacteria, however, also processes in the body 
can cause damage, for instance in the case of cancer. The function of the immune system 
is to protect the human body against these dangers. So called antigen presenting cells 
are present in different tissues and in the blood stream. These cells are specialized in 
the detection of dangerous components. They recognize danger signals via receptors, 
present on the surface of these cells. In addition, they can take up pathogens and travel 
to the lymph nodes where they activate the effector arm of the immune system: the T- 
and B-cells. An over-activated immune system can lead to the development of allergy 
and auto-immune diseases. In these cases the immune system responds to harmless 
particles, like nuts or components naturally present in the human body, such as the 
joints in rheumatoid arthritis. 

The dendritic cell is one of the professional antigen presenting cells present in the 
human body. Different receptors, present on the surface of dendritic cells, participate 
in the detection of pathogens and other dangerous components, including the C-type 
lectin receptors (CLRs). CLRs are involved in the recognition of different sugar or glycan 
structures. Glycan structures are present on the surface of virtually all cells, including 
pathogens. During the synthesis of membrane proteins, these proteins are covered with 
glycans. The attachment of glycan structures to the protein depends on a specific amino 
acids sequence, which are the building blocks of proteins. Glycan structures themselves 
are built up from a variety of monosaccharides, like the well-known sugar glucose, but 
also other monosaccharides, like mannose, fucose and N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) 
are present in the human body. The configuration of the glycan structure is dependent 
on the cell type and the protein it is attached to. Usually, glycan structures present on 
pathogens are different from those present on human cells. In this way dendritic cells 
can distinguish pathogens from healthy self-antigens. Glycan structures on human cells 
can be altered during cellular activation or cell aging. Furthermore, cancer cells possess 
different glycan structures compared to normal cells, which can dampen the immune 
response instead of the desirable immune activation needed for the eradication of the 
cancer cells. 

The different members of the CLR family each recognize specific glycan structures, 
which vary between group members. Extensive research has been performed to 
elucidate the function and glycan specificity of the CLR DC-SIGN. DC-SIGN binds the 
sugars mannose and fucose, and therefore interacts with both pathogens, like the HIV-1 
virus, and self-glycoproteins, in both healthy situation and during disease. As a result 
DC-SIGN can internalize the virus and present it to T-cells that can become infected. In 
addition, it can also facilitate the cell diapedesis by binding firmly to proteins expressed 
on endothelial cells. Another CLR present on the surface of dendritic cells is DCIR. This 
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receptor is thought to give inhibitory signals to the immune system and is therefore 
an important target for the development of therapeutic strategies against allergy and 
auto-immune diseases. However, one must first know the exact function and glycan 
specificity of the CLRs, before they can be utilized as targets for immune therapies. 

Because the primary glycan binding site, involved in the interaction between CLRs 
and glycan structures, is quite similar for DCIR and DC-SIGN, it is believed that DCIR has 
a comparable glycan specificity as DC-SIGN. We have investigated the glycan specificity 
of DCIR and found that DCIR indeed interacts with mannose and fucose-containing 
glycans as well (Chapter 2). However, the glycan specificity of DCIR is much more 
restricted, since only a small variety of mannose and fucose-containing glycans can bind 
to DCIR, whereas almost all these glycan structures interact with DC-SIGN (Chapter 3). 

Since DCIR and DC-SIGN are expressed on the cell surface, they are glycosylated by 
the glycosylation machinery of dendritic cells. The glycan structures on DC-SIGN are 
located far away from the glycan binding site, while the glycan structures on DCIR are 
situated close by the glycan binding site. This glycan on DCIR could potentially hinder 
the interaction between DCIR and glycan structures on other particles. We indeed 
observed that by removing the glycan structure on DCIR or by reducing the size of the 
glycan structure present, the potency of DCIR to bind glycans was effected. Our results 
revealed that the glycan structure in DCIR indeed prohibits the potential of DCIR to bind 
glycan structures on other particles (Chapter 2). In addition, we also discovered that 
binding of DCIR to a glycan structure induces a signal inside the cell. 

We next investigated which ligands contain glycan structures that can interact with 
DCIR. Binding of DCIR to different primary human cells, tumor cells and pathogens was 
investigated. DCIR specifically bound to keratinocytes, cells present in the upper layers 
of the skin, but also to different kinds of tumor cells. In addition, DCIR could bind to 
HIV-1 and some helminth species, but not to yeast particles tested. This indicates that 
DCIR, like DC-SIGN can interact with different self-proteins and pathogens. Indeed 
most compounds that bound DCIR could also interact with DC-SIGN. Nevertheless, 
keratinocytes selectively bound to DCIR and not to DC-SIGN, while DC-SIGN binds 
specifically to yeast and DCIR does not (Chapter 3). 

Besides its signaling function, DCIR could also be involved in the uptake of  
glycosylated particles. Once taken up, these particles can be degraded inside the cell 
into smaller fragments that are subsequently presented to T cells to initiate particle-
specific T cell activation. Peptides from ingested ligands activate CD4+ T helper cells that 
facilitate antibody production by B cells in order to eliminate extracellular pathogens 
and help macrophages to actively destroy internalized pathogens, while CD8+ T cells 
are activated by virally infected cells which give a signal for their eradication. Dendritic 
cells can also present peptides derived from ingested antigens to CD8+ T cells via a 
process called cross-presentation. Prior research has already revealed that glycosylated 
particles taken up by DC-SIGN can be presented to  CD8+ T-cells, however the specific 
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intracellular routing of DC-SIGN ingested particles is not exactly known. We addressed 
this by employing a new technique that allows high throughput analysis of both the 
morphology of  a pool of individual cells and the visualization of fluorescently labeled 
ingested proteins in time in combination with fluorescently labeled marker proteins for 
intracellular compartments. Using this technique we characterized a new intracellular 
route for particles taken up by DC-SIGN that end up in proteins present on the cell 
membrane involved in the activation of CD8+ T cells (Chapter 4). In addition, we 
compared the  intracellular routing of particles taken up by DC-SIGN with that taken 
up by DCIR and two other CLRs, MGL and MR. We observed a differential intracellular 
routing of particles that were taken up via DCIR and an effect of DCIR stimulation on the 
routing of DC-SIGN ingested particles (Chapter 5).

Finally, we investigated an unique glycan structure, displayed on a commensal 
bacterium present in the human intestinal flora. This glycan structure can be taken 
up by antigen presenting cells, leading to its direct presentation to T-cells, while this 
normally only occurs for protein antigens. The exact mode of uptake of this glycan 
structure was not known and we hypothesized that a CLR might be involved. Indeed, 
we found a profound role for DC-SIGN in the uptake and presentation of this specific 
glycan structure, while, for example DCIR, was not involved (Chapter 6).

In conclusion, we began to unravel the specific function of DCIR, by discovering 
glycosylated compounds that can interact with DCIR. More research is needed to 
elucidate when DCIR is occupied and when it is free to bind glycans on other proteins. 
In addition, it is important to elucidate under which circumstances DCIR is stimulated 
by its own glycan structures and if DCIR signaling could dampen the immune response. 
When these factors are known DCIR could be used as target for immune therapies.  
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C-type lectines en hun rol in het immuunsysteem
Nieuwe inzichten in de karakteristieken van DCIR en DC-SIGN

Ons lichaam wordt elke dag blootgesteld aan verschillende gevaren. Deze gevaren 
kunnen aanwezig zijn in de vorm van pathogenen, zoals virussen en bacteriën, maar 
ook andere processen in het lichaam kunnen schade veroorzaken, zoals het geval 
is bij kanker. De functie van het immuunsysteem is het lichaam tegen deze gevaren 
te beschermen. Voor het detecteren van gevaarlijke componenten zijn er speciale 
antigeen presenterende cellen aanwezig in de weefsels en in de bloedbaan. Deze cellen 
herkennen tekenen van gevaar via receptoren, die aanwezig zijn op de buitenkant 
van de cel. Verder kunnen antigeen presenterende cellen pathogenen opnemen en 
vervolgens naar de lymfeknopen reizen, waar zij het gedeelte van het immuunsysteem 
activeren dat zorgt voor het opruimen van schadelijke deeltjes. Dit zijn de T en B cellen. 
Een over-geactiveerd immuunsysteem is aanwezig bij allergie en auto-immuunziektes. 
In deze gevallen is het immuunsysteem geactiveerd door onschadelijke deeltjes, zoals 
noten of componenten van het lichaam zelf, zoals het geval is bij de immuunreactie 
tegen gewrichten welke tot reuma kan lijden.

De dendritische cel is één van de professionele antigen presenterende cellen die 
aanwezig zijn in het lichaam. Op het oppervlak van de dendritische cel zijn verschillende 
receptoren aanwezig om pathogenen en andere gevaarlijke deeltjes in het lichaam te 
herkennen, zoals bijvoorbeeld de familie van C-type lectine receptoren (CLRs). CLRs 
zijn betrokken bij de herkenning van verschillende suikerstructuren. Suikerstructuren 
zijn aanwezig op het oppervlak van alle cellen, maar ook op pathogenen. Tijdens de 
productie van eiwitten op het celmembraan, wordt het eiwit meestal omringd door 
verschillende suikerstructuren. De plek waarop de suikerstucturen bevestigd worden, 
is afhankelijk van de aanwezigheid van bepaalde aminozuren, die de bouwblokken 
vormen van een eiwit. De suikerstructuren zijn opgebouwd uit verschillende enkele 
suiker units, zoals de algemeen bekende suiker glucose, maar ook mannose, fucose en 
N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) zijn suikers die voorkomen in het menselijk lichaam. 
De vorm van de suikerstructuur is afhankelijk van het celtype en het eiwit waaraan 
de suiker bevestigd wordt. Suikerstructuren van pathogenen zijn over het algemeen 
anders dan die van menselijke cellen. Op deze manier kan een dendritische cel 
pathogenen onderscheiden van cellen die normaal gesproken in het menselijk lichaam 
aanwezig zijn en geen gevaar vormen. In aanvulling hierop kunnen de suikerstructuren 
op menselijke cellen ook veranderen tijdens activatie of veroudering van de cel. Ook 
onder bepaalde omstandigheden, zoals bij kanker, zijn op de tumorcellen vaak andere 
type suikerstructuren aanwezig dan op normale “gezonde” cellen. Deze andere type 
suikerstructuren kunnen ervoor zorgen dat het immuunsysteem juist niet geactiveerd 
wordt, waardoor de tumorcellen niet verwijderd kunnen worden. 
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De leden van de CLR familie herkennen specifieke suikerstructuren, die verschillen 
tussen de verscheidene groepsleden. Er is uitgebreid onderzoek gedaan naar de functie 
en suikerspecificiteit van de CLR DC-SIGN. DC-SIGN bindt de suikers mannose en 
fucose, waardoor het een interactie kan aangaan met zowel pathogenen, zoals het 
HIV-1 virus, maar ook met eiwitten die normaal gesproken voorkomen in ons lichaam, 
zowel gedurende gezonde omstandigheden als tijdens ziekte. De interactie van DC-
SIGN met de HIV-1 zorgt ervoor dat HIV-1 wordt opgenomen en wordt overgedragen 
aan T cellen, die door het virus geïnfecteerd worden. Maar de interactie van DC-SIGN 
met gezonde cellen kan ook zorgen voor een hechte binding tussen de twee cellen, 
waardoor bijvoorbeeld T cellen beter geactiveerd kunnen worden door de dendritische 
cellen. Een andere CLR, aanwezig op het oppervlak van dendritische cellen, is DCIR. 
Deze receptor geeft waarschijnlijk remmende signalen af aan het immuunsysteem 
en vormt daarom een belangrijk aangrijpingspunt in het ontwikkelen van therapieën, 
waarbij het onderdrukken van het immuunsysteem belangrijk is zoals bij allergie en 
auto-immuunziekten. Het is daarom belangrijk het exacte functioneren van deze 
receptor op te helderen en ook de type suikerstructuren te identificeren die door DCIR 
herkend worden. 

Omdat het suikerbindingsdomein van DCIR erg lijkt op dat van DC-SIGN, wordt 
aangenomen dat DCIR een vergelijkbare suikerspecificiteit heeft als DC-SIGN. Wij 
hebben dit onderzocht en vonden dat DCIR inderdaad aan mannose en fucose kan 
binden (Hoofdstuk 2). Echter, DCIR kan niet met alle suikerstructuren die een mannose 
of fucose unit bevatten een interactie aangaan. Slechts enkele van die suikerstructuren 
worden herkend door DCIR, terwijl bijna alle mannose of fucose bevattende 
suikerstructuren kunnen binden aan DC-SIGN (Hoofdstuk 3). 

Aangezien DCIR en DC-SIGN ook zelf eiwitten zijn, en aminozuren hebben waarop 
een suikerstructuur bevestigd kan worden, zouden deze moleculen al beladen kunnen 
zijn met suikerstructuren. Dit is inderdaad aangetoond voor zowel DCIR als DC-
SIGN. De suikerstructuur van DC-SIGN zit bevestigd op een plek die niet interfereert 
met het suikerbindingsdomein van DC-SIGN, echter die van DCIR zit middenin het 
suikerbindingsdomein. Deze suikerstructuur op DCIR zelf zou de herkenning van 
andere suikerstructuren kunnen beïnvloeden of zelfs verhinderen. Het is van belang om 
de invloed van deze suikerstructuur in DCIR te onderzoeken, voordat we DCIR kunnen 
gebruiken als aangrijpingspunt voor het ontwikkelen van immuuntherapieën. Wij 
hebben het suikerbindende aminozuur in het DCIR molecuul weggehaald zodat de eigen 
suikerstructuren van DCIR de binding aan andere suikers niet meer konden verstoren. 
Op deze manier hebben we laten zien dat het weghalen van de suikerstructuren in 
DCIR zelf, de binding van andere suikerstructuren beïnvloedt (Hoofdstuk 2). Verder 
ontdekten we dat de binding van DCIR aan suikerstructuren een signaal aan de cel kan 
afgeven, dat mogelijk een remmend effect kan hebben. 
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Vervolgens hebben wij in kaart gebracht welke cellen en pathogenen de 
suikerstructuren hebben waaraan DCIR kan binden. Hiervoor hebben we de binding van 
DCIR aan verschillende menselijke cellen getest. DCIR kan binden aan keratinocyten, 
dit zijn cellen die in de opperhuid voorkomen, maar ook aan verschillende kankercellen. 
Bovendien kan DCIR binden aan HIV-1 en sommige wormen, maar daarentegen niet 
aan schimmels. Deze bevindingen geven aan dat DCIR, net als DC-SIGN, kan binden 
aan verschillende eiwitten die in het menselijk lichaam voorkomen, maar ook aan 
ziekteverwekkers, door middel van de aanwezigheid van specifieke suikers. Het 
merendeel van de geteste menselijke cellen en pathogenen bindt aan zowel DC-SIGN 
als DCIR, echter keratinocyten worden alleen herkend door DCIR en niet door DC-SIGN. 
Daarentegen kan DC-SIGN een interactie aangaan met schimmels, wat voor DCIR niet 
het geval is (Hoofdstuk 3). 

Behalve de signaleringsfunctie van DCIR, zou DCIR ook gesuikerde materie op 
kunnen nemen. Nadat de materie is opgenomen kan het in de cel in kleinere deeltjes 
geknipt worden en gepresenteerd worden aan CD8 positieve T cellen, zodat T cel 
activatie plaats vindt die ervoor zorgt dat cellen die de gesuikerde materie hebben 
gericht gedood worden. Onderzoek heeft al aangetoond dat materie opgenomen 
door DC-SIGN inderdaad gepresenteerd wordt aan T cellen. Echter de precieze route 
die het in de cel volgt is niet bekend. We hebben dit onderzocht met behulp van een 
nieuwe techniek waarmee we grote aantallen individuele cellen, met daarin gekleurde 
eiwitten, konden analyseren en deze te volgen in de tijd. Deze nieuwe techniek heeft 
ons in staat gesteld een nieuwe intracellulaire route te karakteriseren, die er voor zorgt 
dat deeltjes opgenomen door DC-SIGN effectief naar het oppervlakte gebracht worden 
van een dendritische cel om deze aan CD8 positieve T cellen te tonen (Hoofdstuk 4). 
Met deze nieuwe techniek hebben we ook de intracellulaire route van verschillende 
CLRs, waaronder DCIR en DC-SIGN met elkaar vergeleken en vonden we opmerkelijke 
verschillen in hoe beide receptoren materie in de cel verwerken. Wij zagen ook dat het 
stimuleren van DCIR, de routing van door DC-SIGN opgenomen deeltjes beïnvloedt 
(Hoofdstuk 5). 

Ten slotte hebben we onderzoek gedaan naar een speciale suikerstructuur, die 
aanwezig is op een commensale bacterie die behoort tot de menselijke darmflora. 
Deze suikerstructuur kan worden opgenomen door dendritische cellen, waarin het 
wordt geknipt in kleinere stukjes en gepresenteerd aan T cellen. Dit gebeurt normaal 
gesproken alleen met suikerstructuren die nog vast zitten aan aminozuren. De manier 
waarop deze speciale suikerstructuren worden opgenomen was nog niet bekend en we 
speculeerden dat een CLR hierbij betrokken zou kunnen zijn. Wij vonden inderdaad een 
belangrijke rol voor DC-SIGN in de opname en presentatie van deze suikerstructuur, 
terwijl bijvoorbeeld DCIR hier niet bij betrokken was (Hoofdstuk 6). 
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Samengevat hebben we de suikerstructuren waarmee DCIR een interactie kan 
aangaan geïdentificeerd en hebben we een goede start gemaakt om de functie van 
DCIR op te helderen. Meer onderzoek is nodig om te ontdekken wanneer DCIR al bezet 
is door zijn eigen suikerstructuren en wanneer het vrij is om materie op te nemen. 
Verder is het belangrijk om te ontdekken wanneer DCIR een signaal afgeeft in de cel 
en of DCIR signalering een remmend effect heeft op het immuunsysteem. Zodra er 
meer bekend is over deze factoren, kan DCIR gebruikt worden als aangrijpingspunt in 
immuuntherapieën.  
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Dankwoord
Na bijna 5 jaar zit het er dan op: ik heb mijn promotieonderzoek afgerond en kan 
beginnen met het schrijven van mijn dankwoord. Iets waar je in het begin erg naar 
uitkijkt, maar als de tijd is aangebroken is het toch een stuk lastiger. Het is echt de 
afsluiting van een periode. Gelukkig heb ik het werk in die periode niet allemaal alleen 
gedaan en daarom zou ik graag de volgende mensen willen bedanken.

Yvette, bedankt dat je me de mogelijkheid hebt gegeven om in jouw groep te 
promoveren. Ik heb een hele leuke tijd gehad en veel geleerd. Door jou heeft het boekje 
de vorm gekregen die het nu heeft. Johan, Léon en Prescilla, heel veel hebben we 
elkaar niet gezien, maar bedankt voor jullie input op afstand. Ik heb een erg gezellige 
tijd gehad bij de bijeenkomsten van Danone Research en ik ben blij dat mijn project een 
samenwerking was tussen de VU en Danone. Jeroen, het was leuk om met je samen 
te werken aan de binding van CLRs aan de probiotica, jammer dat er geen paper uit is 
gekomen. En dan natuurlijk mijn co-promotoren, bij wie ik eigenlijk altijd terecht kon 
voor vragen, hulp en een kletspraatje: Sandra, bedankt voor je gezelligheid en goede 
begeleiding. Ik heb erg veel gehad aan alle kennis die je bezit. Je bent echt een vraagbaak 
voor zowel proeven als literatuur. Volgens mij is er niemand zo snel in het nakijken van 
teksten en je hebt er op die manier echt vaart achter gezet. Juan, thanks for your input 
and motivating words. Your knowledge and excellent ideas have made this thesis how 
it is now. Chapter 4 and 5 would not have been there without your enthusiasm for the 
ImageStream. 

Bij deze zou ik ook de leescommissie graag willen bedanken voor de tijd en aandacht die 
zij hebben besteed aan het lezen van mijn boekje. 

En dan natuurlijk mijn paranimfen. Esther, na jouw promotie zijn de rollen nu 
omgedraaid. Het was erg fijn om met iemand anders de grollen van het promoveren 
te kunnen bespreken. Ik heb veel aan je gehad, omdat jij toch weer vanuit een andere 
kant keek naar mijn proeven. En nu met het afronden van mijn promotie weer, omdat je 
als beste weet waarmee en hoe je me kan helpen. Ik vind het heel knap van je dat jij dat 
allemaal zelf hebt gedaan! Ik ben heel blij met jou als zus en vriendin, ik kan altijd bij je 
terecht voor de leuke dingen en minder leuke dingen in het leven. Op naar de volgende 
shopdagjes en weekendjes weg. Ilona, ik ben erg blij dat jij meewerkte aan mijn project 
en nu ook naast me staat. Zonder morren kon ik je gewoon vragen wat experimenten 
te doen, die dan na een week gedaan waren. Het was erg relaxed om met je samen 
te werken. Iedereen wordt gewoon aangestoken door jouw vrolijkheid. Met jouw 
positiviteit, harde werk-mentaliteit en inzicht gaat het zeker lukken om te promoveren. 
Ik hoop dat je een leuke tijd zult hebben de komende vier jaar.

Tegen de rest van groep Rood (die door de jaren heen wel flink van samenstelling is 
veranderd) kan ik alleen maar zeggen dat ik me geen leukere groep had kunnen 
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wensen om in te promoveren. En daar heeft natuurlijk ook de rest van de B/C vleugel 
aan bijgedragen: het kleine groepje Blauw, Karin en Marga. De vrijdagmiddag koekjes 
waren altijd iets om naar uit te kijken en om je experimenten om heen te plannen. Sven, 
dankzij jouw enthousiasme om dingen te regelen, is er een heleboel goed georganiseerd, 
wat het werken in het lab een stuk makkelijker maakt. En je was ook altijd beschikbaar 
voor een gezellig (of een serieuzer) praatje. Bedankt daarvoor. Meike, bedankt voor 
je hulp met de DCIR liganden proeven het laatste jaar. Jammer dat de binding aan de 
probiotica geen paper is geworden. Veel succes met je nieuwe baan! Arend-Jan, ik vond 
het leuk om je als student te begeleiden. Leuk dat jouw stage heeft bijgedragen aan een 
artikel. Veel succes met je carrière. Nathalie, bedankt voor de gezelligheid tijdens de TI 
Pharma meetings en je introductie in GraphPad. Nico, bedankt voor het repareren van 
mijn laptop, na mijn ongelukje met de thee. Zelfs dit dankwoord is er gewoon nog op 
geschreven. Verder wil ik graag de rest van het MCBI bedanken voor de gezellige tijd die 
ik heb gehad de afgelopen vier jaar en de goede ideeën die ik heb gekregen tijdens de 
besprekingen. Ik zal de pokeravondjes en andere afdelingsuitjes missen. 

Natuurlijk wil ik ook mijn kamergenoten hier bedanken voor de erg leuke tijd die ik heb 
gehad. Het zijn er door de jaren heen heel wat geweest. Eerst Caroline, Marieke, Linda, 
Ramin, Jeroen en Sietske, totdat de ene helft met Theo mee ging naar het AMC en de 
andere helft klaar was met zijn promotieonderzoek. Het was maar een jaar, maar het 
was erg gezellig. Caroline, bedankt voor het organiseren van de spelletjesavonden en 
avondjes uit. Leuk dat je weer terug komt naar Europa! Ana en Noortje, ik ben erg blij 
dat jullie daarna begonnen met jullie promotieonderzoek bij de VU. Ik kon altijd bij jullie 
terecht met (lab)problemen. Ik mis het nog steeds dat ik jullie niet meer iedere dag zie 
om even bij te kletsen, dus we moeten de etentjes er maar goed inhouden! Noortje, 
bedankt voor alle hulp voor opzoek- en regeldingen op de VU, terwijl ik op Sanquin was. 
Jammer dat ik niet vier paranimfen kan hebben. Veel succes met het afronden van jullie 
promoties. En voor een korte tijd waren jullie, Cansu en Sylvia, ook onze kamergenoten. 
Het was leuk om zo ook iets meer van groep Blauw mee te krijgen. Maurizio, you started 
one year after me, but you are almost finished at the same time. Well done! Thanks for 
your happiness in the room. Cynthia, het laatste jaartje kwamen we met zijn allen bij jou 
op de kamer. Het aantal kletspraatjes werd hierdoor nog wat verder opgeschroefd ;-), 
maar het was ook leuk en handig om met een andere groep Yvette AIO op de kamer te 
zitten die met humane DCs werkt. Leuk om je zo beter te hebben leren kennen.

Verder zou ik graag alle personen met wie ik samengewerkt heb voor de verschillende 
onderwerpen willen bedanken. Mede dankzij jullie zijn de hoofdstukken tot stand 
gekomen. 

En dan een klein woordje voor mijn nieuwe collega’s van de afdeling Biologicals en 
Immunopathology. Bedankt voor de mogelijkheid om hier aan de slag te gaan, de 
gezelligheid en hulp. Ik heb het hier erg naar mijn zin. 
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Het is wel grappig dat ook veel van mijn oud-studiegenootjes tegelijkertijd aan het 
promoveren waren. Linda, Sonja en Arshia, ook al zien we elkaar soms maar heel 
weinig, het is altijd gezellig als we weer eens afspreken. Arshia, jammer dat je geen 
leuke promotieplek hebt gevonden, maar misschien is de baan die je nu hebt nog wel 
veel leuker. Linda en Sonja, veel succes met het afronden van jullie promoties. Martijn, 
jij bent zo’n harde werker, dat ik denk dat je het gemakkelijk gaat afronden. Bedankt 
voor al je hulp en alle leuke spelletjesavonden, etentjes en andere uitjes die we hebben 
gehad de afgelopen jaren. We moeten de frequentie maar weer wat opschroeven. 

Pap en mam, jullie betrokkenheid heeft me erg goed gedaan. Sorry voor alle stress die 
ik op jullie heb overgedragen. Jullie staan altijd voor me klaar, het is fijn om altijd bij 
jullie langs te kunnen gaan en ik hoop dat nu weer wat meer te kunnen doen. Ik ben er 
trots op dat ik zo op jullie lijk. Bedankt voor alles! Erik, ik bewonder je om het gemak 
waarmee jij allerlei dingen onderneemt. Je zorgt voor een wat relaxtere kijk op dingen, 
een eigenschap die je zussen wel eens missen :-). Leuk dat je soms zo mee kon denken 
over mijn onderzoek/vinden van een baan. Sanne, veel van mijn promotieonderzoek 
heb je niet meegemaakt, maar leuk om je bij de familie Bloem te hebben. Marjolein en 
Dirk, bij jullie kan ik altijd terecht voor zowel een leuke afleiding van het werk als het 
luchten van mijn hart. Ook al zijn mijn bevindingen niet heel makkelijk uit te leggen, 
ik kan nu toch wel een positief antwoord geven op jullie vraag: En al wat ontdekt? Ik 
hoop dat we nog lang bij elkaar in de buurt blijven wonen en dat ik zo het opgroeien van 
Finnian en Féline op de voet kan volgen.  

Marjolein en Erik, betere schoonouders dan jullie had ik me niet kunnen wensen. Fijn 
dat we altijd kunnen komen buurten. Volgend jaar komen we hopelijk wat vaker langs 
in Duitsland voor een gezellig klaverjasavondje. Maarten en Sharon, heel veel zien 
we elkaar niet, maar het is altijd gezellig op de familiedagjes. Binnenkort weer een 
eetafspraakje maken? Nienke, leuk dat jij altijd het voortouw neemt in het regelen van 
allerlei dingen. Ik ben erg blij met jou als schoonzusje en vriendin. Oma, nu is het dan 
eindelijk echt afgerond, mijn promotieonderzoek. Bedankt voor alle interesse, een 
luisterend oor en de leuke uitjes die altijd zorgden voor een goede afleiding. 

En dan lieve Wouter. Jij hebt voornamelijk de laatste jaren heel wat te verduren gehad 
met een stressige Karien. Bedankt voor je, voornamelijk in het laatste jaar, bereidheid 
om zonder morren de boodschappen te doen en te koken, zodat ik nog even aan het 
werk kon. En bedankt voor al je adviezen en je pogingen om me te ontstressen. Zonder 
jou was het allemaal een stuk moeilijker geweest. 

Liefs Karien
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